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Waking up Bowness
Every time he crosses the Bow River into Cochrane just north of Jumping Pound Creek, Chuck
Erdrich adjusts his geographical mindset. He’s done this ever since that geologist fellow told
him that this was where the foothills turn into the prairies – some underground fault-line
apparently, evidenced by the creek, a crack running underground for hundreds of miles.
Anyways, that’s what he heard, and he likes the idea of knowing the exact moment when he
crosses from one terrain into the other. It’s amazing the way a small thing can underline what
you’re doing and make something important of it. Of course you can’t see the prairie at all
when you cross. The tracks hug the edge of the river and stay down below the banks all the way
and you have no idea the prairie is there until the other side of Calgary.
Artie dozes beside him, unaware of the geological shift. He gave up the controls at Field
and has been sleeping for two or three hours. The fellas back in the caboose are probably asleep
too. One of them is supposed to be awake but Chuck figures they’re both out for the count. It’s
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a cattle run – no problems expected. He’s driving number 2070 this morning, a great old train.
He can remember driving her as far back as ’35. She’s showing her age now but still makes the
run from Kamloops to Calgary as smooth as butter. And this morning’s no different. Looking
out to the side he can see the sun hovering overhead, pale and dampish as if exhausted from
pulling itself up from the rim of the cutbank. A pale sun, and the embankment, still grassy
brown, is not yet free of winter. There’s still snow, clinging to the base of the bushes. Chuck
thinks of the sunroom in his house in Ogden where Min has dozens of bedding plants well
rooted and healthy, ready for transplanting on Victoria Day. Winter doesn’t trouble Min. She
has her strategies. And her routines. When she hears the blare that signals the train’s approach
to Ogden she’ll have the pan on and be pulling the eggs out of the fridge practically before the
whistle stops.
He has several whistles before then, the one approaching Keith Siding coming up soon,
around seven o’clock it’ll be. He always likes that one, announcing the morning to the folks of
Bowness.
The tracks stretch out ahead of him. He never gets tired of their polished shine – their
call to adventure. A red-tail is hovering over the tracks, already on the lookout for breakfast.
Ahead, a cluster of deer break suddenly and bound off through the bunch grass.
Keith Siding will be any moment now. He gives a pull on the whistle, stretching it out,
long and mournful. Up ahead he can see the red barns of the Alberta Ice Factory where his son
worked for a couple of summers. The Factory’s getting run down, that’s for sure, and they’re
hiring fewer than they used to. It’s the refrigerators, isn’t it? He got Min a nice little Cold Spot
last summer and she’s crazy about it.
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The San comes into view, the orderly gardens, the grand old buildings. Approaching the
twin bridges that take the tracks slow and easy across the Bow, he pulls the horn again, a long,
satisfying, wailing shriek, and then another shorter one. He’s in the village now, nestled in the
curving loop of the river, the old flying field off to the right, the children’s home beyond, the
elementary school, the small row of stores. Another whistle, then he’s bridging the Bow again
and heading across Montgomery, a straight run to the city itself where he will unload
passengers and freight, and then push on to its eastern edges and Ogden, to his breakfast and
Min.
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Myrna
The whistle of the morning train always draws Myrna to the hall windows, and there it is below
her, chuffing comfortably toward the twin bridges. She looks at her watch, 7:08, it rarely varies
more than a minute either way. It will be five more hours till her shift ends. Her morning will
be busy but not arduous – four pneumothorax procedures among the routines.
She surveys the Sanatorium grounds, the buildings that house the clinics and labs, the
offices, the children’s wards, and the kitchens where right now the cooks are pushing out
breakfast for the staff and patients. A good seven miles from the city, the San is virtually a selfcontained community, with vegetable gardens, chicken coops, residences for many of the staff.
Myrna herself lives just across the river in the village of Bowness, where five hours or so from
now she’ll be at lunch with Lou and Queenie and Kaye, indulging in gossip and silly fun.
As she contemplates her afternoon, a shiny black Tudor comes up the drive and pulls
into the parking space beside her own little red coupe. Getting out of his car, Frank, her brotherin-law, trim, athletic, makes a quick stride to the entranceway of the hospital.
Myrna’s morning ritual of moving to the window when she hears the train is partly
because she likes trains, but she wonders too if it isn’t Frank’s arrival she’s really anticipating,
that shift in the day when he arrives, the hospital’s long night abated and moved into positive
daylight. She thinks of him as her brother-in-law but really he’s married to her cousin Queenie.
Cousin in fact but sister in spirit, Queenie has, as in all things, been lucky in love. Dr. Frank
Nelson is, in Myrna’s view, a positive force in the world, a man who exhales more oxygen than
he breathes in.
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Jaycee
The train rumbling along the berm above the Grisham house makes Jaycee shiver and cling to
the warmth of her bed. It’s the second time she’s been wakened. Half an hour before it was the
Barker and Cleve leaving for the San. The sadness of the whistle fills the room and gets mixed
up with her own feelings. After today she’ll be the oldest and there will be no one to stand
between her and the Barker’s fists. The Barker’ll be madder than a snake when he realizes
Trinny and Cleve have run off, and there’ll be no escape. Delores certainly won’t stir herself,
that’s for sure. Jaycee pulls the blanket up tight around her shoulders but the room seems colder
by the second at the prospect of her father's direct attention.
The sun is up, she can see its light on the tree branches outside. The white-ringed eye of
the robin hopping among the new leaves outside her window is intense, jewel-like, and
everything seems newly washed and full of promise. Not her room, though, which is gloomy
and unfixably shabby. Not that you could call it a room exactly, just a cot surrounded by
unfinished two by fours. She can look through to the bunk beds next door where Richie and
Ben are still asleep. Everyone is asleep. Trinny down the hall. And further on, Delores in the
only real room in the house, and that’s only because a few blankets are nailed up on the two by
fours.
Trinny will be up soon. Jaycee, who’s wide awake now, never gets up before her sister.
Somehow Trinny getting up before her signals that it’s okay to leave her bed, that no harm will
come to her.
Normally, Trinny is up before the train whistle, making breakfast for everyone, but
they’re out of food again. And today they’ll all be hungrier than ever, having missed supper last
night. It was supposed to be a special supper, hotdogs and ice cream bought with some of the
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escape money, but the Barker and Delores, instead of going right to the tavern for their supper,
had come home unexpectedly. When her dad saw what Trinny was cooking, he blew. Where
did she get the money for hotdogs and buns he wanted to know? She didn’t get it from him,
that’s for sure. Trinny claimed that she helped Vince after school doing dishes and he’d given
her the wieners and buns. But the Barker didn’t believe her and had started in on her, punching
her stomach and head. At one point he’d smacked her right against the wall and Trinny had
fallen heavily. Jaycee was ready to tell him everything but Delores, tiring of his outburst, sat
herself at the table. “Let’s eat while it’s still hot.” The Barker left Trinny alone then, but not
without promising to get it out of her later. He and Delores had eaten most of the hotdogs
before any of them were allowed at the table. Trinny didn’t mention the ice cream, though, and
doled it out after the Barker and Delores had left for the tavern.
The memory of Trinny dazed and bruised, sinking to the floor, won’t go away. Jaycee is
afraid for herself but she knows Trinny is in much more danger. Being afraid that Trinny will
leave and afraid that she won’t pulls Jaycee in two directions, both of them depressing. She
gives in for a moment to her worries. Then her eyes light on the canvas bag beside her bed and
the thought of its contents immediately lifts her spirits. Tomorrow will be bad but today will for
sure be great.
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Kimi
It was the aunties who woke Kimi, not the train. The aunties always send her back well before
the train whistle blows, pushing her gently into the new day with farewell hugs and important
messages. She calls them messages but they can be a lot of different things. Sometimes they are
instructions, sometimes stories, sometimes advice, sometimes answers to questions.
No one knows about the aunties except Amber. Amber, who is ten, says the aunties are
spirit guides and what Kimi is having are visions. But even though she’s only eight, Kimi can
tell the difference between spirits and people. The aunties, Sooleawa and Aloomse are their
names, are too real to be spirits. Their skin is as soft as doeskin and they smell like sage and
berries and burning sweet grass. Their hair is braided, and she’s touched the little metal bells
threaded onto the front of their dresses. Aunties is what they are and Kimi goes to them almost
every night.
It’s the only way she gets out of this place. She’s been here in the ward for more than a
year now and so far hasn’t been outside it, never even looked out a window. Amber says they
are never getting out.
“I will,” Kimi told her, “when I’m better.”
“No one ever gets out.”
“What about Shona, she went home nearly a month ago.”
“Shona didn’t go home, dummy. She died.” That made Kimi feel really bad and she
cried for a long time. But the aunties said not to cry, that she would go home and they were
going to tell her how.
“It’s true they are not going to send you home,” said Sooleawa.
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“But that doesn’t mean that you won’t go home,” said Aloomse. “You will find your
own way home.”
“But how can I do that?”
“We will tell you. Not yet, but soon. We will tell you how to get out of here and how to
find your way home.”
And then last night she received her first instruction just as promised. The aunties gave
her the first task. Their words, clear and fresh as bird cries, linger in her mind.
“First you must find the river,” Aloomse told her. “And then we will tell you what to
do.”
“Yes,” said Sooleawa. “Once you have found it we will explain what to do next.”
The river. Kimi wants to tell Amber about it but her friend is still asleep. She looks
about the ward impatiently. Sometimes she feels the best thing would be just to get up and walk
out of here. But she knows she wouldn’t get very far. She has no idea where the San is or how
far away her home is. And she doesn’t even have clothes except for her nightie. She has to be
patient and do what the aunties said. All she has to do, they said, is find the river. And today,
somehow, she will do that. She will ask everyone she sees today, the ward nurse, the doctor,
Amber, Mrs. Lazare, Arlene. And, no matter that it’s been forbidden, she will even look out of
the window. She will find the river.
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Jilly
Jilly Crawford, already washed and dressed, is getting her brother and sister ready for school,
making sure their faces are clean and their hair and clothes are tidy. She made the lunches last
night. She always does that. She sleeps better if she’s figured out the food for the next day. She
pulls down the cereal box from the cupboard. They can all have a small helping and there’s
milk, even if it is the powdered kind. Ward is on the road. He might be back tonight; if so
they’ll eat fish and chips. If not, there’s a tin of soup left and enough bread and peanut butter
for tomorrow.
When the train whistle blows she looks down on the street. The thing she always spots
first is the big taxi idling in front of the drug store, waiting to take workers over the bridge to
the San. Jilly always wishes she could just run across the street and get into it and be whisked
away to her mother. The street is busy with people, hurrying about, heading off to their jobs. It
always surprises her that no one ever looks up at their window. She likes looking down and
likes living on the second floor. The rooms above the hardware store are hardly a palace but her
mother’s touches have made it homey and cheerful, yellow curtains at the windows and blue
crocheted antimacassars on the arms of the old couch and armchair. It’s not a bad home and
Ward is not a bad stepdad, even if he is a little clueless about how much food growing kids
need and how much taking care of. But Jilly isn’t worried about Ward. He’ll come through
when he has to. It’s her mother. Jilly has to keep everything together for her sake. Keep it
together so her mum doesn’t worry, so her mum has nothing to think about but getting better.
All Jilly has to do is work hard at keeping the place clean and tidy and keeping Flora Jean and
Robert clean and tidy, and everything will be okay.
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Vince
By the time the train gets to the far side of the town, Vince is into his fifth dozen of eggs. It’s
his busiest time of day. Men heading for the ice plant. The usual crowd of farmers. A teacher or
two. It’s a steady stream that takes a lot of eggs. Noble Johnston over there by the window,
owner of the town’s hardware store, whose wife likes to sleep in, is a morning fixture, reading
the paper over two sunny-side-up and several rashers of bacon, crisped till they’re stiff and
crumbly, two extra-buttered white toast with marmalade and don’t forget the coffee. The coffee
these guys go through. Vince and Jerome are run off their feet just keeping the mugs topped up.
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Chummy
For Chummy the train whistle sounds long ago and far away. Nearly everyone in the junior
dorm is dressed and heading down to breakfast. Their clatter is noisy in a good way. Chummy
starts after them but Mrs. Birney holds him back to check his face and ears. She scrubbed him
so well last night – how could she even think they weren’t clean? He struggles but not too much
because it feels like a hug.
“Will she come today?”
“Probably not,” says Mrs. B. “She’s still looking for work, I expect. She’ll want to get a
really good job, won’t she, so she can take care of you properly.”
Mrs. B, finally satisfied, moves on to Ben, who has two buttons missing off his shirt.
While she tut tuts over them, Chummy moves to the window. The trees are waving to him
pointing down the long driveway where his mother has reached the gate and stands for a
moment, hesitating. He thinks maybe this time she will look back at him, wave perhaps, but she
doesn’t. She poises there in his memory, sharply drawn, her indelible lines accentuated by the
dark narrow suit, the high heels, the cocky little hat askew in a way that defies oblivion. In all
his long and eventful life he will never forget that hat and the bag slung on her shoulder, a tiny
bag that scarcely has room for her handkerchief. Looking at the big gate, he sees his mother as
if she were really there, in that image of departure. High heels and that hat, there is something
in the way she stands, the way she doesn’t look back, he’s seen that something before. Chummy
looks fiercely at the image of his mother, as clear to him as the day she left him there at the
home, wills her to turn, to wave, to show him her face. But it’s only her back. He can’t see her
face. Can’t remember it. When she comes back, though, he’ll see it then. And she will come
back. She said so. She went that way, will come back that way. It’s his chief article of faith.
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Mrs. B pulls him gently away from the window and ushers him and Ben down the stairs.
They’re the last to reach the dining room. His bowl of porridge has already been served up. He
likes porridge. He always gets a big spoonful of brown sugar put on it, yes, and a big splash of
milk. Ben complains, “Porridge!” but Chummy likes it.
They get an orange too. Ben wants to peel his own but Mrs. B helps Chummy with his.
An orange nearly every day and bread and jam. Lots of jam.
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Chrissie
Even though her mother has called her twice, Chrissie lingers at the screen door, unable to take
her eyes off the dog in the lane. As soon as she saw him Chrissie knew he was hers, a little
bristling patchwork of a thing trotting along behind the Grishams, snuffling at every plant and
pebble on the way. Chrissie already has a name for him. Buddy. Buddy is inspecting a clump of
dandelions at the end of the driveway. “Here, Boy,” Richie Grisham holds out a hand to the
dog. “Come on, Boy.” Buddy leaves the weeds and catches up, tail wagging. Richie is trying to
lay claim to Buddy as his dog, Chrissie can see that, but she knows he belongs to her. She’d call
him in right now but her mother doesn’t know it yet that Buddy is her dog, and Chrissie doesn’t
see how she will ever break the news to her.
“What are you looking at, Chrissie?”
“Just some kids”.
“Well come away from there and call your dad. Tell him his breakfast is ready.”
Chrissie heads for the hall, but then stops beside her grandmother. Violet’s been told
again and again about knitting at the table, but there she is busy with her needles on something
of no particular shape, poisonously red. And even though Chrissie has promised not to, been
forbidden in fact, she can’t help looking. It’s been ages now and she’s pretty sure it won’t be
there. But it is and she’s sorry she looked, because she can’t stop it now, or what it does to her.
“She’s seen another one,” says her grandmother.
“No I haven’t.” Chrissie sees her mother at the stove turn with that look of fear and
anger.
But Vi is insistent. “She’s seen another name for sure.”
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And she has, and the feeling is there too, that same feeling she always gets when there's
a name, She can’t describe it exactly but it’s like that time at the top of the escalator in Calgary
when she went to see Santa, or going over the swing bridge near Auntie Maggie’s, a wobbly
flutter in the knees and thinking she’s going to be sick.
The name is definitely there, not spelled out in letters or anything, just there, visible to
her alone. She can’t really explain how she sees it. She just does.
“Who is it?” asks Vi.
“Mumma, you stop that! How many times must I tell you about knitting in front of her.
All those crazy patterns.”
“There’s no pattern, Alma. Look. Just plain knitting. There’s nothing there.” Violet,
innocent as a lamb, holds up the knitting. “But she’s seeing it all the same, aren’t you
Chrissie?”
“No!” Chrissie shakes her head fiercely. “No, I’m not!” But the name grins out at her,
bold and unmistakable.
“Who’s the poor devil this time?” says her Gran.
“Don’t you dare!” her mother cries. Is crying. “Do you hear me, Chrissie? Don’t you
dare say it!”
And she doesn’t want to say it, no, she keeps her mouth shut tight but the name works
its way back up her throat no matter how much she tries to swallow it and forces its way out
between her teeth.
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Laine
Laine spreads out the worn bills on her bedspread, shaping them into a big fan. Afterwards,
hurtling through the dark prairie night, her feet dangling over the edge of the box car doorway,
she would blame everything on Jerome’s money, and the fact that she could never keep from
fooling with it. Counting the dollars in the old mason jar on his desk was a compulsion, an
irresistible urge. And it’s not that she would ever take it, not one dollar. She just wants to hold
it in her hands count it, smell it and dream about it. She knows if Jerome ever catches her she’ll
be chucked out of the house for sure but she can’t keep herself from reaching for the jar at least
once a day and shuffling and counting the bills.
Morning is the best, the safest time, with Jerome gone to his pre-school job at Vince’s
Diner and the others down at breakfast, as they are now. She can hear them, jostling and
tumbling about and noisily punching each other, her father worse with the horseplay than the
boys. Any time now her mother will be shouting for her to get down there and make the
lunches. But for two minutes she can luxuriate in fantasy, spreading the shabby bills on her bed,
pretending they’re hers, pretending she’s grown up and beyond Jerome’s disapproval and
Lenny’s, well – she can’t put it any other way, really – Lenny’s reach.
Six hundred and forty-seven dollars. Four dollars has been added to the hoard since she
last counted. Six hundred and forty-seven – nearly enough for Jerome’s first year at the
university. Not that he won’t clean up on scholarships, but he’s prepared to go, scholarship or
not. Nothing stops Jerry once he sets his mind to something.
The predicted voice, the summons to lunch-making, and she quickly whips the money
into a pile, shuffling it before she puts it in the jar so it won’t look too orderly to Jerome, and
hurries back with it to his room, replacing it in its spot on the dresser. A heavy step on the stair
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stops her heart for a moment, a skipped beat, but she makes it back to the hallway just as her
father reaches the top.
He makes a grab for her as she passes him and grins when he misses. Lenny Flanders is
a man everyone is well disposed to. All the boys take after him, blond good looks, tousled mop
of hair, muscular and good natured. But Laine’s feelings about her dad these days are
distressing. And certainly Jerome backs her up on that, except he blames her, not their dad. A
little slut, he calls her, she should watch herself. Lenny has been wrestling with her for years,
with all the kids, lots of shouting and laughing but now, especially since the other day, she
knows there’s something wrong with it.
Lenny, turning back unexpectedly, grabs again and catches her from behind. Definitely
wrong. And Jerry isn’t the only one who sees it. Her mother, tight-lipped, when her father’s out
of earshot, tells her she’s too old for these games, but never so her father can hear, making it all
her fault, her responsibility. She has a feeling her father just needs to be told but God knows
he’s not going to listen to her.
She pulls free of him. “Mom’s going to throw a fit if I don’t get down there.” He smiles
cheerfully but his hands linger longer than they should, not as bad as last Saturday but she
doesn’t want to think about last Saturday.
The kitchen steamy with coffee and hot toast doesn’t work its usual cheerful and
comforting effect. Linda Flanders stands at the stove, dour, stiff, “the straightest spine in the
universe” is her daughter’s private opinion. Avoiding her mother’s sour glance, Laine moves
quickly, has the bologna out of the icebox and the bread spread out on the counter before her
mother even speaks.
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“They’re leaving in ten minutes. How do you expect to get all the lunches made? And
make for your dad and Jerome too. They’re going up to Nordegg later.”
She butters the cottony white slices of bread rapidly, sandwiches them around thick
slices of the Parkway store’s bologna with a skim of mustard and a dollop of sweet pickle. It
takes her five minutes to assemble two for each of them, six sets of two. Slicing each two
diagonally she wraps them neatly in stiff wax paper and shoves each into a brown paper bag
along with two cookies and an orange.
Laine, seeing her mother clearing the table, bringing plates to the sink, realizes her
chance for breakfast is over. She’ll just have to make do with her lunch. Her mother moves
away from the sink, massaging the lower part of her back. She is pregnant again. Not that she
has ever mentioned it to Laine. She never talks about anything like that to her daughter. Laine
started her period in grade eight last year completely unaware of the facts of life. For some
reason she hadn’t picked it up at school either. With her dad’s work they were always on the
move. She was always the new kid at school and always a little behind what was going on. Mrs.
Wheeler, the eighth grade teacher at the Bowness school, had calmed her down and given her a
Kotex pad, with an extra one to take home. “Your mother will have more,” she said. She’d
walked all the way home from school, finally understanding the girlish dramas that went on
from time to time, the huddling around a certain girl in the washroom, the hustling her off with
exaggerated ceremony to Mrs. Wheeler. When she told her mother what had happened and
asked for more pads her mother had slapped her face for telling the teacher. She did, however,
provide the Kotex. Laine wouldn’t have been all that surprised if she hadn’t.
This had all happened before she got to know Trinny. Trinny's stepmom hadn’t told her
either. Most mothers didn’t; you kind of picked it up in the schoolyard’s mix of dirty jokes and
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half knowledge. Trinny was the one who eventually explained it all to her, and that, with the
Mrs. Wheeler’s clinical assurances and the playground babble, pulled everything together into a
reasonable but unpleasant reality.
“It all makes sense now,” she’d said to Trinny, “in a sickening kind of way.”
“Yeah. Sickening is right.”
Laine and Trinny always walk to school together and the expected knock on the door
comes as she’s finishing up the lunches. She brings her friend inside to wait for her. Trinny
looks paler than usual, and there’s a livid bruise on her right cheekbone.
“Which side of a brick wall did you run into?” says Linda. Her tone is jovial but to
Laine there’s an underlying sneer.
“The wrong side,” says Trinny, clutching her books to her chest. Laine has a pretty clear
idea of the source of the bruise and it wasn’t any wall, either. Trinny is her only real friend, the
only person she can definitely say she cares about. Their friendship takes place in the time spent
walking to school and in lunch hours. Outside school, they don’t see that much of each other,
both being too busy with housework, babysitting their families and homework. But Trinny
understands her life, in a way that probably no one else in the world can.
There is an different quality to Trinny today, Laine thinks. It must be the bruise. Trinny
stands as she always does, clutching her binder, looking bored, unresponsive. But Laine knows
she’s taking everything in. Trinny likes the Flanders kitchen, is impressed with the progress
Lenny has made on the house in the 14 months they’ve been here. The fact that the kitchen and
bathroom have real plumbing. The plumbing hasn’t been connected yet, that’s to come when
the threat of frost is gone, but most houses in Bowness are without plumbing, making do with
outhouses and outdoor pumps. There are a few who have septic tanks and electric pumps and
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can afford the luxury of baths in a bathtub, which is what the Flanders will have come summer.
Not only that, all the walls in the house are gyp-rocked and plastered, ready for paint. Laine
knows from Trinny that scarcely any of the rooms in the Grisham place have been even walled
in. Everything is a warren of two-by-fours and tacked-up blankets. The Flanders house, almost
a replica of the Grisham place 14 months ago, the same hovelish ramshackle shell of a house
with the tumbledown outlying shacks, is on its way to being the best place on the river road.
“It’s really great, Laine, all he’s done in the house.” Trinny says this almost every day.
“Dad knows how to do those things.”
“So does my dad. He’s built houses from scratch with my uncles. He just never feels
like it when it’s our house. He has plans all right. To hear him talk he’s gonna turn our place
into a palace but he never gets around to doing it. The Barker only likes to drink and wallow.
No better’n a pig.”
The Flanders kitchen is large, Lenny extended it first thing after they moved in, but he’s
leaving the finishing and the installation of appliances to the summer. For the time being the
cooking is done on a large wood stove with an oven and pot holes. Linda Flanders, a born cook,
is not at all fazed by this setup and can turn out delicate cakes and rich stews on demand. She
could have a job any time in a big hotel, like she had when Lenny first met her but, pregnant
much of the time and moving about with Lenny, she never manages to go back. No reason to
anyways, Lenny says. He earns good money, they eat well, live well and in a few years the
house will be modernized and completely furnished. Even now the kitchen table is a beautiful
huge oak affair with eight matching chairs. Upstairs the Flanders’ bedroom has a new showy
suite and matching curtains and bedding. Fit for a queen says Lenny, and it is. For her younger
brothers’ room, there are maple ranch-style bunks and chests of drawers – a boys’ dream room
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that Linda takes great pride in. Jerome’s room is Spartan by choice; he’s a student, a serious
man. But there are plenty of bookshelves, he doesn’t object to that, filled with any book he
desires. And a record player. Laine’s own room hasn’t been finished yet.
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Lou
Lou Prescott is making baked bean sandwiches for Jimmy’s lunch, all that’s left in the house,
mashing the beans into a paste and spreading it with margarine on the bread. She can’t get her
mind off the quarter. She’d seen it when she picked up Jimmy’s pants from the floor, just
enough under the bed that you wouldn’t spot it without bending, fallen from his pocket when
he’d come to bed last night, bright shiny pick-me-up-if-you-dare, only she never would, not
while he was in the house. So she dropped the clothes back where they were.
Jimmy’s still in the kitchen stuffing toast into his face, complaining about the burnt
edges, but what could you expect with that crappy stove-top toaster, stupid little pyramid over
the burner, no one she knows uses that kind any more. Even her Gran has one of those electric
ones where the sides fall down and you lay the bread against the red coils. But Jimmy is never
going to spring for an electric one.
At least you got toast she wants to say to him. That and the sandwiches she’s making
took the last of the loaf and that will be it till they shop tomorrow. And God knows what she’ll
have tonight.
Even Kay, whose husband gets drunk every paycheck, gets the rest of it to run the house
any way she pleases. Everett, a man given to remorse, which Kay uses very well, always
manages to have the greater part of his pay left for housekeeping. Her mind goes back to the
quarter. A quarter, today of all days, her get-together day with the girls. A quarter would mean
she could treat Kay instead of the other way round. She’s already scrounged a dime for her own
coffee. A nickel from the milkman’s money and another from Jimmy’s pocket when she
washed his clothes. He knows she does that every week, struggling to get those ten pennies put
aside for her coffee, and nearly every time he finds her out and steals them back. No matter
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how clever she is, he’s sharper. He enjoys the game, for that’s what it is to him – a game, which
he usually wins. If she asks him outright for the money he refuses, saying what does she need
with that group of gossiping bitches anyway. His own regular forays to the tavern are an
entirely different matter.
There’s a heel of bread left after all and she makes herself some toast. He sourly notices
that hers isn’t burnt. But she’s used the last of the margarine for the sandwiches and has to
make do with it dry. The thought of the quarter warms her. To be able to treat Kay for once.
Darling Kay who always covers for her in her cool, unfussy way.
“I won’t be bothering with supper tonight.” He stands there in that slightly amused way
he has when he knows he’s pulled a fast one. Well great, she thinks, there isn’t anything to eat,
anyway, as you well know. There rarely is on Friday nights. He usually treats himself to a
burger and fries at the drive-in and then heads on to the tavern for the rest of the evening. She’ll
have to have oatmeal or something. He leaves in a good mood. She doesn’t know why till she
goes in the bedroom. His clothes have been picked up and the quarter is gone. With something
approaching despair she checks under the corner of the rug. The nickels are gone too and she
knows what the grin was for.
It’s a game but a serious, desperate one for Lou. And it doesn’t spring out of any sense
of fun on Jimmy’s part. Their marriage after the first six months stopped being a marriage in
any real sense. At first he was so proud of her that he couldn’t contain himself. Wanted people
to know how young she was, how pretty. Liked thinking that other guys were envious. Then he
started worrying that they were not simply envious but covetous. And from covetous, it went in
his mind to plotting against him and became an ever-mounting issue that built up in a way she
could never have predicted.
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But today is Friday. And money or not she’s free of him till at least midnight. The gettogether with the girls beckons and girls is what they are those Friday afternoons at Vince’s –
Myrna, Queenie, Kay and Lou, fifteen years or so peeled rapidly away to their nutty and
boisterous high school selves. She gathers up the dishes quickly and puts on lots of water, the
kettle, the canning cauldron and every saucepan in the house, in preparation for her bath.
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Chess
Chess sits down to his eggs to find Alma frowning at him. She looks as though she might
speak, as though she wants to speak, but nothing comes from her lips. After ten years of
experience with that look, Chess no longer tries to interpret it. He smiles encouragingly at his
wife, confident she will say nothing at all given her “not in front of the child” policy.
Beside him his daughter Chrissie eats her toast properly, the way she was taught – no
crumbs, no drips of honey. A perfect testament to good parenting. Chess feels, as he frequently
does, a mixture of sorrow and irritation at this perfection. Why couldn't she rampage a little?
Break something. Jump on the couch. He feels an urge to dab a little honey on her solemn little
nose except she wouldn't understand, would probably cry rather than get the joke.
His mother-in-law sits across from him next to Alma. Violet had at one time kept the
breakfast table lively with stories of her wild youth but for the last six months has taken to
knitting. Knitting has become a form of meditation and it has occurred to Chess that it might
represent a preparation for something, not death exactly but perhaps a giving up of wicked
ways. Alma in the past couple of months, since the unfortunate incident of Mr. Barlow, has
tried to discourage her mother’s hobby, but Violet is as relentless in her knitting as she was in
her stories. What she knits always seems totally amorphous and uninterpretable until the last
minute and then suddenly it becomes what it was going to become all along, a sweater, a tea
cozy, a hot pink tuque. Chess found it amusing at first to speculate but then the knitting had
taken that ugly turn. He comes out of his thoughts and realizes that Violet isn’t knitting this
morning. A clue to Alma’s “look”?
Chrissie stirs beside him and pushes her chair back. Alma, who'd been staring gloomily
at her mother, is all attention.
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“Chrissie.”
“Yes?”
“Aren't you forgetting something?”
“May I please be excused?”
“That's more like it. And don’t forget to take your dishes to the sink. And then get your
school things together. We’re running late.”
“Yes Mom.”
Chess waits till his daughter takes her dishes to the sink and disappears into the hall.
“She's done it again.”
Alma nods and bites her lip. Chess looks over his shoulder into the hall but there is no
sign of his daughter.
“Who is it this time?”
“Trinny Grisham.”
“The Barker’s daughter?”
“I don’t know of any other Trinny Grisham.”
“Did she say how?”
“She never says how.” Violet, he can see, is enjoying the moment.
“What does it matter how?” Alma bursts out. “What matters is she’s done it twice
before and she’s been right both times!”
“Now Alma, let’s just relax about this.”
“People are dying, Chess!”
“It isn’t as though she’s going out and killing these people.”
“She’s predicting it, isn’t she?” says Violet. “As good as a death warrant.”
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“Death warrant! Honestly, Vi! Mr. Barlow was 79 years old and died in his sleep. He
would have died whether Chrissie said his name or not. And Elva Anderson was struck by
lightning. Lightning! Her death was in nobody’s power but God’s.”
“Maybe God and Chrissie are in cahoots.”
“Mother!”
Chess suppresses a snort of laughter, managing to turn it into exasperation. “Look. It’s
only happened twice. It’s a fluke, that’s all. Just because she said their names doesn’t.... “
“Saw the names, Chess. In my knitting.”
“Then maybe you’re the one who’s in cahoots...,” catches Alma’s eye in time, “who’s
the culprit here.”
“I’ve asked her to stop, I don’t know how many times, but she insists on knitting in
front of Chrissie.”
“I guess I’m supposed to lock myself in my room, am I.” Violet is definitely enjoying
the drama. “Just shut myself away.”
“Of course not, Vi,” Chess says, deliberately reasonable. “But you could stop knitting
when she’s around.”
“Putting it into her head,” says Alma.
“I’m putting nothing into her head.” But if there were such a thing as telepathy, Chess
knows beyond a shadow of a doubt, that Violet would be broadcasting notions into her
granddaughter’s head night and day.
“And you are not to tell anyone about this, either, Mumma.”
“You’re telling people?” Now Chess is worried.
Violet says nothing, just looks defiant.
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“Of course she’s telling people. Don’t think I haven’t heard the rumours, Mumma. And
you telling it makes it ten times worse.”
“Yeah, I don’t think that’s a good idea, Vi.” Of course she’s telling people. How had he
missed that? In fact it would be beyond Violet’s capabilities to not tell. No wonder Alma’s so
upset.
“It’s been a month since Elva died and things have just calmed down. Everyone is
forgetting about it. You could stir it all up again. It’s not good for Chrissie. To be seen as a
freak.”
“Oh now, Alma.” But he knows she’s right. This could be very damaging to Chrissie.
Twice maybe she’d get away with it. Three times, no chance.
“Yes, Chess, a freak! You’ve got to promise me, Mumma!”
Chrissie came into the room with her coat and schoolbag
“Promise what?”
“Nothing, Chrissie,” Alma says. “Go and wait in the driveway. We’ll be right there.”
She gathers up dishes from the table.
“Vi will do that,” says Chess, “won’t you, Vi.”
But Alma is already at the sink, scraping the plates into the garbage bin. Sticking out of
the bin he can see red knitting with the needles still attached, glaring evidence of Alma’s
distress.
“Vi will do it, Alma. We’re running late.”
Vi gives a non-committal nod, and he knows that she has no intention of following
through. It satisfies Alma though, and she stops her scraping and hurries into the hall.
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Chess follows her and puts on his coat. He can see Chrissie through the screen door
waiting by the car, holding her red lunch box, stiff and impassive, being as good as possible.
She’s so much like her mother, helmet of dark hair, sweet natured, but also like her mother a bit
on the gloomy side. She’s a glum little pooch but she’s his glum little pooch and the most
important thing in his life.
Then Alma is rushing down the steps and opening the back door of the Chevy for
Chrissie, for once in her life not an impassive Alma, but a frantic on-the-brink-of-losing-it
Alma.
Vi is in the doorway behind him. “That Trinny girl, though. Don’t you think we should
tell her?”
“Give it a rest, Vi,” he mutters at her, hurrying down the steps.
“I should be telling people. People should know if they’re going to die or not.”
He gets into the car and starts it up. Alma’s air of hysteria coupled with his daughter’s
eerie silence generates a sense of crisis in him. Things will have to change. They have to. But
how? That’s the real question, isn’t it? How?
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Jaycee
Waiting with her brothers outside the Flanders place, Jaycee is conscious of the schoolbag on
her shoulder, so conscious in fact that if it jumped off and ran giggling down the river road she
wouldn’t even be surprised. It’s not a real schoolbag, just an old canvas thing she found in the
Barker’s second-hand junk in the shed. Normally she doesn’t have any bag for school but the
“assignment” needed something special. The assignment is the first piece in English
Composition Jaycee has ever taken pride in. All her previous pieces have used up no more than
half a page each in her exercise book. To fill out the rest of the page she usually creates a
crayon drawing, sketched and coloured in, which normally takes five times as long as the
writing. The assignment is nearly twelve pages. Who would have believed she could write
about something for twelve pages! And she’d spent so much time writing there hadn’t been a
second for even a small pencil sketch to finish it off.
“My Hero Trinny Grisham” is the title. She says it now, over and over, enjoying the
taste of it on her tongue. Richie and Ben are fooling about with the dog but she stands in the
morning chill going over the assignment word for word. She has read it so many times it’s
embedded in her mind.
My Hero Trinny Grisham
My hero is my sister Trinny Grisham. Trinny Grisham is way taller than me and has
wavy red hair. Her eyes are greeny coloured and one of thems a little crossed cos she never got
it seen to when she was a baby. Trinny Grisham is fourteen years old. She used to look like a
little kid but now she looks like my mom. The day she started looking like my mom she desided
that she would do things the way mom wood have wanted. She knows that mom wood never go
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for things the way they are and so Trinny Grisham is gonna change them. Which is why she is
my hero cos she can change things she doesn’t like. She can make them different and better.
If you want things to change Trinny Grisham says you have to do it yourself cos no one
else is gonna do it for you and the best way to change things is to have a plan. Her plan is for
her and Cleve to run away to Osoyoos and get a job picking fruit. When they make enough
money me and Richie and Ben are gonna live with them. They’re gonna get a house and ...
“I’m hungry,” Richie says, interrupting her inner recitation.
“Me too,” Benny says and they both look at her as if she could suddenly produce the
breakfast they haven’t had.
Jaycee was hungry too when they started out, but the assignment has dulled the ache in
her stomach, filled her up with pride and excitement. No, the plan. It’s the plan that’s so
satisfying. She wasn’t even supposed to know about it. But no one has ever been able to hide
anything from Jaycee. That’s because she’s so observant. That’s what Trinny says she is.
Observant. And it’s a good thing, Trinny says. Other people might call it nosy or crafty, like the
Barker and Delores, but just because people don’t like what you are doesn’t mean you have to
change. And observant is a good thing to be, there’s no law against it. They wouldn’t have been
able to do parts of the plan without her. Jaycee gets a lot of satisfaction knowing this. And she
gets a lot of satisfaction from the assignment too because Trinny is going to love the
assignment and be proud of her. Jaycee’s going to give it to her tonight before she leaves. And
it will be even better tonight because it will have a big A on it. Marked right in the book in Miss
Mortimer’s red pen. And good work, exclamation mark beside it.
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Laine
Having cleared up the lunch-making things, Laine gets her coat and books and her lunch bag.
But before she can get out of the door Linda drops the blow.
“See to the workshop before you go.”
“Mom! That’s Rex’s job.”
“Not today it isn’t. You’ve already made him late for school.”
Lenny’s workshop is supposed to be cleaned up every night and made ready for the next
day’s work. It’s understood that the boys do the outdoor chores and anything to do with
machinery. They never do anything inside the house, most of which, apart from the cooking,
falls to Laine. Rex, strong, muscular and well-built for twelve, is clowning about on the
chesterfield with Bobby and Gray, but she knows it will do no good to draw attention to it, or to
point out that he’s been fooling about ever since he got up.
Linda goes past the girls into the living room. “Come on you goofballs,” she says
fondly. “You’re going to be late.”
Laine ushers Trinny out but not before she has swept a pile of her mother’s freshly
baked cookies into her lunch bag.
Once outside she allows her irritation to show. “It really bugs me when I have to do
Rex’s chores.”
“Yeah.” Trinny is with her for sure on that. “It isn’t like you have nothing else to do.”
Laine leads Trinny round to the rear of the house where an old summer kitchen leans
against the back wall. It’s a ramshackle building pretty well on its last legs. Lenny plans to pull
it down once he gets his new workshop finished. But for now it’s where he does most of his
work. It houses his welding tools and saws and lathes.
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The key is hanging behind a loose board by the door. Laine worms it out of the hiding
place.
“You know all my secrets now. If Dad’s welding torch goes missing I’ll know where to
look.”
Trinny grins and follows her into the shop. It’s dry and warm and smells of the wood
shavings and oily rags that lie everywhere about the floor. Grabbing a well-worn straw broom
Laine sweeps up all the junk and pushes it to one side of the shed. Usually they put the rags and
shavings into the big oil drum outside and set a match to them but there’s no time to burn them
now and it’s threatening rain. If they’re burned when wet she knows from experience that
there’ll be a huge cloud of black smoke that will annoy the neighbours and make Linda furious.
She pulls out a sack of wood shavings and sprinkles a fresh layer over the floor.
“Shavings are to catch the oil drips,” she tells Trinny. She moves over to the work
bench and straightens the tools, hangs up a saw, and throws a number of greasy rags into the
swept up debris. As she moves away from the bench she catches her foot on a pan of oil that’s
half under the bench and tips it over.
“Dammit! I’ll never get that cleaned up in time.”
Trinny offers to help.
“No, we’ll have to leave it. We’d be reeking of oil all day. And we’re already late.” She
puts a few rags over the spill and sprinkles more shavings about. She can do it after school.
Lenny will be none the wiser. He’ll be out all morning on a construction job and then he and
Jerome are going up to Nordegg to do a welding job and won’t be back till late Sunday.
“Well I guess we’d better go,” she says, but Trinny doesn’t move.
“It’s today.”
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“What is? Oh my God, Trinny! Today?”
“Tonight, actually. After it’s dark.”
“But you haven’t finished the year.”
“I know. But we have to go tonight. It’s the Barker’s birthday.”
“Right. I know you meant to do it on his birthday, but I didn’t realize it was so soon.”
“It’s the only day we can be sure of that he’ll be dead drunk. Not that he isn’t most
nights but tonight he will be for sure. And we can help it along with our birthday present.”
Laine knows about the twenty-sixer of rye Trinny snitched from Mr. Barlow’s place, knows
that it will be used to get the Barker drunk the night they leave. She knows almost everything of
Trinny’s plan but hadn’t put it all together. Trinny had been pretty close-mouthed about the
actual day they would leave.
“You still want me to bake the cake?”
“Can you? I should have told you sooner.”
“Yes, of course. I’ll come over to your place after school.” She has been preparing for
the cake for weeks, smuggling a few things at a time to Trinny. Cake pans, flour, icing sugar.
“I got eggs and butter like you said. But what about your mother?”
“She doesn’t have to know.”
“She’ll blow a gasket if you’re home late from school.”
“Well she’ll just have to blow a gasket then.”
“Just so long as you don’t get in trouble.”
“I don’t care. It’s the last time we’ll be together.” Laine has been expecting the news but
is heartsick none the less. It’s too soon. “What am I going to do, Trinny? God, I wish I could go
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with you.” They’ve discussed this possibility at length and have agreed there just would be too
many complications. They don’t want two families chasing them.
“I don’t know how I’ll get along without you.”
Trinny has put down her binder and is fumbling at her wrist, unfastening the name
bracelet from their crazy afternoon in town during the Easter Holidays, the only time in their
14-month friendship they had actually spent a day together, goofing off like normal kids.
Laine’s parents had been visiting friends in Red Deer and she had been able to take off with
Trinny. It was Trinny’s treat and though she never said where the money came from, Laine
suspected it was from the escape fund. Ice cream, a movie, wandering through Eaton's. And
then Kresge’s and the bracelet machine. They’d each bought one, cheap pot-metal chains with a
little metal name plates, and had their names engraved. Laine remembers how daring she felt.
The metal plate was blank and then her name was on it. An act of will.
Now Trinny is removing hers and putting it on Laine’s wrist. Laine removes hers and
fastens it on Trinny. “Friends forever,” says Trinny. They leave the shack and Laine locks up,
keeping her face averted so Trinny won’t see her tears.
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Myrna
It’s a good hour before the pneumothorax operations are scheduled but Myrna likes to check the
room well ahead of time to make sure the cleaning has been done. With the current shortage of
help a great deal of the housework and cleaning is left to the student nursing staff. Myrna is torn
between resenting this as an unproductive part of nursing training and being angry at what a
poor job the students do. In her own student days there was always an overwhelming amount of
labour that had nothing to do with nursing. It was expected and it was done, not without a lot of
grumbling, but it was done to perfection. No student of her generation wanted to be thought
indigent or slatternly, but women nowadays, Myrna included, didn’t always see themselves as
the obvious providers of menial labour.
Today the room meets her standards, the white tiled floor is spotless and the operating
table has been fitted with a fresh sheet. There are four patients scheduled this morning: Mrs.
Coulter, who will be experiencing the operation for the first time, and three chronic cases who
are up for “refills”. Myrna likes the pneumothorax procedure. Tricky and simple at the same
time, it results in predictable physical improvement in most of her patients. The introduction of
air or gas into the cavity between the lung and the chest wall forces the lung to collapse and
gives the TB lesions a better chance of healing. It’s a common procedure but according to most
of the doctors it’s on its way out. The new antibiotics that are rapidly becoming part of patient
treatment programs will eventually replace the operation as the most efficient and effective way
of treating the disease. There is even a strong belief that the Sanatorium itself will soon be a
thing of the past. Myrna has difficulty grasping this idea. For its 30-year existence the San has
been steadily expanding, buildings added, staff increased constantly, although never enough to
keep up with the demand on its facilities. There was and still is a long waiting list to be
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admitted and an empty bed on the wards is a rare thing. The idea of the San not existing just
doesn’t seem possible.
But she knows it’s true. The war altered everything. The changes taking place in the
hospital – in medicine, period – are unmistakable. Frank says they’d only scratched the surface
before. In fact they’d trained on aspirin and bicarbonate of soda. Now with all these new drugs
coming out, antihistamines, antibiotics, streptomycin, it’s conceivable that a disease like
tuberculosis could be completely wiped out.
Myrna lays out the needles the surgeon will need and puts them in a bath of alcohol.
The war changed the chemistry of women too, the old formula of submission and rectitude
replaced by the intoxicants of power and daring. It happened at those dances. Anything goes,
wasn’t that what the song said? The dances transformed them. The old traditions lingered on in
events like the school proms, but those war time dances, there was a genuine feeling of freedom
to them, the smart street dresses, short skirts and heels – not ball gowns and gloves and flowers
– and the demure availability replaced by the ready-set-go attitude.
“Oh there you are!” Amy Hinchcliffe, one of the ward nurses, pops her head around the
door. “You’re my last hope,” she says in mock despair. “I want tomorrow night off and no one
will change with me.” Myrna is considered one of the lucky ones to have Saturday nights off.
“Can you possibly do it?”
“It’ll cost you.”
“Well let’s see. I can give you tonight off.”
“Really? I was so hoping you’d say that.”
“Thanks, Myrna. I owe you one.”
“Be sure to change the roster though. Brownie always checks.”
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Laine
With Jaycee and the boys trailing behind, Laine and Trinny move quickly down the river road
to the town. Richie and Ben are noisy and out of control as usual, goofing off with the dog that
has been following them. Jaycee is skipping beside them, murmuring something to herself, a
recitation it seems to Laine that she can’t quite make out. Trinny is silent and self-absorbed,
focussed, Laine imagines, on her escape plans.
Laine really envies Trinny. Leaving home is something she should do and probably will
have to do before long. But she’s not remotely ready. The way Trinny made deliberate plans
and is now about to carry them out, how could she ever do that? The only thing Laine has been
able to manage in directing her life is staying in school. Her mother used to make her stay home
during wash day and any other day that she felt the housework warranted it. She would even
keep her home to do things Jerome and the boys should have handled. Her fourteenth birthday
was the crisis point. Her mother had pretty nearly determined that she would leave school at the
end of term but Lenny stepped in. If any child of his, daughter or son, wanted an education he
wasn’t going to deny them. Linda had simply pursed her lips and muttered, if you say so. But
she wasn’t finished with the idea, Laine was sure of that, just biding her time, waiting for the
right moment.
A sudden gust of wind catches them unawares, blowing one of Trinny’s notebooks from
her hands and inflating Jaycee’s canvas bag so that it goes sailing off her shoulder. The boys
whoop and run after it. Richie gets to it first. Jaycee is right behind him and snatches at it. But
the mischief is in him and he raises it out of her reach.
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Trinny, whose book has fallen in the mud, shouts at Richie to stop the clowning. Jaycee
is in a storm of tears. Why the bag is so important to her Laine has no idea but she remembers
the extra cookies in her lunch bag. Two for each of them and order is restored.
Jaycee’s storm subsides, but Trinny’s dark mood has worsened. Her bruise in the
overcast light is livid and threatening. “Why did he do it?” Laine asks.
“What?”
“Well I know for sure it wasn’t a brick wall.”
Reluctantly Trinny replies, “He’s afraid I’ll tell on him.”
“Tell what?”
“Something he did, except I don’t really know that he did. Not for sure, anyway. But I
do know it’s time to leave.”
“Yeah. You wouldn’t last till summer the way he’s going.”
“For sure. Every hour that I stay I get more scared of him. The way he acted last night.
He wasn’t kidding around. He’s not going to give up until…”
“Until what?”
“I can’t tell you, exactly. It sounds so...well I can’t really say what he means to do but
it’s like he’s planning something. But he won’t get the chance. We’re leaving tonight and we’re
never coming back.”
“But you’ll send for us won’t you?” Jaycee, overhearing her, is close to tears.
“Well yes! What do you think!”
But Jaycee didn’t look convinced and Laine could almost smell Jaycee’s fear of
abandonment and her own as well. And the dark unspoken plans of the Barker. Trinny won’t
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give voice to it but that wasn’t just a slap he’d given her. It was knuckle and bone that made
that bruise.
Almost at the main street now they pass the Landry place. Begun last summer by Harold
Landry, it hasn’t progressed beyond the basement stage. A lot of homes in the village are like
this, built over a period of several years as the owners have the money and time.
Usually Trinny takes a lot of interest in these homes, and has a lot to say about how
they’re being managed and how soon or not they will be completed. She is thoroughly
approving of the Landry project and predicts that the four walls and the roof will go up by
summer and that the inside will be finished by Christmas. The yard around the house is tidy and
already Mrs. Landry has mapped out a flower garden and some bulbs are sprouting, tulips and
blue scilla. The top of the house, which will be the main floor when construction is completed,
is neatly covered with tarps and fastened down against the weather. Trinny has noted several
times how well the place has withstood the winter, bets that not a drop of water has seeped in.
After Jaycee and the boys turned off for the junior school, Trinny and Laine move onto
the main road, careful to avoid the puddles. Although it’s been clear so far this morning, it has
rained almost every day for the past week, and Laine is worried that it will storm tonight and
interfere with Trinny’s plans.
It’s getting close to the first bell by the time they reach the row of shops on Bowness
Road. On this particular morning, Laine is anxious to have Trinny to herself, knowing this
might be the last time she can talk to her alone, but that yackety yack Connie Atchinson
attaches herself to them, and is not to be put off. Unaware of their snubs she chatters on.
Nothing is open but Vince’s. Laine passes it with her head close to her books hoping
Jerome isn’t looking out.
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“That’s your brother, eh?” says Connie, and so she has to look after all. Sees him
carrying a tray of dirty plates to the back.
“He’s so dreamy.”
Jerome looks cool, Laine knows, always does, no matter how hard he’s working. Laine
herself, in spite of the chill, feels heady, almost swoony, as if she might faint. They pass the
bakery and then Tina’s Beauty Salon. Tina is in there fussing about with her combs and
brushes, turning the “Closed” sign over to “Open”. And next to her the hardware store with all
the tools and buckets and an assortment of household and toolshed things in the window. It
won’t be open till 10:00. They are almost at the Town Office when the Carmichaels’ Chevy
passes them and pulls up at the sidewalk ahead of them.
“That was that Carmichael kid in the car.” Connie’s magnified awe is annoying.
“Yeah. So?” Trinny and Laine keep walking, avoiding eye contact with Connie.
“She’s weird, eh?”
“Not really,” says Laine.
“Predicting someone’s going to die isn’t weird?”
“I doubt she does that.”
“Everyone knows she does. She looks at her grandmother’s knitting and just sees their
names written there. The next day they’re dead.”
“Nobody can predict the future,” says Trinny, heaping on the scorn, “that’s comic book
stuff.”
“Well she did. My mother knew the guy. He was just minding his own business, nothing
wrong with him, my mom says.”
“It was Mr. Barlow. Everybody knew him.”
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“Well he died, didn’t he? That Chrissie kid says his name one morning and Bam he
drops dead.”
“Of old age!”
“Look, they’ve stopped in front of the town office.” Connie is desperately trying to
maintain the suspense.
“So? Her mum works there.” Trinny is not to be convinced.
“She killed Mrs. Anderson too.”
“She didn’t kill any one!” Laine replies, wondering why they’re even responding to
Connie, but they’ve come abreast of the car now and none of them can help looking at Chrissie
Carmichael.
“She’s just a dumb little kid, how could she possibly kill anyone,” says Trinny, but
Laine can see that she’s looking at Chrissie Carmichael seriously, not as immune to her powers
as she lets on.
“She’s looking at you, Trinny,” says Connie.
“No she isn’t.”
“Is too.”
“Oh shut up, Connie,” says Laine, anxious, because Chrissie is looking at Trinny, very
intently. Then she says something, but they can’t hear what because the window’s rolled up.
And suddenly, Mrs. Carmichael yells something at Chrissie and reaches out and slaps her.
Chrissie stops looking at them and puts her hand to her ear and Mrs. Carmichael flings herself
out of the car and rushes up the steps of the town office.
“She said your name, Trinny,” says Connie.
“No she didn’t. ”
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“I saw her. Her lips were saying your name.”
Trinny whirls around on Connie, who falls back in alarm, almost dropping her books.
“Why don’t you get lost, Connie Atchison! You’re making me sick with all your crap.”
Moving away from them, Connie hurries to catch up with a group of girls on the other
side of the street. Laine knows what she’s saying to them and Trinny does too. Trinny is more
than a little upset and tries unsuccessfully to hide it. It’s clear to Laine she’d seen what
Chrissie’s lips were mouthing. You couldn’t hear her but you could see it plain as day. “Trinny
Grisham.” Chrissie had said the name slowly with a kind of blank, spooky look in her eye.
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Cora
It’s Cora Robinson’s week for morning playground duty. The school yard is filled with kids
jumping about laughing and pushing each other, waiting for the bell to ring, and she prays that
the rain will hold off till everyone’s inside. She notes the arrival of the Grisham children and
the little mutt tagging along behind them. The dog romps around the yard, excited by the
promising smell of lunch bags. Children try to pet him, to keep him with them but his hunger is
a greater force than his need to play. Cora watches him move through the crowd with the
persistent deliberation of a bloodhound. Sensing disaster she moves to collar him but he’s too
far away, and before she can reach him he strikes it lucky. Flora Jean Crawford, tempted by a
game of tag, has put her jacket and lunch bag down on the ground. If her sister Jilly had seen
she would have scolded her but Jilly is talking to a school mate, and before Flora Jean even gets
started the dog grabs the brown paper bag and races off. Alerted by Flora Jean’s shout, Jilly
makes a grab for the dog but he wriggles out of her grasp. She chases him as far as the alley
where she trips and falls, scraping both knees, muddying her skirt. The dog races off with the
bag and now her sister has no lunch. It’s just too much for Jilly and she starts to cry.
Cora does her best to console Jilly. Leading her into the school to clean her up, telling
her not to worry, that she’ll find something for Flora Jean’s lunch, she cleans up her scrape,
wipes the mud off her skirt, has her lie down on the cot in the nurse’s room and brings her some
sweetened tea from the teachers’ lunch room. Cora knows the desperation of some children’s
lives, and especially the Crawford children’s. Their mother Faye is an old friend and Cora
knows the whole story. Danny Crawford, wounded in Normandy, was kept in an English
hospital for eighteen months after armistice. Demobbed in ’47, he came home two days sooner
than expected. They were in that same place they have now, above the hardware store. Flora
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Jean, five at the time, looked down and said she saw Daddy crossing the street. But no one
heard her, least of all Faye and Ward behind the bedroom door. Danny came bounding up the
stairs, sized up the situation and walked right out again. I mean you could hardly blame the guy.
He all but gives his life for his country and some salesman with flat feet who never served a day
takes over his life. Not that Ward Archer is that bad of a guy.
And now, less than five years later, Faye Crawford is on her deathbed and the
kids...well, it would break your heart. Faye never did have any luck.
Cora went out a few times with Faye, back in the war, lured by the barracks dances. It
could have been her who was caught. Jack had never learned about it, thank God. But she
thinks about it a lot. You just got so damned lonely. So damned tired of looking at the four
walls. Don’t get around much anymore, right? She and Faye at the Mewata Armoury. Dancing,
being bad girls. Yes she was lucky – got away with it. The worst thing would’ve been Jack’s
hurt. She would have killed herself if he’d found out. She would. Most of them were kids. Just
big farm boys wanting a little consolation and bucking up. But every so often someone dreamy
would be there. She knew the dangers more than Faye did. Faye lost her heart right away. But
Cora kept it safe, never went out with the same man twice. Even then, never did it too often.
None of them measured up to Jack anyway. And then Jack had to go and…. The school bell
jangles abruptly into her thoughts. The kids will be filing in, going to their desks. She hurries
off to her class room. She’ll check on Jilly in twenty minutes, probably send her back to the
classroom. But let her rest for a moment. The child looked weary. She’s going to have to talk to
Ward about things. See that he does the proper thing. But you didn’t want to interfere too much;
he could just take off and leave them and then it would be the grandparents back in Manitoba.
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But sooner or later something will have to be faced. The orphanage wouldn’t be all that bad – a
good place.
No. Faye would never want that.
But ultimately it isn’t Faye is it? What does Jilly want? What’s best for the kids? It’s
just too much to think about. Cora calls the children to order.
“Good morning class.”
“Good morning Mrs. Robinson.” The childish mumble, reliably singsong, slips into the
pledge to the flag: I give my head, my heart, my hand ... She closes her eyes, giving in to the
rising and falling intonation, breathing in the familiar school fragrance, a mixture of chalk dust
and pencils and the children themselves. A few raindrops squall against the window, then, as
quickly as they appeared, vanish, giving way to the sun.
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Jaycee
Jaycee spent the whole time before the bell at the end of the field, hoping the boys wouldn’t see
her. When Laine gave them the chocolate chip cookies on the way to school the boys ate theirs
right away and she knows if they spot her they’ll want a share of hers. She knows they’re
hungry and feels a little guilty. Turning her back on the playground she stares off to the hillside
beyond. The Big Rock is up there. The class took a hike there when she was in Mrs. Robinson’s
class. Mrs. Robinson lives on the river road close to the Flanders house. She makes a point of
taking her class to interesting places near the town. Jaicee focuses on the hill, slowly savouring
her cookies and reciting her assignment. It’s flawless as far as Jaycee is concerned. Cynthia
Rollins might have perfect clothes and perfect hair and skip double-dutch longer than anyone
else in grade five but for once in her life she is going to be outshone. Cynthia, she knows, will
have chosen one of Miss Mortimer’s suggested heroes and will, as always, get a big red A on
her essay with all the accompanying exclamation marks. But she, Jaycee, has a real live flesh
and blood hero in her assignment, not someone black and white and two-dimensional staring up
at you out of some old book. Munching contentedly she ponders the intricacies and the
astonishing uniqueness of her sister’s heroism.
Trinny Grisham says that if you want to change things you have to have a plan and if
you want the plan to succeed you shood follow these five rules.
The first thing you need if your gonna carry out a plan is kwipment and supplies. That
means everything you need to pull it off. Before when we ran away we never really got very far
because we always walked and we had to walk pretty slow because Richie and Ben goofed off
so much and sooner or later the Barker wood catch up with us or someone wood see us
sneaking along the river and call the pleece. So it cant be walking and it cant be all of us. At
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first Trinny and Cleve were gonna hop a train just the two of them. That way they cood get a
long way away before the Barker even knew they were missing. And then Mr. Barlow died.
He was dead for ages before Trinny reelized that no one was doing anything about his
house. Same thing with the car, Mr. Barlow’s Mercury. They dident even take it out of the
garage. So after she reelized that, she and Cleve forgot about the box cars and started talking
about the getaway car. Trinny still had Mr. Barlow’s key from when she used to clean house for
him and she and Cleve wood go over there after dark and smuggle stuff from the house to the
car, everything they would need in Osoyoos, a kettle, a frying pan, sheets, cups, even little
things like aspirins and a salt shaker. Trinny had a big list of food and stuff and Mr. Barlow’s
house was better than a department store.
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Kimi
Breakfast is late this morning. Amber, who got out of bed just to look, says the breakfast carts
are right outside the door but Arlene and Heather are afraid to bring them in without
permission.
“Can’t they just ask the nurses?” Kimi says. It seems like hours since the breakfast
should have been given out and some of the little girls have started to cry. Arlene, who looks
like she’s about to cry herself, says they can’t ask because the nurses are having a meeting
down the hall and they’d get in trouble if they interrupt them. Arlene is a big girl, way older
than Kimi, and used to be a patient. She and Heather both got better from TB but they have
lumps on their necks and faces left over from the disease. “Is that why you don’t go home?”
Kimi asked Arlene once.
“I don’t think so,” Arlene said. “I think it’s because home is too far away. That’s what
the nurses say anyways.” Arlene was Dene and came from far up north. Way past the top of
Alberta. Mrs. Lazar showed them once on the map.
The breakfast is brought in at last. Oatmeal which is usually not bad. But today it’s cold
and hard and there isn’t even milk to go with it.
“We could ask the kitchen,” Arlene said to the ward nurse. “Maybe they forgot to send
it.”
“Nonsense,” says the ward nurse. “It’s way too late to be disturbing the kitchen. I don’t
know why you waited so long to serve it.” Arlene looks as though she might cry. But Kimi
knows how the nurse would have reacted if Arlene and Heather had brought it in sooner. Last
week they brought in the afternoon bread and butter without the go ahead from the nurses. Both
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girls had to stand in the corner for an hour, holding a tray, so they would learn not to break the
routines.
No one wants to eat the congealed porridge but the Ward Nurse is determined. “You
can’t be all that hungry if you let good food go to waste. It stays there till you eat every last bit.
There will be no lunch if the porridge isn’t eaten.” The nurse leaves the room, ushering Arlene
and Heather before her. It’s only after they leave that Kimi realizes she forgot to ask Arlene
about the river.
“How would she know anyway?” Amber thinks the river is just part of a dream and that
there is no river anywhere near the San. “They never let her go outside not even to get
something from the kitchen.”
But it was Kimi’s plan to ask everyone possible and she feels she’s let the aunties down
by not doing so. Amber says she can ask the aunties tonight how she is to find the river. She
herself feels the river is far away from the San. “It’s going to be a vision quest,” she says.
“Finding the river?”
“Yes. It’s probably far away from here. You have to get purified. That’s what my
brother did. They put him in a sweat lodge and purified him and then he went out alone for four
days and nights. No food. Nothing. Just his own self to guide him.”
“And did he find what he was looking for?”
“He wasn’t looking for anything. He had dreams. The elders said that was good, that his
future life was in the dreams”.
Kimi looked at the thickened glob in her bowl. She didn’t know how she would get
purified. Maybe the aunties would take care of that. A smudge ceremony like when they gave
her the new name. But perhaps the spoiled porridge was a good thing. If she had to go hungry
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for four days and nights like Amber’s brother this was a good chance to practise. And if she
missed lunch all the better. She’d be even more ready to find the river.
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Chess
After Alma left the car, Chess sat for a few minutes trying to collect himself. He felt physically
ill. It had happened so quickly. Alma had been giving her daughter some last minute
instructions for school but Chrissie was absorbed in her own world, looking intently out the
window.
“What are you looking at? Chrissie?” asked Alma.
“Trinny Grisham.”
Chess had felt an instant chill at his neck. Before he could respond to his daughter,
Alma’s hand snaked out and smacked Chrissie really hard across the face.
“Really, Alma, was that necessary?”
“Yes it was. I want her to stop. I want her to stop, I want her to stop it, Chess!”
Overcome with her own emotion and probably with shock and horror at herself, she had
never in her life struck her daughter, Alma rushed out of the car and up the steps of the town
office. Gentle peaceable Alma. Chess feels the smack was really for him. His limp, weary
approach to things, never decisive enough, letting it all fall on Alma.
He looks back at Chrissie who has stopped crying but remains hurt and withdrawn. His
sober little lump. “Come in the front with me.”
“It’s only a block to school, Daddy.”
“We’re not going to school.”
“We’re not?” This knocks her out of her mood, as surely as Alma’s slap had knocked
her into it. “How come?”
“Get in the front seat and I’ll tell you.”
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“Okay.” She wriggles energetically over the back of the seat and plonks in the front
beside him. He has to laugh. It’s just what he would have done at eight.
“What?” She says, noticing his chuckle.
“Nothing.”
“How come we’re not going to school?”
“Because we’re playing hooky.”
“Hooky! What will Mom say?”
“Who’s going to tell her?”
“She’ll find out.”
“Yeah, probably.”
“She’ll kill us!”
“Well, we’re gonna have a lot of fun before she does.”
“What kind of fun?”
“Well, let’s see. We’re going to do something different... yes... something we’ve never
done before.” He knows he’s stalling, that he has no idea what he’s going to do with her, how
he’s going to fill their day. She looks at him expectantly, so trusting. The dark little cloche of
hair, shiny, almost black it was so dark. But too heavy really for her head. Just like her mother –
the same cut, the same dark helmet. He’d liked it in Alma when he first met her, found it
appealing, the dark glossy hair fitting so perfectly around her face, but lately it seemed to hide
something. She seemed to cower behind it as if she needed protection. But from what? And
Chrissie? He looked at the dark hair framing her face. Protecting her or masking her, keeping
her safe or impairing her freedom? It was always a tossup between freedom and safety, wasn’t
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it? Suddenly he wanted that burden gone from his daughter’s head, wanted her to have the wind
in her ears.
“Something different?”
“You bet. Something very different.” Starting the car he makes a u-turn, and heading
two blocks east angle parks in front of Tina’s Beauty Salon. He gets out of the car. Chrissie,
stunned, doesn’t move. Walking around to the passenger side he opens the door with a flourish.
“Come, Princess. Our day of hooky is about to begin.”
“But this is Tina’s place.” He nods.
She stays in the car, looking at him anxiously. “Tina always wants to give me a real hair
cut but Mom never lets her.”
“Well I’m gonna let her.”
“Dad!” Her face is a mixture of fear and excitement. “Mom really is gonna kill us.”
“She can only kill us once. Come on.” Reaching in he helps Chrissie out of the car and
escorts her up to the salon door. It’s open but Tina isn’t anywhere to be seen inside. For a
moment he is doubtful, uncertain that it’s a good idea after all to mess with his daughter’s
appearance without Alma’s sanction. A sudden squall makes up his mind for him. He pushes
the door open and urges his daughter inside out of the pelting rain.
Standing there in Tina’s domain, he immediately feels uneasy. The heavy aroma of
perfume, of permanent fluid, the feminine feel of the chairs and mirrors, all tell him he’s in
alien territory, nothing at all like the barber shop where he gets his hair trimmed. Shears,
brushes, bottles of shampoos and lotions, the gleaming sink in the middle of the room, the huge
helmets of the dryers over the chairs. There, helmets again. He feels he is trespassing. There is a
lurid promise to the place. Was it Tina’s reputation? Did he imagine a faint aura of come-on.
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Should he even be bringing Chrissie in here? Women in hairdos cover the walls and he thinks
of Yonge Street, that time he was in Toronto before the war with Mitch, that stretch with the
strip clubs, with women advertised on the doors. These women look that way. The posters seem
to be more than simple advertisements.
He stands by the glass reception counter with its gleaming chrome cash register, flushed
with an unexpected gaucheness, feeling completely out of his depth. This is a place where it
seems to him the knowledge is all on one side. But it is a business after all, a respectable and
common one, so why doesn’t he feel respectable? The anticipated censure from Alma couldn’t
account for all of it. Gazing down on his daughter, who from his viewpoint looks for all the
world like a little mushroom, he gives himself a mental shake. When he’s through with her
today she will no longer be mushroom Chrissie so obsessed with being good, she will be
someone else entirely. Well, that’s the plan, anyway.
Seeing the phone on the counter he remembers he should call work. Loretta Bergman
answers the phone. “Look, Lorry,” why is he whispering? “I can’t come in today.”
“Chess, you should have been here half an hour ago. Your class is already in the room.”
“My daughter’s having a bit of a crisis and I have to sort it out. Isn’t there some kind of
family crisis leave?”
“Funerals and deathbeds.”
“Lorry, I haven’t taken even a sick day in three years. That’s got to count for
something.”
“Let’s go with sick, then. I’ll say you have the flu.”
“Whatever it takes.”
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While he’s at it, he phones the school and tells the principal that Chrissie is a bit
feverish and he’s keeping her home. Hanging up he stands there uncertainly.
“Mom doesn’t let Tina do anything but trim the bottom,” Chrissie ventures. “But I wish
she would let me have a new cut.”
He gestures to the pictures on the wall. “So what do you want? A big fluffy pile on top
of your noggin? How about this? Or this? Would you like to be a blond? Or a redhead?”
But Chrissie has her own ideas. She goes to a book on Tina’s counter, a binder with
pictures of children in it, and turns unhesitatingly to the page she wants. “I like this one.” She
points to a dark-haired child with a close-cropped cut, neatly shorn at the neck, with little wisps
at the ears. He realizes with a shock that the idea of a haircut is not new to her. “You’ve been
thinking about this, haven’t you.”
She nods. “I always look at this book when Tina’s trimming Mom. I like this one the
best.”
“Me too.”
“Really?”
“You’re gonna look fabulous.”
Now all they had to do was wait for Tina to turn up.
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Vince
The breakfast crowd as Vince calls it is thinning out and he can see Jerome easing himself to
the back. Jerome’s shift ends at 8:30 but the business doesn’t drop off till 8:45 or so and he’s
always tempted to stay on for the tips and nearly always does, which makes him nearly always
late for school. His staying suits Vince just fine. He likes Jerome and he always says he can
leave when he wants, but he prefers him to be there. The once or twice he does leave on time
things get pretty squirrelly, but it doesn’t happen often enough to make a big difference. Jerome
is doing his matric year by correspondence under the guidance of the school principal. Mr.
Lennox is sympathetic to Jerome and accommodating to his need to work. Jerome on his side
never disappoints in his performance.
Vince looks over the room. The supply teacher, Ned Williams, is still there having his
coffee and toast and his five cigarettes. Would have been more, Vince guesses, but he has to
make the nine o’clock bell. As if he can read Vince’s thoughts, Williams stubs out cigarette
number five and stands, pulling his coat on and gathering his briefcase. Ned who lives above
Tina’s salon, is always dressed the same way, nicotine-coloured shirt, brown tie and worn
brown suit. There’s an unsavoury look to him that in Vince’s opinion doesn’t go well with
someone dealing with young people but, lord help the fellow, he’s probably harmless, just a
lonely bugger, trying to make a living. This is Williams’ first year at the school. He arrived at
Christmas to relieve Annie Palmerston when she got pregnant, a math and science teacher, and
a so-so one, according to rumour, not quite far enough ahead of the grade nines to keep them
busy. Williams is said to be an improvement over Annie, but there’s something of the
carpetbagger about him, something that suggests he could leave town some night and never be
heard from again.
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Vince feels sorry for the teachers, their poor pay, eyes always on them, the criticisms.
Some of them are fresh and bright and really good with the kids. They have a calling for it. But
many of them are jaded, battered by the daily grind of keeping kids in line, of having to deal
with their nonsense. He remembers delivering the same kind of nonsense in his day.
Vince takes the teacher’s 20 cents and checks the coffee maker. The fresh pot is just
about done. He deals with Art Brower at the till and then Ken Henderson. Just Mr. Dooley and
Benny Marsden left, sitting over by the window. They’ll hang on for another fifteen minutes for
sure, chewing the rag and hoping for refills. He moves to the back, where Jerome, who always
has soap and towel and a clean shirt waiting, is freshening up. Jerome is the best server he’s
ever had. He can do the work of three and make it look easy. He’s also sober and stern to a fault
and is somewhat intimidating to Vince, who boasts about him, however, when he’s not around.
Vince opens the back door and basks a little in the early sunshine breathing in the air. There
was about two minutes of heavy rain earlier that laid a wet sheen on the alley. Mingled with the
smell of grease and bacon is something fresh from the houses across the alley. Lilacs? Too
soon, surely. A raggedy little dog is sniffing about the garbage. He looks hungry and Vince
goes back for a dish of scraps, hoping Jerome doesn’t see. He also hopes Jerome will be out of
there before Tina arrives but she’s already out her back door when he’s setting down the bowl,
on her way down to his doorway, black skirt tight around her hips and thighs, heels higher than
anyone but Tina could stay upright on. Tina is something else. She opens up just before nine
and regularly trips down the alley for a morning coffee. Vince has timed it so he’s always there
when she does, and always sees that there’s a fresh pot of coffee brewed.
He beckons, she smiles that saucy smile. Who wouldn’t have the coffee ready?
She hurries to his door, teetering a bit on the uneven gravel.
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“Who’s the pooch?”
“Just a little vagabond.”
“Just a little vagabond, eh? You’re quite the poet, Vince.”
He blushes and lets her in just as Jerome, fresh as a daisy, stern as a Jesuit, comes out of
the back room. Vince immediately feels guilty, and penitent too, ready to confess his sins.
Jerome always makes him feel that way, something in the severity of his manner, even though
there’s nothing much in Vince’s life to confess. Unhappily. Tina, never one to waste a male
audience, sends shameless eye messages. Jerome actually blushes himself and blunders
hurriedly out the back door and down the alley in a way that gives Vince a strong sense of
satisfaction. Perhaps Jerome has a few sins of his own.
Vince knows that Tina’s a bad girl. She’s got half the men in town twisted around her
finger. Her current victim is Russ Quinn, but Tina will never settle down with him, that’s for
sure. Tina is out to get what she can. He sometimes thinks about inviting her up to his place
over the store but that would be giving her too much rope to hang him with. No one’s been up
there, no woman anyway, and he means to keep it that way. Vince is worth a lot of money and
someone like Tina can sniff it out. Part of the pleasure of flirting with her is that he knows he’s
giving as much in the tantalizing department as he’s getting. Let her dangle.
Vince’s money makes him cautious but he has yearnings, what man doesn’t. But it isn’t
Tina he yearns after. No, he fancies someone softer and more yielding, someone in need of
protecting, that’s the way his day dreams go. That Lou now. Lou Prescott, a lovely young
woman. There’s someone who could use a protector. But beyond thinking about it sometimes,
he’s out of his depth, doesn’t know how to push it. She comes in every week and he is charmed
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all over again. He dreams a bit about her, nothing lurid, kind of soft and sentimental dreams. A
sentimental journey, yeah, that’s it. That would describe his feelings exactly.
Tina has her own mug, a big barber-style shaving mug from some hairdressers’ event.
Perhaps a sales rep gave it to her. Probably has a whole collection of them in her office. He fills
it up and they share a smoke before she heads back to dolly up the women of Bowness. She
does a good job and that’s why no one ever really hates her that much. She makes them look
good while she’s seducing their men. Russ’s Myrna now, she has the best head of hair in town.
He wouldn’t like her to get her hands on Lou, though. It wouldn’t bother him at all if
Tina hitched up with Jimmy Prescott. But Lou’s pale fair hair would be spoiled by all that
magazine ad fantasy that Tina produces.
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Myrna
Marlene Rumple, the first to finish her breakfast, has her things gathered on her bed – a
magazine, her needlework, a quilted bed jacket – ready to be taken to the veranda. Marlene, in
her forties, is radiantly cheerful, bubbly soul, bubbly body. They’re like that as a rule, in
Myrna’s opinion. Cheerful, or put-on cheerful. Grateful. Not wanting to bother you. But needy
too, the half-second between request and delivery you can tell is clouded by the brief thought
that the delivery might not come about. Their world has been shaken and it could well be
shaken again. Marlene is on the roster for pneumothorax treatments; she’s been told it’s a
common technique and usually successful, and she’s following all the rules, but Myrna knows
well the unspoken fear that following the rules might not exactly get a patient to the other side
of the valley of the shadow. She wheels Marlene’s bed out to the airy screened-in veranda.
There’s a slight nip in the air but the patients who are convinced of the soundness of the “fresh
air is good for TB” theory welcome it. Putting up with a little cold is the least they can do for
themselves.
Marlene brings up the party they’re planning for the 24th of May. “Do you know if
there’ll be fireworks, Nurse Quinn?”
“Dr. Nelson says there will be.”
“Great. Are you taking part in the concert?”
“Heavens no, Mrs. Rumple. I have no talent whatsoever.”
“Oh, Nurse Quinn, I find that hard to believe.”
Myrna shares a smile and saves an issue of Life that is about to fall off the bed.
“Your parents were so talented,” Marlene goes on. “You must miss them.” And she
does, though not in the way Marlene probably imagines. Not in that nostalgic sentimental way
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you’re expected to remember your dearly departed. Four years down the road, her mother
Millie’s memory has dimmed, but her father, not four months dead, that impossible
exasperating force, even fading out the way he did the last eighteen months of his life, is missed
in the way a violent thunder storm might be missed, bless him. She can’t get used to going to
the house and not find him bellowing about, making the world around him happen, with simply
the power of his voice. When she does go to the house, which is happening more and more
frequently these days, she falls into a slump of spirit. She sits there exhausted by his absence,
smoking those little smokes, doing her best to conjure him up, his confident assurances that this
will lead to this and that should never be done and only this route was even to be considered
under the circumstances, trying to come to terms in the cloud of dreamy smoke with the loss of
the major overbearing force in her life. Angus Barlow. It doesn’t hurt the way the loss of Toddy
did and still does. That’s a different kind of pain, but she’s still finding it hard to let go.
With both her parents, kind and generous but straight-laced souls, there was an
unexpected element of gaiety. They loved to do music hall acts together and never missed an
opportunity to “tiptoe through the tulips” at the church socials and concerts. Five foot two. My
sweet little Alice-blue gown. The old songs seemed to still linger in the corners of their house.
Her mother’s sister and husband were the same and her cousin Queenie was often called
upon to support all four of them with spirited piano accompaniment. Myrna was pressed to join
in too but she was always too brooding and lacking in joie de vivre. She preferred jazz, which
her parents indulged with piano lessons but made her pay the price – long practice sessions on
classical passages she had no interest in – and forced her to play sonatas and minuets at the
church and school concerts – well forced is perhaps too strong a word but the result was the
same, wasn’t it? Coercion pure and simple.
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Myrna brings a few more patients out. Some of them have cast off their coverlets
already, anxious to get as much of the sunlight on their pale bodies, to get that heady early
morning almost-too-much feel of the sun. And again, her father comes to mind, sunning his
frail body at the side of the house. Compared to the boundless force of the previous eight
decades, his frailty those last months was still shocking to her.
A full-blown discussion of the May 24th celebration is underway on the porch. Would
there be refreshments? And music?
“Dr. Frank’s wife is playing the piano,” she hears. Well of course. Queenie would.
“We’ll have a good old sing song then,” says Marlene.
Even though she has always been in Queenie’s shadow, Myrna likes her cousin just
fine. Queenie was the one the teachers saw as a natural leader, the one both boys and girls were
drawn to. She was beautiful, friendly, bright, a straight-A student, musically brilliant, her piano
playing a flourishing tour de force. Myrna loves her all the same. It isn’t Queenie’s fault she
was the daughter Angus and Millie would have preferred.
Her reverie is broken by Nurse Brown, the ward supervisor, who always seems to be on
the hunt for flaws in Myrna’s performance. Myrna knows she’s seen by the older woman as a
renegade, a threat to the system, Brownie’s system of course. A nurse of the old school, but
lacking the old school devotion to nurturing, she likes the patients all in tidy rows, in fact even
now is straightening the cots on the porch so they line up exactly.
Myrna sees that the supervisor has wheeled out Mrs. Bowcroft and placed her next to
Mrs. Penney, her sworn enemy, and makes a note to herself to change their order to a more
compatible one. Since Lena Brown has no time for such nonsense and shows no sign of
leaving, it will have to be a bit later and the two women will have to suffer on for now. She
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goes instead to move Faye Crawford to the porch and is sharply reminded by Nurse Brown that
Faye is to stay put.
“Doctor says as little disturbance as possible, Nurse, given her worsening condition.”
She flings the words out abruptly, with no regard for Faye. Gritting her teeth at the woman’s
insensitivity, Myrna straightens Faye’s blankets. She knows, they all know, Faye’s not going to
make it. Faye of the romantic eyes, pretty, frail, worrying about all those loose ends, the
children, her lover, the state of things at home. The coping everyone will have to do when she’s
not there anymore. The coping they’re having to do now. Myrna wonders why she herself is so
miserable. Her life is a thousand times better than Faye’s, with so many possibilities.
“And she hasn’t eaten her breakfast.” The older woman has moved in on Faye. Hauls
her to a sitting position and stuffs the pillow at her back. Myrna has to actively resist smacking
her. “How do you expect to improve, young woman, if you don’t eat?”
“It just won’t go down, Matron.”
“Nonsense.” Grabbing up the bowl of oatmeal she seems ready to pin Faye to the bed
and force the gruel down her throat. Myrna adds strangling and death to the imagined slap, but
settles for snatching the bowl from Matron’s hands, adding a snap to her tug. Keeping her voice
low and determined, as threatening as she dares, “Isn’t Dr. Nelson starting his rounds about
now? He’ll want you to be there, Nurse Brown.” Knowing full well it’s the last thing Frank
wants. But knowing too that the ward supervisor never misses tagging along in his wake. Two
more years, says Frank, just two more till she retires.
Nurse Brown flutters, suddenly all charm. “Of course, of course. See that she finishes
that, Nurse.” Watching her hurry off, Myrna smiles to think of Frank hiding behind his ultrapolite reserve, welcoming her to his rounds.
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Queenie landed on her feet there. As always. Myrna hadn’t, as always. She didn’t nab a
doctor although there were one or two who actually showed an interest. Her parents put the
most amazing pressure on the poor guys, Queenie’s parents in cahoots. There was a lot of
double dating, family gatherings with the eight of them – the four parents, Queenie and Frank,
Myrna and the “mark”. She always thought of her escorts that way, the “marks”. It was always
delightful with extravagant meals, a little singing after supper around the piano. It impressed
the hell out of her dates, but not Frank, who had after all made up his mind in the first ten
minutes of meeting Queenie, and didn’t need persuading. In the end Queenie et al backed out of
these affairs. There was a slight cooling between her mother and her aunt but in the end it all
smoothed over. Myrna eventually hitched with Russ, a pharmaceutical rep. There was
something rough-hewn about him, a brassiness that was refreshing next to the uptight med
students who were always obsessed with their studies and always too tired to actually have fun
with. Russ was the antidote for all that. She worked hard, studied hard, her involvement with
the senior nurses and doctors gratifying and intense and the last thing she wanted was some
frail psyche to support on her few hours of freedom. In terms of his psyche, Russ was about as
frail as a rhinoceros. They had raring good times, wild parties, tough sex. “Just what the doctor
ordered,” she would say when they reached the post-sex cigarettes. He’d laugh and tussle a bit
more till she slapped him away.
“I just couldn’t get it down, Nurse.” Faye’s gentle apology pulls her out of her
memories.
“Don’t worry your head about it.” She picks up the bowl of congealing porridge and
wrinkles her nose. “It’s gruesome stuff anyway. I can’t see how it can possibly do you any
good. What do think would be better?”
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“Well. I don’t have much of an appetite.” Myrna notices the hesitation. and guesses that
there is something that Faye would like.
“There must be something. Just name it and I’ll have Eddie whip it up for you. Ice
cream, now. Wouldn’t that be cool and soothing? Don’t think about it, just tell me.”
“Custard,” Faye hazards. “I have a craving for custard.”
“Custard! Is that all? It’s the easiest thing in the world. And it’s nutritious too. Good
medicine.”
Myrna straightens the bedcovers around Faye and tucks the knitted bed jacket around
her thin shoulders. How frail they are. Faye knows she is dying, and has only one real concern
left – her children, and delicate and stressed as she is, that is all she can talk about to Myrna, her
feverish anxiety evident in every word.
They’re so young, so vulnerable. She knows Ward her boyfriend will take care of them,
he’s a kind man, but really not adequate to the task. And then her family might step in. Good
people but the children would not be loved, not in the way she wants. Even now, she wonders if
they are getting the proper care. If only she could see them.
“You can see them.” The words pop out before Myrna can stop them.
“How? How can I possibly? You know children aren’t allowed here.”
“I’ll arrange it. I’ll bring them to the garden below the ward window.”
“When?” Fay is hungry for her answer.
“Today. This afternoon. I’ll talk to Jilly.” Yes. She could pop over to the school at noon
hour and set it up with Jilly. “Now you just settle yourself and get rested up. You want to be
ready for them, don’t you?”
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“Yes. Yes, I do!” Myrna wonders if her promise has done any real good. If anything
Faye is more feverish, more hectic. The flush on her face is worrisome. At least she hasn’t
started coughing again.
Myrna walks out to the hall, feeling almost sick with fear that she’s promised something
she can’t deliver. She knows that Faye has believed her utterly. She feels that sinking lowness
of spirits that she seldom gives into at work. Usually that’s something she saves for the off
hours. She’s annoyed with herself. You have to be tough, if you’re going to last at this work.
There’s nothing wrong with sympathy and gentleness, in fact they’re requisite, necessary to the
healing process, but you have to keep cool. And your personal demons have to stay at home.
She thinks of Lena Brown, a stickler for organization and routine, her whole career built on it,
in fact. And that wasn’t a bad thing, necessarily. In the end those qualities might be better for
healing than the heart -on-your-sleeve variety. Nurse Brown wasn’t so far off really, just a little
on the gruff side. She wonders if Lena has any personal demons.
Myrna steps into the linen room to collect her thoughts. Her mind is racing today, a stew
of memories and recriminations. She loves nursing and works fast and efficiently through her
days, enjoying the interaction with the patients and with the other nurses and the doctors, the
problems that come up a pleasing challenge. She usually finds her twelve-hour shifts have just
scampered by, and is always a bit surprised when she comes to the end of them, tireless and still
ready to be active. But today... She looks about her at the sheets and pillowcases freshly
laundered and folded, the gleaming enamel pans on the shelves, usually a soothing, wellordered sight that has a calming effect. Today it’s not happening, her mind is all over the place.
Thank God there’s nothing too challenging this morning.
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Cleve
Grand theft auto. Cleve can’t get that phrase out of his head. But that’s what it would be. He
heard it called that in a movie once. You could go to jail for it. It was way bigger than snatching
a chocolate bar or a pop at the corner store. “We can ditch the car when we get there,” his sister
Trinny says. “Don’t worry about it.” Easy for her to say. They’re not going to put a girl in jail.
It was pointless to worry about it. Getting away was the hard part. The whole idea is to
take the Barker by surprise – to take off when he least expects it. After last night Cleve’s not so
sure about the surprise part. His dad knows something is up, gave Cleve the third degree all the
way to the San, wanting to know about Vince, and what Trinny did for him exactly to warrant
the hot dogs. Cleve claimed ignorance and pretended to be more sleepy than he was. But the
Barker wasn’t fooled one little bit and ten o’clock seems a long ways off. They’re never going
to keep up the pretence for that long. Even now the Barker’s looking at him from the door of
the tool shed.
Reaching the end of the lawn, Cleve slowly turns the big 2-stroke mower around,
careful to line it up exactly with the strip he’s just finished. The mower is a recent purchase for
the Sanatorium and Eddie says Cleve is way better at handling it than the regular gardeners.
“You’re a natural,” Eddie tells him. “You must have a way with machines.” Maybe he does, but
Cleve isn’t taking any chances with it. He cleans out the damp clumps of grass under the
mower frequently and moves very slowly across the lawn. His dad always wants him to hurry it
up but Cleve always answers, “You don’t want it to stall, do you?” and considering how hard
the thing is to start up the Barker rarely pushes it. Today is different. He sees his dad out of the
corner of his eye, definitely heading his way. Catching up to him the Barker keeps up a steady
stream of threats.
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“I’m going to get to the bottom of this. You’re keeping something from me and I intend
to find out what it is.” The Barker’s hand lunges out and clips the side of Cleve’s head. “Are
you listening to me?”
“Yes Dad. But there’s nothing going on. What could be going on?”
“Do you take me for a fool? If I have to find out by myself you’ll be in deep shit. And I
will find out you can count on it. If you won’t tell me someone else will. Jaycee for example.
That nosey little bitch knows everything that’s going on. And you needn’t look at me like that.
That protective big brother act isn’t going to work this time. She’ll get the beating of her life.”
Struggling with his emotions, Cleve tries his best not to let the Barker know his
thoughts.
“I could go and get her out of school right now.”
Cleve’s turmoil seems to transfer itself to the mower, which wobbles dramatically a
moment or two and then, in spite of his attempts to control it, stalls. When he looks up the
Barker seems to be coming at him. It’s all he can do to keep his fist down, to not answer his
dad’s challenge. But Jaycee will be on her own in the morning. He will not make it worse for
her, knowing that anything he says or doesn’t say will make it worse for her anyway. He
struggles with his anger, with his confused thoughts. And finally finds a straw to grab at.
“Okay. You win. I’m the one who got the hot dogs.”
“You! But Trinny…”
“Trinny just said that about Vince to protect me.”
“So where’d you get them?
“I stole them. From the kitchen here.”
“From Eddie’s kitchen? Christ, you’re going to get us both fired.”
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“I just wanted to give the kids a treat. I shouldn’t have done it I know. Please don’t tell
Eddie.”
“As if I’m gonna tell Eddie. Pull another stunt like that, though, and I’ll….” Without
completing the threat, the Barker clips him a couple more times and heads off, back to his shed.
The third degree over, Cleve spends a minute or two restarting the mower and heads back along
the lawn. By the end of the row he has settled down and is back to the dangers of their escape
plan. Grand theft auto. No matter how you cut it the punishment for that would be a better fate
than his Dad’s justice. Trinny says they won’t even notice the car is missing for weeks and
they’ll never connect it to her and Cleve. But he’s not so sure. He looks up to see Mrs. Quinn
looking out from the second floor porch. She’s a nice lady and he feels bad about the car. But
it’s been sitting there in her dad’s garage for so long he wonders if she even knows it’s there.
The mower gives a sudden gurgle and he slows it down a bit. No further sounds of
alarm, he goes back to thoughts of the car, not all of them guilty. It’s a 1945 Mercury, big and
shiny black a dream of a car. He loves the idea of it. The box cars would have been a real pain
and how could they know for sure which ones would go to Osoyoos? The car will be brilliant.
Reaching the end of the row he stops to clear out the mower blades once again. Mrs.
Quinn is still moving about up there, probably bringing the patients to the porch. They spend all
day out there because fresh air is about all you can do for TB. It’s a creepy disease, coughing
and spitting up blood and your lungs shrivelling up. Cleve hopes he never gets it. Everyone got
tested last fall at school. They pricked you on the arm and waited to see if it showed anything.
A couple of his friends tested positive and had to have another test but they were okay so far.
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Myrna
Myrna checks the men’s wards, seeing that the patients are distributed to their various places
for the morning. There are several special appointments with the doctors. Four
pneumothoraxes. Some actual discharges. Three hours before she can go home and she busies
herself to make the most of them, to spend them in the most effective way with the patients.
Then her day will be her own and she can do as she pleases. At least Russ will be at work. He
hated her shift work at first, felt it disrupted their life together, and when Toddy came along
thought it kept her from being a good mother. She felt he was being unfair and cynically
believed it was that he liked getting his meals on time. Certainly Toddy had not been neglected.
Her parents, obsessively devoted, more than came through on the babysitting end. Toddy
always had all the care and attention that could be bestowed on him. Even by Russ. And Russ
had never complained about the money she brought in. Much of the mortgage payments, the
furnishings, all the extras had been paid for with what she earned.
Now of course he still likes to complain about it but she knows he’s secretly happy. The
money she brings to the pot ensures that he pretty much has his paycheck to spend on what she
thinks of as his gratifications. Currently the particular source of his gratifications is Tina Davis.
From the porch of the men’s ward she looks down on the back lawn, where a boy of
fifteen or so is cutting the lawn. She recognizes him, that young Grisham boy, Cleve isn’t it?
Yes, Cleve. The large blades of the mower rotate as they fling the clippings up to the canvas
hammock attached along the handle. May has been unusually rainy this year and the grass is tall
and thick, almost too much for the mower, but Cleve, totally absorbed in his work, is doing a
careful job. The lines of the mowing stretch out clean and straight behind him. He is being
supervised by his father, a slightly grizzled man in his forties who is evidently not pleased with
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his son and punctuates his complaints with a sharp slap or two about his ears. She feels a
wrench in her stomach each time a blow falls and wants to cry out to him from the porch but
doesn’t, unwilling to upset or alarm the patients. The Barker. That’s what he’s known as, lord
knows why. Unless it’s a reference to someone who snarls and bites. A perfectly nasty
character by all accounts. Arthur Bennington, who has just been pushed out to the porch,
catches her gasp and follows her glance.
“Hank Grisham. There’s a sight to put a damper on the morning.”
“I think those children have a rough time of it.”
“Aye. They’ve run away often enough.”
“I’m surprised the authorities haven’t come down on him.”
“Oh they have. Many a time.” Art Bennington, on sick leave from the police
department, knows a thing or two about the less noble element in town. “And not just for
beating his children, either. The Barker’s been in trouble for a variety of criminal activities. His
wife left him for good reason too, finally got tired of the beatings and the rages.”
Cleve seems to be taking the abuse with an almost unnatural patience but Myrna senses
a ripple of something underneath the compliance. A tensing of muscle. As though he could read
her mind, Art nods his head. “Cleve won’t be putting up with that nonsense forever, let me tell
you. He’s already big enough to K.O. the old man. I don’t know what’s holding him back.”
Cleve reaches the end of the lawn and turns neatly, keeping the line as straight as before. Tall,
well built, handsome. But young-looking too. “Shouldn’t he be in school?”
“Lads like him, they don’t stay in school. His dad will have pulled him out to work.
Bring in the drinking money. Like as not the boy’ll be off once he figures out he doesn’t have
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to stick around and take it, and that he doesn’t have to hand over his wages. He’ll be out of
here.”
She feels a pang at the thought of him going. He’s mature in frame but he has a certain
ineptness, a puppy-like quality. She senses he has the nature of a much younger boy. He
reminds her of Toddy. Toddy had that gambolling puppyness.
“You say they’ve tried running off.”
“Yes, a couple of times over the last year Trinny’s packed up all the kids and taken off.”
“I believe I heard about it. But always returned by the authorities.”
“Which tells you something about the authorities. We’re not as good as we think we
are.”
“Oh now, Art. I’m sure you always do your best.”
“Do we, Myrna? There’s a boy who could amount to something and yet likely as not
he’ll end up on the wrong side of the prison gate.”
“You know, Trinny worked for my dad, cleaning and housekeeping things after school.
She did a good job according to Dad.”
“She would. She’s the one who keeps the family in order.”
Angus Barlow had always hired a girl from grade nine every year to do light
housekeeping and clearing up around the place. Trinny was the best of her dad’s girls, Myrna
thought. Old before her time, thin, pale, tall, with an adult look to her, childhood long behind
her, but thorough and competent. She caught sight of the Barker skulking near the potting shed.
All those children, she thought, wasted on that bugger. Cleve especially. She watches him turn
the mower again, totally focused on the job. Art Bennington is right. He won’t be around much
longer.
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Art, looking down on the Grishams below, has that serious look that she always finds
appealing. He has about twenty years on her, a good man, holds himself straight even in illness.
Serene pallor common to the disease. Skeletal but sinewy, an underlying hardiness to him that
boded well. Sometimes his coughing fits make her fear for him but she feels he will be one to
come through. Enjoy a few more years with his grandchildren.
She settles him in and heads back to the women’s wards.
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Chess
“Honestly, Chess, I’m booked solid.” Tina doesn’t even pretend to look in her book. “Look,
there’s Mrs. Elliot pulling up now.” He sees the Elliots’ blue and white Chrysler pulling into
the curb across the street.
“Come on, Tina, You can squeeze one little girl in, can’t you?”
“What is it you want exactly? Usually Alma just has me trim the edges.”
“No, not a trim. A complete makeover. Short. A boy cut. Like what’s her name in that
movie. Look, she’s found it in your book.”
Chrissie hauls the book over and flips it open to the desired picture. “This one.”
“A pixie cut.” Tina looks interested.
“Yes.” Chrissie nods solemnly. “A pixie cut.”
“Does Alma know about this?”
“Alma will love it.”
Tina looks out the window. Chess follows her gaze and sees that Mrs. Elliot is locked in
conversation with the owner of the hardware store. He wants Tina to start before her customer
comes in, before he loses his nerve. Tina looks back at the picture.
“I’ve got to say it would look real cute on her.”
“Go ahead then.” Chess suddenly feels that getting Tina to remove that implacable
helmet from his daughter’s head is the most important thing he will ever do.
Watching Tina take Chrissie to the chair in front of the sink, he feels a pang of fear that
he’s doing the wrong thing. Chrissie, however, is all business, as though she has been
rehearsing for this moment. She walks to the chair, takes possession of it and leans her head
back; he can almost feel what she’s feeling, the warm water spouting over her hair, the
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perfumed shampoo being worked into a lather. For Chrissie it’s obviously a big deal and he sets
his worries aside.
The washing done, Chrissie is wrapped in a towel and led to the cutting chair in front of
the mirror. He sees her little face scrunched up in anticipation as Tina combs the damp hair and
lifts a lock spreading it out between her fingers. He winces slightly as the first snip is made,
sees that Chrissie also has anticipated some kind of sensation from the snip but now her face
relaxes. Facing the mirror, she looks at herself importantly, and he settles down with a copy of
Ladies Home Journal, trying to look as though he fits in. Mrs. Elliot finally enters the salon and
is obviously put out that she’s been leap-frogged in the queue. It doesn’t seem to matter to her
that she’s fifteen minutes late. Chess gives her a big approving smile and her annoyance melts
visibly. Her hand stealing unconsciously to her hair she settles down beside him with a copy of
Saturday Evening Post. He pretends to be absorbed in his Ladies Home Journal catches her eye
so she looks down at what he’s reading.
“Fascinating,” he says and she giggles. “Really, I never knew you could make a cake
without using eggs.” And she’s his. For the next twenty minutes she describes in exacting detail
the recipe for boiled raisin cake her grandmother made in the thirties. “There’s nothing to it,”
she tells him and he feels he could almost whip one up for Alma when he gets home.
Another flurry of rain beats at the window. The weather can’t seem to make up its mind
today. He sees Betty Argyll rushing across the road holding her coat over her head. She blows
into the salon on a gust of wind and settles on the other side of him.
Both women are friendly and keep a running commentary on the progress of Chrissie’s
cut. But Chess knows they’re dying to know what’s going on exactly. Why on a school day
she’s getting her hair done and in the company of her father, not her mother. He allows them to
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think it’s Alma’s idea and that a big unexpected family event is in the offing. Trying not to
elaborate too much. And although they’re effusive in praise – a father taking such an interest, if
only their men were more like that, etc. – he’s under no illusions in that direction. He knows
he’s seen around town as somewhat of a failure. Tina doesn’t even bother to flirt with him. That
should tell you something.
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Violet
Violet is feeling cranky. She had watched with considerable annoyance as Chess drove off.
There had been an implicit order in his remarks warning her against saying anything about
Chrissie’s latest “vision”. While it’s an order she has no intention of obeying, she now feels she
cannot ignore it without stepping over the line.
“You go too far, Mumma. You always do.” Alma’s constant whine. Violet, shrugging
off nagging feelings of guilt, moves defiantly through the cluttered kitchen. Opening the
cupboard under the sink she fishes her knitting out of the garbage bin where Alma had thrown
it, wiping off the few scraps of breakfast that cling to it. The dishes can wait. What can’t wait is
this potholder, another twenty rows at least before she can cast off.
She takes the knitting into the living room and, sitting by the window, resumes her
work, needles clacking feverishly, a secret contentment flooding through her. Before Chrissie’s
first prediction Vi had taken a real interest in her knitting. She’d already finished a couple of
stylish sweaters and a slew of tuque and mitten sets. Then her granddaughter had read those
doomed names in her creations and Vi’s knitting took on a whole new direction. Her choice of
objects veered sharply from the design mode to things that might trigger Chrissie off. No need
to do a fancy teapot if a simple potholder would do the trick. And the classy, tony hues she’d
been using were replaced by more lurid colours, one’s that might better elicit the desired
response. This was her third potholder. She’d all but given up on the kid and then she comes
through with flying colours. Trinny Grisham! Vi suppresses a flush of pleasure, feeling a bit
guilty. I mean you had to feel sorry for the girl, for all the Grisham kids, right? Beaten down by
that no-good bastard of a father. When she first moved to Bowness she’d been more than a little
intrigued by Hank Grisham, dark, handsome in a slightly brutish way, a smooth talker when he
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wanted to be. Funny, when he got into his cups. But she soon changed her mind. The wan
figure of Mary Grisham, an obviously abused woman, was just too telling. And the fun didn’t
last much past the third drink. Violet, who likes a drink herself, never wants to be around when
he’s into his fourth. No. Trinny would know that violence well. Mary had taken herself off and
Trinny was the one who took the brunt of his rage.
For some minutes the knitting absorbs her. It’s to be a potholder, plain red, blanket
stitched around the edges in dark green. She wonders about further embellishment – nine white
daisies with green stems would be nice – but then it would cover up the actual place where the
name might have been visualized. She admires for a moment the provocative red and
commends herself for having the forethought to choose it. She spreads it out on her lap and sees
that she’ll probably have to iron it. The workmanship is a bit slapdash. But she feels happy
about the potholder. Maybe the kid is on a roll. Violet suddenly feels an urge to get out of the
house. Maybe she should go downtown and get some more wool, get started on the next one.
Finish this on the streetcar maybe. If Chrissie doesn’t have material to work on then how can
she do her predictions?
For a moment she imagines Alma admonishing her. But there’s nothing wrong with
what Chrissie does. People die all the time. The obit notices are proof of that. As Chess says, it
isn’t as if Chrissie is causing the deaths, after all. Not even really predicting them. Just giving
notice of them.
She gets up from the couch and sticks the needles with the unfinished knitting into the
ball of wool. She’ll finish it on the streetcar. For a moment she considers going to Vince’s first,
but the guys won’t be in there till the afternoon. So it will be Eaton’s. Moving to her bedroom,
she pulls her new blue slip from the chest of drawers. It’s satiny and soft, and makes Violet feel
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pampered when she puts it on. Then the garter belt and stockings. She still likes the seam up the
back, and is not concerned with it being too straight. A little quirk in the seam gets them to
thinking, doesn’t it? Many a finger has sought out that little quirk. She moves to the dresser to
put on her face. It’s her own dresser. Alma let her bring a lot of her own things when she
moved in. It’s soothing being on familiar ground, she’s been putting on her face in front of this
mirror for thirty years or more. Quickly and expertly she gets out her compact and lipstick. She
has good bones. A thin matte of pancake, she doesn’t need much, just to smooth out the creases
a bit. A nice mouth, just edges it, still soft enough, still tempting. She could still seduce a man,
given the opportunity, but how much of that is there in Bowness? Living in her daughter’s
house? Christ, she needs to get a life and it’d better be soon.
Packing the knitting in her purse she looks again at the potholder. She should get it all
finished before she drops into Vince’s this afternoon. The whole gang will be there. And she
should strike while the iron is hot. The tea cozy that Chrissie had seen Elva’s name in brought
her ten dollars from Della Goselind. Merle Potter wanted it and had offered seven and Della
had outbid him. Even so she got it for cheap. She means to mop up on this one. Again she
considers ironing it, freshening it up. But then she decides it looks good the way it is. Raggedy
and sleazy, something that they’d believe gave up the name. It looks already used, like it
mopped up something nasty.
She looks around the living room – small, bare, neat – the extent of Almas’ imagination.
Vi is scornful of how low her daughter’s aspirations are. The predictable dining alcove off the
kitchen. The china cabinet with its few precious dishes. One was broken last week and it might
as well have been Alma lying on the floor in sharp brittle pieces the way she carried on. God!
Violet is sure she’s never in her life set such store by a china plate.
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That’s the difference between them. Violet has always reached for the stars. Never
settles for anything less. Which doesn’t mean she gets what she wants necessarily, but she’s had
a hell of a good time going for it.
Out on the street there’s a gusting wind with rain in it. Not heavy but made worse by the
wind. Hurries along the river road and then left onto Bowness. It’s another block or two to the
streetcar stop and, across the street, Vince’s, lit up and half full of people, is an inviting
alternative to the cold. She suppresses the urge to rush over right now and just tell whoever is
there. It will be more satisfying and dramatic with Merle and Della and the others. She just
hopes the Grisham girl doesn’t pop off before she gets there and again is washed by guilt for
her thoughts. But it’s Alma’s guilt she’s feeling, certainly not her own, and she soon shrugs it
off.
Even so, hurrying against the wind, she can’t get the Grishams out of her head. There’s
a continuing rumour in the town about what had happened to Mary Grisham. All in hushed
whispers, of course, because no one really wanted to say it out loud, but the way she’d been
covered in bruises most of the time, it wasn’t hard to think the worst, and Trinny could easily
go the same route. The girl always looks a little broken. But there’s a fierceness underneath. If
she ever finally stood up to the old man there’s no predicting what might happen. Unless you
were Chrissie.
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Myrna
Frank, on his morning drift through the wards, moves into the room. Dr. Frank Nelson, fresh
faced, energetic, positive, clear spoken. Kind, too. Myrna always imagines she can see a wave
of calm and hope rolling before him. Even with the vinegar-faced Nurse Brown in tow. The
wards always seem whiter when Frank comes though. Myrna finds this few minutes of the day
a mystery, where the usual overall sterility of the hospital is muted, where the iron whiteenamelled beds, the white sheets and grey blankets, the white nightgowns the patients wore, the
white kidney-shaped pans, the water jugs and glasses, the white coats of the doctors and the
nursing staff uniforms meld into a dreamlike space that can only confer hope and healing.
The wards are large and airy and essentially cheerful. High windows and the porches
beyond let in lots of good Alberta sunlight. The rooms are cold but that was considered a plus,
even though it took away some of the comfort. Tuberculosis is not a disease you treat with
comfort but with discipline. Fresh air, serenity, tasty food, bicarb and aspirin. There’s
pneumothorax of course but those are the essential treatments, and rest – lots of rest. In a few
weeks there will be days lying out on the grass soaking up the rich sunlight. Sunlight is the best
vitamin.
Frank stops by Faye’s bed on his way to the windows. His white coat always seems
newer and crisper than anyone else’s. Probably is. Queenie would make sure of that, all right.
“And how is Mrs. Crawford, this morning?” Faye’s hair fanned out angelically about
her shoulders, the fluff from a hundred perms growing out. Delicate nose, high cheeks, lips still
sensuous. A lovely woman, once, in body and spirit. But body wasted away now. Stunning
smile. The kind of smile, Myrna thought, that made you want to kill, move mountains to get it
again.
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“No sign of improvement.” This from Nurse Brown, who wouldn’t know a rhetorical
question if it goosed her. “None expected.” Frank, cloaking his irritation, moves Lena and
Myrna to the middle of the room, out of Faye’s hearing.
“It doesn’t look good. Do everything you can,” he looks at Myrna, “to make her
comfortable.”
“She’s asked for custard,” says Myrna, avoiding the glower of the older woman, who
feels that all such requests are bad form. If a patient is dying they should just get on with it, not
go putting people out. “She’s having trouble keeping anything down.”
“Well yes, Nurse. Talk to Eddy. He can keep a ready supply on hand just for her.”
“Eddie has too much to do as it is,” says Nurse Brown sternly.
“Shouldn’t be that much trouble for him. One batch should do several meals for her.
Have a word with him, Nurse Quinn.”
“Thank you, Doctor.”
He moves across the ward and out to the porch, calm and collected, treating Lena
Brown as if she were the most sensible and caring person in the world. The patients respond
with smiles and even a few bursts of laughter.
“He’s such a dear man, isn’t he?”
Myrna looks down at Faye.
“Dr. Nelson. He always makes you feel better.”
“Yes.” She tucked Faye in again for the second time. Or was it the third.
“I’m already tucked,” Faye tells her and they share a smile.
“I’ll go down in a minute and see about that custard.”
“Thanks, Nurse.”
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Laine
Laine always breathes through her mouth when Mr. Williams leans over her. Cigarettes on the
breath smell worse than anything she knows and Mr. Williams is the worst case of it she knows.
It’s a pity because he’s a kind enough man, better than a lot of the teachers, and he
explains things in a way she can make sense of. Mrs. Palmerston was impossible, so bad in fact
that by Christmas, when she went off to have her baby, Laine’s geometry mark had dropped to
a D, which was the lowest mark she’d ever had in her life. In anything. Mr. Williams has
brought her right up to a B plus and the feeling that she might even have a flair for math. But
that breath! Like an old railway car. And not just his breath. His clothes reek with it too.
Trinny always says to Laine that she shouldn’t be taken in by Mr. Williams, that he’s a
con artist, that lots of teachers are. And couldn’t she see that Mr. Williams was coming on to
her. He does lean over her and check her work more than he does anyone else’s. She believes
that. And maybe her improved marks are a sign of favouritism. But she does understand it
better, there’s no denying it, and in fact she’s actually helped Trinny out a few times with her
homework.
But the idea of Mr. Williams coming on to her is disgusting and she wonders what
Jerome would think, probably that Trinny is right and the reason he’s coming on to her is that
she’s encouraging him. The same as she does with their dad.
She looked down at the front of her sweater and wonders if that’s why Mr. Williams
shows unusual interest. Her breasts are growing steadily, not big enough yet for a bra but
definite visible bumps under the sweater. Jerome says without actually mentioning her breasts
that she should stop dressing like a slut. She wears an under-vest beneath her sweater but the
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bumps are still there. She wishes she could hide them better. Other girls in her class display
bumps of varying sizes but Laine always feels flamboyantly exposed.
Mr. Williams, at the front of the room now, is reviewing Pythagoras' theorem or
something. Even without the cigarette fug he is a truly ugly man. All the same, she feels sorry
for him. There’s something downtrodden about him. He always moves as though he’s sneaking
about, guilty of something that he himself probably isn’t clear about. That’s the way she is
sometimes, and she feels a bond. Never would confess that to anyone, least of all Trinny. Butt
breath, they all call him. His skin is yellowish and pale, like old paper. Trinny has the same
sallow skin, she notes, and then feels disloyal to her friend. Across the aisle in the next row
Trinny is sitting upright, her red hair ablaze, working free of its clip. From her face she seems
far away, well beyond the speculations of Mr. Williams on Pythagoras' theorem.
Trinny, she guesses, is thinking about all she has to do today before her bid for freedom.
Preparations for this evening have been a long time in the making. Laine has been in on the
planning, even though she didn’t know the actual day until this morning. She is going over to
the Grishams’ with Trinny after school. Since this is the last time they’ll be together, for years
probably, Laine is ready to break Linda’s rule about coming straight home from school. Her
chief input into the evening will be to make a chocolate cake for the Barker’s birthday. She’ll
be using her mother’s recipe. The ingredients, scrounged from the Flanders kitchen over the
past several weeks, a bit at a time so Linda wouldn’t notice, are all there at the Grishams’,
hidden, according to Trinny, in the cupboard under the sink. Then when it cools Laine will frost
it and put on it a happy birthday sign made from hard icing that she found in their kitchen,
something Linda bought once and has never used. She probably won’t even miss it. It will be
difficult enough making the cake at the Grishams’ but the really hard part will be keeping
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Richie and Benny out of it till it’s needed. Trinny’s going to hide it in the old chicken house
where the Barker keeps his second-hand stuff.
Trinny has bought potato chips and pop for the celebration, also hidden. And they have
a big bottle of rye that they found in Mr. Barlow’s house. Cleve is going to retrieve that from
the Barlow house on his way home.
A blast of wind draws Laine’s attention to the classroom window. The sky is purplish
and threatening. Against its strange light Trinny’s hair is a fiery halo and the metallic cast of
her skin deepens. For a moment she seems alien to Laine, someone she doesn’t recognize.
Sometimes Trinny spooks her, there’s no getting around it. There’s a strange side to her friend
that she doesn’t understand. Something to do with her father, she thinks. The Barker is a vicious
creep and she knows for a fact he’s always beating them. But it’s more than that, a secret that
Trinny doesn’t share with anyone. Perhaps Cleve knows, but Cleve couldn’t keep the kind of
secret that eats away at his sister, she’s sure of it.
She knows the Barker steals things, is constantly in trouble with the law but always
manages to wriggle out. She herself has bad feelings about him. She even dreamed about him
once, waking up in a sweat, not remembering much except his drunken face and a confusion of
blood and mud.
Trinny looks over at her suddenly and smiles. Laine feels like weeping and laughing at
the same time. Secrets or not, Trinny is her best friend. Why should she tell about her father?
Lord knows, she hasn’t told Trinny about Lenny.
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Lou
Lou’s preparations for the Friday get-togethers at Vince’s usually occupy her whole day. She
always cleans house the day before, so everything is caught up, so she doesn’t even have to
think about anything but getting ready. First off is the bath. And that means heating up the
water.
The house had proper plumbing when they bought it, for which she always thanks her
stars, because Jimmy would never have put it in afterwards. The house was newly built, a
bungalow with an unfinished basement, bought from the Cromwells when Derek was posted to
Leduc suddenly in 1947. They’d got it for a song because the Cromwells were in a hurry to get
up to Leduc and make their fortunes. The house was just being finished off when Jimmy and
Lou took over the mortgage. So the hardwood floors and new fixtures, even the stove and
fridge, all came with the deal. But not everything was finished as the Cromwells had planned
and, once they were in the house, Jimmy put on the brake and said they were paying enough,
the rest could wait till they were more established. So the landscaping was left unfinished. The
basement was left undeveloped. And the washing machine was cancelled before delivery, along
with the water heater.
At first Lou had not given the lost conveniences so much as a pang of regret. She had a
wonderful new house, didn’t she? Far better than her mom had ever had. She did the garden
herself, taming the pile of dirt and rubble around the house. She washed their clothes in the
kitchen sink. But the lack of hot water took its toll and the water heater figures largely in her
day dreams.
She met Jimmy in ’39, her second year of nursing. He’d been polite, attentive, a real
catch in everyone’s eyes and Lou had felt good about her life. A profession almost under her
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belt and a wonderful man as well. Jimmy wasn’t so crazy about the nursing, though. “What do
you need it for?” he wanted to know. “I’ll be taking care of you, won’t I?” She’d argued a bit
for it. “I’ll finish my diploma. I know I won’t need to go to work, but it’ll be good for raising a
family. But Jimmy didn’t like it and reluctantly she withdrew from training. And two months
later Jimmy had gone off to war without so much as a goodbye. It was too late to get back into
training and she’d got a job as a clerk in a grocery store and went to live with her grandmother
in the Beltline.
And Jimmy? She had two postcards the whole time he was away. Then in 1945 he’d
turned up at her grandmother’s, polite and attentive as if he’d never left. And Lou actually felt
that he had never left. The courtship picked up where it left off. They were married in February
1946. It was a picture perfect wedding. Her dress was a confection of white lace. Myrna, Kay
and Queenie all in frothy blue. Roses all round.
When the water is boiling Lou runs a little cold water from the tap into the bath and
adds a drop of the perfume Kay gave her for her birthday, followed by spoonful or two of ivory
dish soap, “99 and 44/100ths percent pure” say the ads. Then she carries in all the hot water
from the kitchen and pours it in. It bubbles up like the real thing and she steps into it feeling
like the Queen of Sheba or something. Settles down into the suds, soaps herself all over,
scrubbing away the frustrations of the week. Making herself almost pure. Ivory pure.
She soaks for a long time, thinking about her friends, their kafeeklatsch. They call it
that. It was in some magazine a year or so ago and they’d grabbed at the word. The name gives
a celebratory importance to the lunches that Lou enjoys. She guesses they’re more important for
her than anyone else. She looks forward to the Friday afternoon get-togethers as a lifeline that
keeps her from entirely drowning. The lively conversation, the afternoon light in Vince’s, the
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cheerful red and chrome seats and tables. The starched red-chequered half curtains at the
windows. The women dressed up, in Lou’s eyes radiant, hair done, looking successful and
happy and in love with life. Lou can almost feel in love with life at those times. On Friday
afternoons. And Vince presiding, he always serves them himself as treasured customers, he
likes them, likes women in a nice way, she thinks. And he likes her too. Always so courtly, the
special smile she thinks is just for her. But of course it’s for all of them. It would be, wouldn’t
it. Why would she be special? But for a moment or two she allows herself to think she is
special. To Vince. It’s a harmless enough daydream, isn’t it. And who is to know? She sinks
into the water head and all and then applies another spoonful of ivory to her hair. Rubs it into
her hair, with foamy and satisfying results and sinks into the bath again, wishing, just wishing.
Then finished with wishing she reaches for the towel and steps out of the tub. The warming
kettle is ready and, adding a spoonful or two of vinegar, she rinses her hair at the kitchen sink.
She dries her hair slowly enjoying its texture and sheen, a spoonful of vinegar in the rinse does
that, makes it shine like gold. She has good hair and a good thing too because she couldn’t
afford Tina’s like the rest of them.
She has laid out her clothes beforehand. Her bra so old, so many washings it’s grey,
impossible to whiten it up. And the dress, already washed and ironed, her only dress, seven
years old now. Almost as old as her marriage. She gets into her underwear. It’s getting thin,
most everything she has is so thin she can see her hand through the fabric. Showing holes. She
herself is thinning as well. Not enough food in the house, ever, and then just starch and fats.
Most of her meals consist of little more than bread and margarine, with sometimes a little jam.
Her skin is sallow, bones showing through everywhere. But her hair is still good and her eyes,
she likes her eyes. Blue with thick dark lashes.
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She stays in her bra and slip and takes the dress from its hanger. The dress is the first
thing she bought after the wedding, still in that couple of honeymoon months before Jimmy
shut it all down. Started hitting her, claiming she was flirting with everything in pants. That’s
all you think about isn’t is, he would say, and smack her around. He doesn’t harm her much,
just hard smacks with his open hand. Hurts, but doesn’t damage. One day, she fears, his anger
will cause real damage, and she doesn’t know how she will ward it off. But the idea of
confronting Jimmy about anything makes her sick to her stomach. The others are always telling
her she should get a job, move towards a little independence. In fact they say more than that,
that she should leave him. She knows she should leave. But not today. Today she’ll be free of
him till well after midnight, free all afternoon to enjoy herself and pretend her life is like the
lives of her friends.
The dress is blue, faded many times lighter than its original colour but still bright
enough to bring out the blue of her eyes. Her eyes and her hair are her only vanities. The dress
is wearing under the arms, has been for some time. She’s patched it several times but now the
fabric is so worn there's not enough material to hold the stitches. What she will do when it’s
past wearing she doesn’t know. Maybe by then she’ll have fixed her life.
She drapes the dress over the sofa – she won’t put it on till the last minute – makes
herself a cup of tea. There’s no milk, but it’s reviving anyway. Drapes an old shirt around
herself. Looks out the front window at the Barlow house on the corner across the way. Both
Myrna’s parents are dead now but the house is still empty, even though old Mr. Barlow’s been
gone for a few months. Myrna seems reluctant to sell it. Says she needs time to sort things out.
And Myrna does have things to sort out. Toddy’s death. Two years now since the fever took
him. How do you get over something like that? She knows that Myrna is as stopped in her life
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as she is – her emotional life that is. But Myrna is way ahead of her in self- reliance. A
registered nurse at the San, doing very well. She has a life but not much of a marriage. That
Russ of hers, fooling around with Tina. None of them can resist Tina. Myrna spends a lot of
time at the old house. Doing what, Lou doesn’t know. Just being away from Russ probably, the
way she likes time off from Jimmy. Russ doesn’t slap Myrna around though, that’s a big
difference, but the marriage is dead as a dodo. They all know that.
Lou’s front garden – her little patch of lawn, a bed of flowers – is her pride and joy. The
bulbs are already showing well. The garden is her only actual creation, all her own work. She
doesn’t dwell on it too much, though. Jimmy manages to stamp things down just as they reach
their bloom, but a lot survives too. The lilac bush, the two peonies. And the vegetables at the
back. And raspberry canes.
Her hair is almost dry now and she gives it a final brush enjoying the curl of it, the way
it falls so neatly. She will never need Tina. At least she has that.
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Myrna
With everyone settled on the porches, Myrna heads across to the cook house. She can smell the
cinnamon buns halfway across the yard. Eddie’s cooking is one of the great comforts of the
Sanatorium. Frank in fact vows that it does more good than most of the standard treatments.
She enters the big airy kitchen on a heady cloud of fragrance, and Eddie calls out a cheerful
greeting.
The Grisham boy is at the table with a glass of milk in front of him. He’s eating one of
Eddie’s buns with self-conscious care, anxious not to drop a crumb.
“This is Cleve Grisham, the Barker’s boy.”
“Hello Cleve.”
“Hi.” He flushes and looks guilty, uneasy, obviously not used to talking to grownups.
Myrna is aware again how handsome he is. Mop of dark red hair and filling out well. Older
than Toddy would have been by now, compelling, a nice attractive kid.
“I see your dad has you working hard.”
“Not for much longer.”
“Oh?”
“Well I’m hoping to get a job a real job, soon.
”Really. What kind of job?”
“There’s a lot of jobs going in BC. That’s what I’m looking for. In fact I’m actually…”
He almost tells her something, then suddenly he looks stricken, as though he’s said too much.
But what has he said, Myrna wonders? Still clutching the cinnamon bun he rises and bolts from
the room.
“Hey wait! Cleve!” Eddie calls after him. But he’s gone.
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“I wonder what kind of job he thinks he’ll get? He can’t be out of elementary school.”
“Only when his father keeps him out, which I guess is most of the time. The Barker has
a real scam going here. Has us paying for the two of them while he buggers off on his own
business. I’ve yet to see him do a lick of work. The boy does everything. What kind of job?
Last I heard he wants to join the road fairs.”
“The what?”
“The travelling fairs. You know, the carnivals. He figures he can make his fortune
setting up rides. Working the midway. The father was a traveller, did a lot of circuses at one
time. That’s how he got his name, you know.”
“The Barker. Of course.”
“And sonny hopes to do the same. Poor kid. Leaf doesn’t drop far from the tree.”
“He looks as though he could make something of himself.”
“His sister’s the brains and the organizer in that family. She’ll make something of him if
she can get him to stick around.”
She looks out on him through the kitchen window doing something with the mower.
The way he moves. Catches herself wondering how Toddy would have moved. What ambitions
would he have had? Run away with the circus? He never voiced that one. Baseball, that was his
passion, the big leagues.
“How old is he?”
“Thirteen , I think. But he looks older. It’s his size.”
The boy moves beyond her line of sight and she remembers why she’s there. She puts in
Faye’s request for custard and Eddie assures her it will be ready within the hour.
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Cleve
Cleve rushes back to his mower, feeling cold and overheated at the same time, like he’s going
to pass out or something. He almost gave the whole thing away. Trinny would have murdered
him, still might if she finds out. And Mrs. Quinn of all people. She’d have known right where
to look for the car, wouldn’t she? Just a few more hours. He has to hold it together until twelve
o’clock tonight and they’ll be home free.
His father coming suddenly round the side of the kitchen building catches him in
thought. “What the hell are you doing? Who said you could take a break?” He clips Cleve’s ear
with his hand. Then looks over to the window to see if the cook is watching.
“Can’t leave you alone for a minute.”
“Eddie called me in for a snack,” Cleve tells him.
“Give me that,” he growls, snatching the bun from his son’s hand. “Time enough for
snacks when you’re done. Get on with it.”
He walks off eating Cleve’s bun.
Cleve has lost his appetite anyway. He’s just glad that his father is off again and glad
that he’s getting an early start on his drinking. He can smell it on his breath and he knows he
has a bottle hidden in the garden shed. He probably won’t appear again until lunch time. Lunch
is provided every day in the kitchen and the Barker never misses a free meal.
He starts the mower, taking several tries before it finally kicks in, and moves it onto the
side lawn. From there he can see the trees on the other side of the river over near the Woods
Children’s Home, Douglas fir, really old trees. They look impenetrable from this side of the
river, crowded together, mysteriously dark but he knows there are a multitude of pathways
through the woods. Thinking of the Barker and Trinny and tonight, he suddenly wishes he was
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there right now playing with Curly and Truck and the other orphans. He’s out of his depth and
he knows it. Trinny is running the whole escape plan and she’s putting way too much on him. It
would be so much easier to run off by himself the next time the fair is in town. No complicated
plans, no suspense. He’s pretty sure his dad would not come after him. And he’s big enough not
to have the authorities asking his age. Looking at the trees he realizes that he won’t be seeing
any of them again. No more Pioneers and Indians. No more fried potatoes in the woods. He
feels bad he didn’t say goodbye. He could have told them he was going but Trinny made him
promise. No one must know. That way the Barker won’t be able to track them down. Except
she told Laine. He doesn’t mind Laine, though. He likes the idea of her knowing where they
are. His secret wish is that she’d come with them. But he doesn’t know how to bring it up with
his sister. Trinny is arranging it all, he’s just the labour, the muscle.
He feels bad about leaving the Woods kids. He wishes he could do something to show
them he wasn’t abandoning them. Leave some potatoes for them maybe. He brought a whole
bag once from the house. Delores had gone nuts looking for them. The Barker had given them
all the third degree, but he’d lost interest, blaming it in the end on Delores. “Why would the
kids steal a bunch of potatoes?” he wanted to know. “To get at me, Hank” Delores said. “You
know they have it in for me.”
“Don’t be an idiot,” was the Barker’s reply.
He sees his dad across the lawn, not looking at him exactly, but you can never be sure
with the Barker. The mower has stalled again. Too much thinking. He lines up the mower and
pulls on the cord. No need inviting further misery.
Miraculously the mower starts on the first pull. As he moves along the side lawn he
thinks about Eddie, marvelling at his cheerfulness. Eddie is something else. Nothing ever bugs
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him. His kitchen always seems bursting at the seams with good humour. And the food, all those
shelves packed with it – tins, jars, boxes of it. And bins of vegetables: carrots, onions and
potatoes. Food that would last Cleve a life time. An idea lodges itself in the back of his mind.
No, it would be too evil. Not a nice idea. But jeepers, after grand theft auto, what were a few
spuds!
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Kimi
The ward is in an uproar and Kimi and Amber are enjoying every bit of it. The porridge is still
in their bowls and even harder to get down than before, and very few of the girls have eaten
more than a spoonful or two. Amber tries taking tiny nibbles every minute or so but has made
little progress. They all know that there will be no lunch if they don’t eat it. Some of the
children are crying and some have just turned over in their beds, away from the gruel. Then like
a miracle Eddie the cook comes in, followed by his assistant Arnold carrying several big trays
piled one on the other.
“What are you doing here?” The ward nurse waylays him.
“I’m bringing the girls their mid-morning snack”.
“There will be no midmorning snacks for anyone,” says the nurse. “They are not to have
anything until they finish their porridge.”
“I thought something was up when the bowls didn’t come back.” Eddie the cook picked
up one or two of the bowls. “What’s going on here? There’s no milk in these bowls!”
“No milk was sent.”
“Why didn’t you ask us for some, then?”
“As it wasn’t sent, we assumed there was no milk.”
“There’s plenty of milk. It was an oversight on our part.”
“Then you should do a better job.”
“Arnold,” Eddie turns to his assistant, “Collect up these bowls and see that every child
here gets a glass of milk. And when you’re done here, do the same for the boys’ ward. They’re
probably in the same state.”
“They should be happy with porridge. I’m sure it’s better than they get at home.”
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“There’s one thing they get at home that’s missing here.”
“Oh?”
“Affection.”
Eddie is angry, Kimi can see. But not with the children. He moves about from bed to
bed giving each of them a huge cinnamon roll from his tray. Kimi watches Amber and the other
children eat their rolls and knows that the meals for the rest of the day will be good. The ward
nurse is tough but no one stands up for long against Eddie.
Having handed out all the rolls Eddie looks around the room at the girls. An air of
contentment has replaced the disruption his arrival caused.
Kimi smiles. She’s been holding off on eating her roll, not knowing if she should still be
practising starvation. But the fragrance of the bun overcomes her determination and she bites
into it. It’s sweet and sticky and full of cinnamon and icing. It’s going to be a good day after all.
After Eddie leaves it occurs to her that she should have asked him about the river. But Mrs.
Lazare is coming this afternoon. She will know for sure if there is one.
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Violet
Violet just made it to the tram stop in time. The streetcar was just leaving and had already
started by the time she scrambled on. She sits for a few minutes catching her breath as it clears
the edge of town. The route is deeply engraved in her memories. All the times she used to come
out here on the streetcar from the city to Bowness Park, Alma beside her, a really boring little
kid you had to say. Even as a child Alma was lifeless. But more often she remembers coming
out in the evenings to the dances in the pavilion. Before Howie and sometimes even during
Howie.
But things are changing. New houses going up. Bowness becoming a real town. It’s the
post war thing, isn’t it, lots going on. Everything is changing fast. It’s the same old sleepy life
but there’s an undercurrent now of excitement. She wishes she was ten years younger. But she’s
not that old, is she? Fifty-six is not that old. She could have a decade of working life if she
wanted. Have a job and be in the city every day. Downtown. She’s meant for the city, not
sleepy Bowness. Been out of the workforce for six years. Is it too late to get back in? When
Chess got back from the war he and Alma bought the house and invited her to join them. They
thought they were doing her a favour. So did she and went along with it, but it was a velvet
trap, the easy life and no motivation to do anything. She sort of puttsied about and took care of
Chrissie but what kind of life was that? A Saint Bernard could have done a better job. No, she
needs a change and has no idea how, even if she isn’t too old, to get back into the stream of
things.
Vi remembers her first job, what high hopes she had. She had to leave school early, her
parents said, she was going to have to do her bit, start making her own way. Well she couldn’t
leave school fast enough, the thought of earning her own money. She got work easily at the
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brewery, in the bottling section. Started in a state of high excitement, looking a treat in her long
casual slacks and her hair done up in a turban. Then a week into the job, standing in the alley
having a smoke, she suddenly thought, this is it? The big world? Life? What a letdown that
was.
She pulls out her knitting. Less than a dozen rows and she could cast off. She’d taken
quite a shortcut with this piece. It should have been two separate squares sewn together but
she’d knitted an oblong that she would fold over to make the double square. She has a darning
needle and some green wool in her purse that she’ll use to bind the edges together. But when
she finally starts to knit, something keeps her back. She stuffs the knitting in her bag. Plenty of
time to do it on the way home.
It was that darned Alma who’d put her off it, making out that her knitting was some
kind of devil’s work. She really needs to get out of her daughter’s life. She needs some fun, for
God’s sake, not this daily same old. She needs a man. There’s no upside to being a widow. Not
that she misses Howie. There was a mismatch made in heaven.
She’d had a lover after Howie, a sporty type, nice little car, they’d gone to Vegas once,
the best time of her life. But he’d married a rich woman, done well for himself, couldn’t really
blame him. He drank a bit too much, though. She liked her rye and ginger ale as much as the
next one but it was no fun crawling around the room in a stupor with someone who couldn’t
hold it.
She misses the war. Lots of parties and good-time Charlies. Hadn’t minded the young
guys either. In her forties she held her own, quite the looker, could have passed for 35. And did.
Felt the power of her body. Alma on the other hand… Chrissie not much better, a nice enough
kid but just like her dad, sweet but useless. Probably’d be a loser just like him.
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She thought back to Chess in the early days. There seemed to be a lot more to him then.
More energy, more promise, and not half-bad looking. And he wanted Alma. At first Vi
couldn’t believe it, thought he was after her. He even seemed to be flirting with her and she
returned in kind but realized no, he was in love with the girl, she didn’t get it, but he really was.
And faithful – never even looked at anyone else. Then, coming out of the army, he was a totally
different guy. All the wire gone out of him. Grieving for that brother of his – now there was a
man, tall, good-looking, ambitious. She saw right away that Chess’d given up. Oh, he did what
he had to, kept food on the table, paid all the bills. But he was never going to amount to
anything, she knew it back then and she was right. It wasn’t that he was a coward or anything.
Where there was something needed done Chess would be the first to step up. He played his part
in the community, volunteered for the Fire Brigade. And in the floods last year, wading waistdeep in the frigid water to carry people to safety. No lack of courage there. But as far as work
was concerned.... Most men with his skills would be out there in the field, wildcatting, roughnecking, all those raw-sounding masculine pursuits. That’s what a man should be.
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Chess
Paying for the haircut is the worst part of the experience, knowing what Tina gets up to,
knowing how she sets a value on everything. Tina looking you over with those cash register
eyes, and the total is rung in: Ka-ching! – winner; Ka-ching! – loser. Possible sale. Final sale,
Kaching!
“That's a dollar fifty.” Tina says, all business. “I'll do Alma’s for the same price if she
wants”.
Chrissie is still over at the haircutting chair looking at her new self in the mirror.
“It’s a great cut for her,” says Tina speculatively, “but being dressed like an old lady
kind of spoils the effect. You should do something about that.”
Chess looks at his daughter, seeing – with what before had only been a subliminal
awareness – how completely inappropriate her clothes were. Skirt too long, of far too heavy a
material, blouse over fussy. Her clothes are pricey, Alma always speaks about quality and pays
for it too, but all the same Chrissie and Alma herself always look like aging, overstuffed
grannies. He wonders where Alma gets it from. Not Violet, that’s for sure. Violet has nothing
of the granny about her. He scoops up his change and leaves a fifty cent tip, trying to look
nonchalant.
“Oh, we have plans there too,” he lies, hoping he sounds confident and daring, that it
isn’t painfully obvious that shopping for women, even for little girls, is far beyond his skill set.
He leaves Tina’s, Chrissie bouncing beside him like a new puppy, thrilled with her new
look. He plays to her self-satisfaction by opening the door to the old Plymouth with a gallant
flourish, “My lady’s carriage awaits.”
She giggles and clambers in.
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He closes the door in similar style but catches Tina watching them through the window
of the salon, and, imagined through her eyes, the moment flickers down a notch or two on the
Romantic Hero scale. The car, he knows, is showing its age. Faded, with greyish discolouring
on the original glossy blue black, bought a couple of years back from Fred Morris, already with
several years on it but in decidedly better shape then. It was wearing out fast: grey cloth seats
which, in spite of Alma’s constant maintenance, are wearing thin; cigarette burns and muddy
boots have done their work. The car is shabby, prewar, just like him.
Chrissie, though, is pleased with herself, absorbed with her newness. She doesn’t even
look like Chrissie any more. The new Chrissie looks like she could jump up and be the star of
something. She looks ready to be active, jump on the couch when she gets home, jump on her
bed. Chess sighs. If only.
As though party to his thoughts, Chrissie asks ,“Did you ever climb a tree, Dad?”
“Many times. “
“What did Nana say?”
“Well usually she didn’t know about it.” Chess, steering the car out onto main street and
heading east, is delighted with the tack she’s taking. He had to tread carefully, though. The last
thing he wants is to suggest that mothers – in other words, Alma – are the enemy. All the same,
he can’t resist going on. “There was once though when she did know about it. Not me but my
brother Mitch.”
“The one who died?”
“Yes. He used to be late for meals all the time, chronically late, and Nana would look at
her watch and say, ‘Late again, Mitch.’ He was never very late, ten minutes or so, but he was
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also never on time. We’d sit at the table waiting for him just about every night. It drove Mom
nuts. When he finally came in she would look at her watch and say it.”
“Late again, Mitch.” Chrissie is totally with the story.
“Every time. So one day, he came in late, and Mom looked at her wrist and the watch
wasn’t there.”
“No way! Where was it?”
“That’s what Mom said. ‘My watch. Where on earth is it? Has anyone seen it?’
“It was ‘no’ all around the table. I hadn’t seen it. Dad hadn’t seen it. My sisters both
said no. Mitch was silent. ‘Mitch?’ she said.
‘Well yes, I did see it,’ Mitch said
‘Where?’
‘Up in the top of the cottonwood on the front lawn. I definitely saw it there.’”
“He put Nana’s watch up in a tree?” Chrissie asks. “Was she mad?”
“I’ll say.”
“How old was he?”
“Ten. Yeah. He would've been about ten.”
“I bet he got a licking over that one.”
“Well, Mom told him Dad would give him a licking but Dad got this funny look on his
face. I think he was trying to keep from laughing. He said, ‘Now, Maisie. I’ll punish him if you
want. But what would I be punishing him for, climbing the tree or teasing about the watch?
Playing a joke on you.’
“‘Climbing the tree of course,’ Mom said.
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“‘Well okay. I can do that. But if you want him to go up there and bring it back down,
then I'd have to punish him again for climbing the tree again. And that hardly seems fair.’
Well… Mom gets this funny look on her face and she says. ‘He gets it all from you. You know
that, don’t you.’”
“So he didn’t get punished.”
“Not a lick. And you know what? After that, Mum never mentioned it when he was late.
Not ever. That was Mitch. He got away with murder. All the time. But then I guess I got away
with my fair share of criminal activity. We all did.”
“Even Auntie Maggie and Auntie Pearl?”
“They were the worst.”
“No way.”
“Really. Nana and Grandpa were a couple of pushovers. They’d try to be cross but end
up laughing and then of course they couldn’t punish us.”
“Mom says Nana and Grandpa are a couple of old sweeties.”
“Well I don’t know if they’d like to hear the ‘old’ part, but they are. Next time we see
them we’ll get them talking about the things we would get up to.”
“I wish we could see them today.” Chrissie touches her hair. “They’d love to see my
haircut, I bet.”
“I don’t see why we can’t. But first we have to do something.” After the success of the
haircut Chess isn’t sure how to follow up. It’s painful to him how few ideas he has for spending
time with his daughter. But suddenly the ideas are there. Turning off Main he heads back west
again. Chrissie, is alert at his side, ready for adventure.
“Where are we going, Dad?”
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Without answering he pulls up at the entrance to Bowness Park. Parking the car at the
side of the lane he gets out.
“The river?” says Chrissie.
“We’re going to show that new haircut of yours to the ducks.”
“Why would the ducks want to see it?”
“They don’t. What they want is your lunch. And you’re going to give it to them.”
“I am?” She grabs her lunch bag and scrambles out the driver’s side. “What’s mom
gonna say?”
“She’ll say. ‘Chess, I can’t believe you let our daughter feed her lunch to the ducks!’”
“And what will you say?”
“I’ll say, ‘We had to do it, Alma, trust me. It was self-defence. They were not your
usual easygoing mallards, they were killers and Chrissie bought us some valuable time by
distracting them with her lunch.’”
“You’re crazy, Dad!”
They walk along the river bank and cross over to the island where the park used to be.
He remembers the funfair, the dance pavilion. It was still active when he met Alma and they
made several excursions there paddling along the canals and dancing until closing time. And
before Alma…. An unexpected wave of nostalgia takes his breath for a moment. Sadness for
those long- ago times. Not all that long ago, but sadness all the same, because Mitch was so
much a part of it. The streetcar. Coming out here from the city with his parents. Old carousel
music. And later on at the dances, meeting girls, getting up to mischief. Getting up to mischief
seems to be the theme of the day. He wonders if it’s about Chrissie at all and not more about
him, his own inabilities. Did the fun all die for him with Mitch?
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He looks through the trees trying to see across the river. The Sanatorium is there. He
can see the white buildings through the trees. And this side there’s the orphanage in the old
Hextall house. But where it is he’s not sure. The actual geography escapes him. This is not
really his territory but it’s filled with the aura and character of lost times.
“Look, Dad! Ducks!”
A group of mallards are swimming up the channel and Chrissie tears open her lunch
bag. Chess seats himself against a tree while Chrissie feeds her sandwich to the ducks, doling it
out a little at a time, making it last. Watching her, seeing her action and enthusiasm and
fearlessness, he can’t believe Alma won’t see it too, and want this more lively version of their
daughter. Alma will come around and he’ll see that she does.
He wishes he had a camera with him, that he could take a picture of her, this little pixie
totally absorbed in what she’s doing, eager, laughing, jumping about. He likes the bookish side
of her, is proud of it, but she needs activity too. You can tell she’s hungry for it. Sports,
swimming, whatever, she should be doing all that.
Some Canada geese drift over, attracted by the noise and activity of the mallards.
Suddenly one comes out of the water heading for Chrissie and the lunch bag. On the attack,
wings outstretched, the goose is huge, larger than life, formidable. Chess is ready to jump up
but Chrissie screams and drops the bag. Watching her mixture of excitement and fear as she
runs back to him, he has to laugh.
She laughs too. “It was life and death!” she gasps, flushed and out of breath. “That
goose would have killed me.”
She flops down beside him, totally at ease, obviously content with the moment.
“This is the best day of my life, Dad.”
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“And we haven’t even had lunch yet.”
“We just gave our lunch away. What are we going to eat? “
“I bet Nana will feed us if we look hungry enough.”
“She would! I know she would!”
He drives into town, following the river along Parkdale. Today the water is choppy and
a little swollen from the spring thaw, riding high on the banks. The Bow River is familiar
territory, well the east part of it anyway, the territory of his childhood. He and Mitch were
seldom far from its banks. Fooling around, fishing, even canoeing when they could get away
with it. His mother was always nervous about it, afraid they’d fall in and drown in the unruly
current. His parents’ house in the east end is a block from the river. Yes, his territory. The river
and Colonel Walker school, scenes of boredom, wild recesses and even wilder hooky days. He
and Mitch were Tom and Huck soaking up boyhood, rulers of all its territories, party to all its
resources, and nothing got by them that a boy could do. All the mischief and the games and the
sins and the crimes and just totally filled to the brim with childhood pleasures. Nothing to regret
there. Careening madly down the river path on their bikes, Mitch actually did fall in once and
Chess fished him out and built a big fire in the woods beyond the cement factory and dried off
his clothes. His mother must have known something had happened, the clothes were still damp
and muddy, but she never said. That summer two canoeists had overturned and drowned in the
weir not far from their home, so he knew what her silence cost her.
The river with its strong current, its bitterly cold glacier-fed waters, was a big deal to
them. He and Mitch once took a canoe all the way to Medicine Hat. Their dad, who deemed it a
worthy adventure for boys, came and picked them up at the end of the week. His sister Pearl
sulked for months that they hadn’t taken her along.
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Jaycee
Jaycee is wound up like a spring. She’s desperate to read her assignment to the class and things
keep interrupting. Right now it’s Mrs. Robinson, who has brought Jilly back to class. Jilly has
been resting in the teacher’s room after being knocked down by that dog and still looks a little
pale. Jaycee’s teacher Mrs. Mortimer says, “Of course we’ll take good care of her, won’t we
Jilly?” and leads Jilly to her desk. But she has that pasted-on smile that she uses when she’s
talking to one of the other teachers and Jaycee is sure she doesn’t mean it. Jilly is smart and
gets good grades and never causes trouble but the teacher never praises her or gives her special
attention. Instead she’s always a bit cool with her, not as bad as with Jaycee, but cool.
Finally Mrs. Robinson leaves and Mrs. Mortimer rolls up the map of Canada.
Underneath on the blackboard was Mrs. Mortimer’s pinched chalk printing from four days ago:
“The Hero Assignment,” it said. And after that:
∼ A hero is a man who is celebrated for special achievements.
∼ A heroine is a woman who is celebrated for special achievements.
∼ Choose a hero or a heroine from the following list and write two pages on what makes
this person heroic.
Under that was a list of names but Mrs. Mortimer was already pulling the map of the
world down so no one could see any of the writing.
“Class, who wants to tell us what a Hero is?” After an excited “pick me” waving of
hands from the class, Mrs. Mortimer settled on Ranald Pennyworth. “Ranald?”
“A hero is a person who does great things. And a heroine is a woman who does great
things. Except there aren’t so many of them.”
“Very good, Ranald. Now who can give me some examples of a hero?”
Hands waving furiously. Miss! Miss!
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“Judith?”
“King George!”
Several other names were gleaned from the eager children. Then Mrs. Mortimer pulled
up the map and placed herself in front of her desk.
“All right, children. Get out your composition books.” There was an answering flurry of
notebooks withdrawn and fumbled through.
A ripple of excitement runs through the class. It’s clear that the assignment was a
popular one. When Mrs. Mortimer calls for volunteers to read their work a dozen hands wave
urgently. Jaycee puts hers up too, willing Mrs. Mortimer to look at her.
And the gods are with her for once. Mrs. Mortimer looks her way. “Jacqueline Carol.
This is a surprise. I’ve never known you to be eager to share. Let’s see what you’ve done. Stand
up now. Don’t slouch.”
Jaycee can hardly contain her excitement. Mrs. M. is going to be flabbergasted. She
clears her throat and begins.
“My Hero, Trinny Grisham.
“My hero is my sister Trinny Grisham…”
“Jacqueline Carol! Stop it! Stop right now!”
Jaycee peters out. Mrs. Mortimer is very angry and she doesn’t understand why.
“This is not the assignment you were given, Jacqueline Carol.”
“But Mrs. Mortimer….”
“Quite apart from the fact that a woman is a heroine, not a hero, you have not followed
the instructions. Class, who can tell Jacqueline Carol what the assignment was? Marlene?”
“To choose a name from the board and write two pages about them.”
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“But I don’t know any of those people.”
“The point of the exercise was to find out about them. And how were we to do that,
class?”
A chorus of voices answer. “The encyclopedia, Mrs. Mortimer.”
“Is Trinny Grisham’s name on the board, Jacqueline Carol?”
“No, Mrs. Mortimer.”
“Is she to be found in the encyclopedia?”
“I don’t think so.”
“You don’t think so. Well let’s clear up the matter right now. Cynthia. Please go over to
the encyclopedia and look up Trinny Grisham.”
Cynthia, looking crisp and shiny new in white shoes and socks, blue pleated skirt, and
white blouse, opens the G – H volume of the encyclopedia and flutters through the pages. She
stops and looks at a specific page studies it with overdone attention. Looks up smugly.
“Is Trinny Grisham listed there?”
“No, Mrs. Mortimer.”
“Thank you, Cynthia.”
“But I wrote twelve pages.”
“I don’t care if you wrote fifty. You did not follow the instructions. Trinny Grisham’s
name was not on the board. Nor is she in the encyclopedia. In fact she will never be in the
encyclopedia and will never, never be a hero. And what are all these hen scratchings? Is this the
way you’ve been taught to write? No point in writing twelve pages if no one can read them.”
Mrs. Mortimer reaches down and marks a big red F on the first page of her assignment right on
top of Trinny's name.
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And the next thing, Cynthia Merton is reading her essay “Why I adore Madame Curie”,
and Mrs. Mortimer beams with satisfaction and practically floats on her toes. Jaycee has seen
this floating satisfaction before. It happens a few times a day and is a direct response to
something done by Cynthia or Ranald or one or two others in the class, the ones who matter
most to Mrs. M., who make her life as a teacher worthwhile.
Jaycee, who usually experiences a dull inadequacy in class and lumbers along in the
middle of the herd, feels angry and slightly cold. She has done really good work and Mrs.
Mortimer has shovelled scorn on her. Jaycee has already shut out the sound of Cynthia, and is
listening to her own inner voice reading the essay about Trinny. It’s way better than Cynthia’s,
and Madame Curie couldn’t come close to Trinny as a hero. She sneaks a red pencil out of her
box and carefully connects the top bar of the “F” to the lower one and continues on down till
she has a fairly respectable looking “A”, not pointy and soaring like the ones sprinkled through
Cynthia’s workbook but solid and satisfying. It will impress Trinny. Yes. Trinny will be
thrilled.
“Are you paying attention, Jacqueline Carol?”
Jaycee closes her workbook and smiles, “Yes, Mrs. Mortimer.” And for the rest of
English class she looks attentive and enthralled, but not by Cynthia, or Georgia Fellows, or any
of the other teacher's pets ready to bestow their sucking-up words on the class. She turns inward
to herself and to her own dazzling prose.
The second rule of suckseeding is training. If you want to do something you have to
have the skills to do it. There’s no point in planning to run off in a car if you can’t make it
work. This is why she told my brother Cleve that they had to learn how to drive. This was hard
to do cos Cleve is only 13 and Trinny is 14 and you need to be 16 to learn how. But Trinny
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sweet-talked Arty Burke into showing her what to do. Arty thought he and Trinny were going on
a date but she made him teach her how to change gears in his dad’s Pontiac and said she never
kissed on the first or second date. The second date she was driving all up and down the
Montgomery road. She never went on a third date and Arty was pretty crapped out about it.
Once she knew how, she trained Cleve. He already had a pretty good idea because boys always
do, he’d been changing gears forever in my dad’s truck in the driveway. So what they did was
they waited till dad was dead drunk which he ushally is and then about two in the morning
they’d take the truck and drive up and down beyond the Hextall Bridge. Only half an hour at a
time cos they didn’t want to run up too many miles. They knew that if dad ever caught them
he’d beat the living crap out of them.
Jaycee chatters on in her head, comforted and pleased. The bell rings and the class is
brought to order. It won’t be for another twenty years or so, but one day, bundling up her
daughter for school and recognizing the same bristling little package of energy she herself had
been, she will suddenly marvel at her naiveté in laying out the entire plan for Mrs. Mortimer's
blessing, and at Mrs. M.’s total thick-headed, but serendipitous, insensitivity.
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Cleve
The San kitchen is cool and quiet. Something is bubbling on the stove that makes Cleve’s
mouth water. The two men at the far end of the kitchen don’t notice him. He knows it’s
stealing, but the idea of theft has somehow become less troubling. Already having made a false
confession to his dad, the real act doesn’t seem so bad.
He hurries over to the vegetable bins and, pulling out the container of potatoes, starts
rooting around, stuffing the biggest ones in his jacket pockets. He has about five stowed away
when he hears Eddie coming down the hall whistling.
Even though he moves away from the bin in time he can’t hide the flush that spreads
over his face and down his neck. “Uh, I came to get a drink of water," he tells Eddie.
Eddie takes a tall glass from the cupboard and runs the tap a while before filling it.
Handing it to Cleve he watches him as he drinks it. Cleve feels himself go from hot to cold
under the cook’s observant eye.
“Pretty hot work, is it?”
“Yes, sir.”
“You’ve left school, have you?”
“Pretty well.”
“I could give you a job, you know.” Cleve is astonished. He had been certain that he
was found out. In fact it’s hard to believe that Eddie can’t see the telltale lumpiness of his
jacket. Feeling slightly reprieved, he relaxes a bit, not enough to feel cocky about it, but maybe
he’s okay.
“A job?”
“Here in the kitchen.”
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“Oh. Well, I don’t know.”
“Doesn’t excite you, I can see that. But there’s opportunity in it, you know. It’s a good
trade to have. You can always get work as a cook. Even in a circus.”
“I don’t think I’d be any good at it.” And it’s true. He just doesn’t see himself as a cook.
“If you can fry potatoes in the woods, you can cook anything.” Eddie looks at him
meaningfully.
“What?” Cleve feels himself go sweaty and pale like he did when he almost told Nurse
Quinn about Osoyoos.
Eddie pulls out the potato bin. “Is this what you came looking for? I know what you
young fellas get up to over there.”
“I... well, I….”
“Here.” Eddie puts a couple of pounds of the potatoes into a brown paper bag and hands
it to him. “Ask me next time. You don’t have to steal.”
Cleve, hot with embarrassment, takes the potatoes. “Thank you, sir. I … well I… I”
“Go on with you. And think about that job. Better than having that dad of yours batting
you about.”
Clutching the bag of potatoes, Cleve makes his escape, his thoughts a mixture of shame
and gratitude. He feels the kindness of Eddie. And offering him a job like that. He’d never want
that kind of job really, not the type of job a guy would be looking for, is it? Except Eddie’s
okay that way, tough as they come. Crossing the lawn he sees his dad at the far end of the
grounds and hurries into the trees before he’s noticed. Reaching the river he makes his way
along the bank to the Bowness Bridge and crosses over. The sun has come out from the clouds
and the water rushes and sparkles below him. But he doesn’t linger. He doesn’t want to be seen.
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He shouldn’t really be taking a break this time of the day. But he won’t have to suffer the
consequences, not after tonight anyway.
On the other side of the river he follows the path into the trees and then takes the fainter
smaller trail that leads to the orphans’ fort. There he uncovers the fire pit, adds the potatoes
from his jacket to the bag and places it under the grill. He then spreads the tarp back over the pit
and cloaks it with a big pile of leaves. They’ll find the potatoes when they go to make the fire
and they’ll know they’re from him.
He’s going to miss them all, and part of him longs to stay behind just to be with them.
He always has fun with them, even though they’re younger than he is. It’s like being in an
adventure when he’s with them, like the Hardy boys, or something. They lend him comics to
read. They play Pioneers and Indians. He likes being an Indian because they’re the smartest, the
ones with the best strategies. He doesn’t see why they always have to lose, but they do because
the fort always has to be saved.
And then there’s Chummy. Chummy, who was left at the home by his mother, is
convinced she’s coming back for him and waits daily for her return. Chummy has a habit of
looking up sometimes in a listening way as if he can hear her coming. Chummy is his favourite.
The little guy has been following the bigger boys to the fry-ups. They don’t really want him to
come but he’s attached himself to Cleve and is thus accepted by proxy. They probably won’t let
him come any more if Cleve isn’t there and that’s something else to feel bad about.
Chummy talks constantly about his mum, how she’s coming back for him. Although
Cleve believed it the first couple of times, he doesn’t think she ever will. He can’t imagine
expecting his own mom like that. Since that night she went away he’s had years to think about
it and he’s pretty sure she isn’t coming back.
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In bed sometimes, lying awake, he tries to remember the night she left them. The Barker
stumbling into the house, just ruined with the drink. Jaycee frightened, starting to cry. She was
only three then. The Barker lifted her up with one hand out of her bed and started whaling on
her with the other. It was dark but there was a bit of light from somewhere and Cleve saw his
mother grab Jaycee from the Barker. “Picking on a baby!” She yelled at him. “For once in your
life try to be a man.” That was the wrong thing to say to the Barker. Even Cleve knew that and
he was only eight years old.
“Man! I’ll show you what a man is!” The Barker started shaking and hitting his mother
and grabbing for Jaycee. His mom pushed back, Jaycee still in her arms. “You won’t get her!
You won’t!” Turning away from the Barker and seeing Cleve in his bunk she shoved Jaycee at
him. Jaycee, damp and smelling of urine and vomit, was bawling louder than ever, and the
Barker, really mad now, hit at his mother with his fists. But his mother warded him off till
Cleve took his sister. “Put her against the wall,” she ordered. And he did, stuffing the howling
writhing child behind him. “Keep her safe.” He could hear his mother’s voice, fainter now.
“Keep her safe, Cleve.” When he turned back all was silence. His mother’s face loomed big and
pale and then faded away, drawn backward, eyes rolling up.
His thoughts are disturbed by the loud chattering of a squirrel overhead. He doesn’t
know why they get so angry when you’re not even doing anything to them. But he’s glad to be
interrupted because he has to get back to the San before his dad misses him. He heads for the
bridge, his thoughts full of that moment when Jaycee was given into his care, and how he’s
always tried to keep his promise to his mother. And the funny thing is, he’s been able to keep
Jaycee safe from the Barker’s knockabouts. Since that day, Barker has never launched a full-out
attack on his sister. And the few times when it seems he might, all it takes is a bristling
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alertness on Cleve’s part, he’s not even sure how it goes, just a rising up, a pushing forward and
his father backs down. He doesn’t back down over anyone else. Cleve and Trinny get the full
force of his blows when he’s four sheets to the wind. And even the boys get a well-aimed kick
or two. But with Jaycee it’s different and Cleve figures it’s a combination of his own
surveillance and some memory of what happened to his mother that keeps the Barker from
Jaycee. He doesn’t think for a minute, though, that the Barker will hold back once he and
Trinny are gone, that he won’t beat her to a pulp to find out where they’ve flown to.
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Myrna
Myrna does a quick but thorough check of the operating room. The manometer is ready, the
nitrogen warmed to room temperature, the long needle sterile and waiting in its basin of
alcohol. Artificial pneumothorax is a simple operation, technically not even surgery, but the
routine is strict and specific.
The patient, Mrs. George Coulter, wheeled in minutes before, has been turned on her
side, a pillow placed underneath her to arch the side of the chest being operated on and thus
widen the space between the ribs where the puncture will take place. Her arm has been raised
and curled around her head. This position to Myrna always makes the patient seem vulnerable,
like a dreaming child, and Mrs. Coulter, drifting off on the morphine Myrna injected a few
minutes before, is indeed in a dream state.
It’s difficult for Myrna to see in this brooding dreamer the lively, outspoken nononsense woman that is Mrs. Coulter. If the village can be said to have an upper echelon then
Mrs. C. is definitely part of it. Just before the First World War, architect and entrepreneur John
Hextall envisioned in the placid ranches nestled in the curve of the Bow River, a garden village
of stately homes and gracious upper crust occupants. He persuaded the city to run a streetcar the
seven miles from the downtown and in exchange built a bridge to allow traffic in and out of the
village. He went so far as to build a dozen or so beautiful homes. But it was a doomed project,
plagued by reluctant funders and city politics and finished off by the onset of the war. Harold
and Jocelyn Coulter, who had bought in at the beginning, were stranded there with no hope of
recouping their money, but Myrna suspected they were secretly much more suited to the rural
life than to aristocratic living. They raised a brood of six children and a menagerie of animals
on their acreage: chickens, dogs, ducks, ponies, and mink and rabbits. Harold died in the war.
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His sister Georgia had come out to help Jocelyn through the grieving and loss and had never
gone home. Georgia, she knew, would be waiting for Myrna in the parking lot, seeking news
about the operation. Apart from church and school outings, Mrs. Coulter, and Georgia too for
that matter, was scarcely to be seen in anything but overalls and wellington boots. Whatever life
presented to her she pitched right in up to her elbows. And Myrna half suspected that given her
own way she would be tackling TB with the same attire and attitude, not in this dreamy half
state.
The surgeon today is Dr. Oleksiw, a recently arrived thoracic specialist from Poland. He
lives on the grounds with his wife and young family and is a favourite of Myrna’s. On the
wards he displays an elegant old world charm that can sweep you off your feet, but he is deadly
serious in the operating room and follows a strict protocol. Myrna reviews the patient chart to
make sure she has checked off the necessary items. Bronchoscopy done the day before to
ensure there are no obstructive lesions that might interfere with the operation. The morphine
injection – dose correct. The site scrubbed with antiseptic, washed with saline, and painted with
iodine. Satisfied with the chart, Myrna picks up the syringe of novocaine and injects it carefully
into the surface tissue of the puncture site, satisfied by the lack of response from the dreaming
patient that her touch has been gentle.
Then a minute or two later she makes a second injection more deeply inserted into the
deep tissue of the chest. Mrs. Coulter is ready. As if on cue Dr. Oleksiw strides into the room.
A courtly nod to Myrna and the operation begins.
He works quickly and surely. The needle is attached to its tube and is slowly introduced.
This is the trickiest part of the operation because the needle must go into the pleural space
between the lung and the chest wall without puncturing a vein. Myrna has attended Dr. Oleksiw
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on these manoeuvres countless times and never once has a vein been damaged. Nevertheless he
always insists on testing to make sure this hasn’t happened.
As always there is no aspiration of blood from the puncture, and the introduction of
nitrogen into the cavity begins. This is a first puncture and the manometer must be carefully
watched, so that the nitrogen passes in very slowly. And on this first occasion only a small
amount of the gas will be introduced. As the operation is repeated over the coming weeks the
volume of gas will be slowly increased.
Myrna checks her patient. There is a slight blue cast to her skin and a fine layer of
perspiration covers her, both signs she is taking the procedure well. The pulse remains fairly
regular, but may quicken a little. There are none of the signs, gasping distress or irregularity of
the pulse, that call for an immediate stimulation. No need for the strychnine that Myrna has
prepared for such an emergency.
Satisfied that the pleural cavity is sufficiently widened, the surgeon withdraws the
needle and seals the opening. “Total bed rest for the next twenty-four hours, Nurse Quinn. But I
don’t need to tell you that.” And indeed he doesn’t need to. It’s standard procedure for a first
pneumothorax. But after several refills the patient grows tolerant of the procedure and only
needs to rest for a couple of hours.
After the doctor leaves Myrna spends a moment or two seeing that Mrs. Coulter is
comfortable. Mrs. Coulter tries to sit up but Myrna gently restrains her. “It’s just…” She
grimaces a bit from the exertion.
“You really have to lie back or all the good of the operation will be spoiled.”
“You’ll tell Georgie.”
“I’ll tell her. Don’t you worry.”
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“That I’m fine.”
“Yes.”
“She’ll be there in the parking lot.” Georgie Coulter has taken to waiting for Myrna in
the parking lot every noon hour. It’s against the rules, but Myrna always spends a moment or
two reassuring her about her sister-in-law.
“I know. I’ll be sure to tell her you’re well. That you came through with flying colours.”

Laine
Laine always tunes out in French class. It’s not that she doesn’t like French. She likes doing
French homework and gets decent marks. It’s Mademoiselle Peters. There’s something about
her that Laine can’t bear to watch. She doesn’t even know what it is but it’s worse than Mr.
Williams’ nicotine breath.
Mademoiselle Peters speaks French from France. She wears little wool dresses cut close
to her body with white removable collars and cuffs. Her hair is very black and her cheeks are
coated in orangey makeup. Laine saw a high school play once where the characters wore
pancake makeup like that with blacker than black or more golden than gold hair and eyes
dramatically outlined. There is almost always a little smudge or two of the pancake on Miss
Peter’s collar.
Mademoiselle constantly leads you to understand she’s very sophisticated and that
everyone in the class rolled up into one person would be no match for her worldliness. She’s
sharp and pouncy like a bird with those she feels are not measuring up.
Laine doesn’t feel like measuring up today. The knowledge that Trinny is leaving
tonight is weighing heavily. Even though she has known for months that she’d be gone by
summer, she had not really understood how desolating Trinny’s absence would be to her own
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life. She absolutely has no one else and a feeling of panic has been bubbling up in her throat all
morning. Without Trinny her mother’s distaste and Jerome’s disapproval will take away any
self-confidence she has left. What will she do about them? How will she stand up to them? And
what about Lenny? That’s an even greater problem. She doubts very much she’ll be in school
next fall.
A sharp “Qu’ est-ce que c’est?” from Mademoiselle brings the French lesson into focus
and Laine is relieved to find that it isn’t directed at her.
For all her small size Mademoiselle Peters seems larger than life and overly dramatic,
not like a real person at all. She’s not really French but works hard at the illusion. Laine
imagines her at home after a tough day of being French, removing her collar and cuffs and her
woollen dress and lying exhausted in the bath with a drink and a candle. Laine saw that once in
a movie and Mademoiselle fits right into that scene. The French teacher is working double time
today. Laine knows this because she’s soliciting answers from Penny Pelletier. Penny is French
from northern Alberta and doesn’t speak real French like the kind Mademoiselle speaks. But
often when no answer is forthcoming from anyone in the room Mademoiselle will turn in a kind
of desperate way to Penny, who can be depended upon to give the right answer. Mademoiselle
Peters is always careful to point out that Penny doesn't speak real French but a kind of corrupt
lower class version, but Penny always gets in the mid-nineties in the exams. She was taught
French grammar in a northern Alberta school and there was nothing lower class about her
instruction.
Mademoiselle Peters has been getting more and more tired as the year advances, trying
to pound the language into the thick tongues and skulls of the Grade Nines. She is totally
unwilling to put up with anything that she sees as disinterest or goofing off. Today there’s an
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even larger stain of pancake on her collar and Laine can see a bit of it on her right cuff. Her
dresses come well down below her knees, and while the rest of her is slender her ankles are
deplorably thick. She could imagine Mademoiselle Peters lifting a foot out of the bath and
noting the tragedy of her ankles. “Quelle tragédie. Quelle horreur! Quel dommage!”
A sharp rapping on her desk brings her out of the fantasy. Mademoiselle Peters is
standing by her desk. “Portez attention! Écoutez-moi! What did I just say? Mademoiselle
Flanders?”
Laine is speechless. Fearful. “I didn’t, Mademoiselle. “I... I don’t…”
“En français, s’il vous plaȋt.”
“Je n’écoutais pas, Mademoiselle.”
“La tête dans les nuages. Toujours la tête dans les nuages.” Laine, miserable at being
singled out, winces under Mademoiselle’s scorn.
“All right, who can answer my original question? Katrine?”
Trinny, who has also been cloud gathering with obviously more things to cloud-gather
about, Laine knows, is totally out of it.
Frustrated, tired, hot, Mademoiselle, casting about trying to make something of this,
looks down at Trinny’s desk, where she’s been making a list of some kind.
“Qu’est-ce que c’est?” A pointed finger stabs at the list.
“Nothing! C’est rien, mademoiselle.”
“Rien? What do you mean ‘rien?’ You say this is nothing? It’s a list, obviously. Is it
not?”
“Oui, Mademoiselle.”
“And what is this list for. Explain yourself!”
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Trinny is pale, speechless, fearful of being found out. Laine recognizes the list of the
things her friend has packed in Mr. Barlow’s car.
“Expliquez-moi!”
Laine considers interrupting. She knows Trinny won’t be able to speak in a million
years. Her heart has probably stopped or something.
But Trinny does speak. Slowly, deliberately, almost between her teeth. “It’s a shopping
list, Mademoiselle.”
“A shopping list. And what has this to do with French class?
“Well, I was wondering, if I moved to France or Quebec, how I would go about buying
things that I needed.” Mademoiselle Peters is silent, looks at the list with new interest.
“Vraiment? But it is a kind of housekeeping list?”
“Yes. Like, if I was setting up house, what would I need and how I would buy it?”
“Very good! Très bien! This is a wonderful thought. A wonderful idea. We’ll just turn it
over to the class.”
Incredibly, Mademoiselle walks to the blackboard and starts copying the list on the
board.
“This is an excellent exercise for the whole class. It is so much better when the lesson
comes out of your questions, your interests. First of all we’ll translate the list.”
Word by word Mademoiselle elicits the correct French, and writes it beside the other
list. Then she asks what kind of store would sell the first thing on the list.
She has the class decide where each item could be bought and then how to order them
accordingly. Homework is to find out the prices of each item, the store they would buy it in,
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and so on. All in French, of course. When the noon bell finally rings Mademoiselle is in a
highly excited state, even beyond her usual excessive animation.
“She’ll probably tell the Barker I’ve run away to Montreal,” says Trinny sourly. The
focussed attention and delight of Mademoiselle Peters had been harder to take than a
reprimand. They both feel exhausted.
Adding to their exhaustion is the fact that Connie Atchinson has told everyone that
Trinny is Chrissie Carmichael’s next victim. The minute they leave French class their
classmates, goaded by Connie, swarm around them asking questions, cracking jokes, unnerving
Trinny completely. “Let’s get out of here before I smack her one,” Laine mutters.
“Yeah. I want us to be alone, anyway. We won’t get a chance to talk again for a long,
long time.”
Bypassing the lunchroom they go outside and head for the river. The weather has
brightened a bit and the wind has dropped. Finding a fallen tree close to the bank they make
themselves comfortable, pulling their jackets tightly about their shoulders and tucking into
Laine’s bologna sandwiches. Trinny eats slowly, as if she has difficulty chewing. The bruise on
her face is darker than it was, and Laine is sure it is spreading.
“Do you think it could happen?” Trinny says abruptly. “I mean, suppose Chrissie’s
right.”
“Don’t be ridiculous. I think her Gran made it up. To get attention, you know?”
“You think so?”
“Absolutely. Chrissie’s just a little kid and anyway, no one can predict the future.”
“All the same. It’s put a scare in me.”
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Laine can see that it has. They nibble on the sandwiches. Cast leaves and twigs over the
bank and watch them whirl away on the rapid stream. A lone duck paddles over to them to see
if there’s anything worthwhile to be had.
“I wish you were going with us.”
“Yeah. It would be great, just the three of us.” For a moment Laine’s hopes fluctuate
wildly.
“Well… actually…”
“What?”
“I’ve changed the plan. I haven’t told Cleve yet. He’s going to have a bird!”
“What change?”
“I can’t leave Jaycee behind. Dad will murder her.”
“But you’ve set it all up so they’ll put him on a false trail.” Trinny had confided in
Laine about her plans from the beginning. Except for the departure date, Laine knew everything
there was to know.
“They may fool him at first, but Jaycee knows everything. He’ll get it out of her. He’ll
keep on at her till he does. And he won’t be nice about it. She doesn’t deserve to suffer just
because Cleve and I….”
“So you’re taking her along. Probably not a bad idea. She’s pretty smart, and she’ll
know how to behave and all that.”
“I’m taking them all along, Laine.”
“Richie and Benny? No! You can’t, Trinny, they’ll ruin it. You’ll never pull it off with
them tagging along, they’re just too little and you know what little brats they are, they’ll never
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do what you tell them. It would be like trying to take my brothers. Boys that age are
uncontrollable. Everything’s just a big game to them.”
“I can’t leave any of them behind. I just don’t know what he’d do to them. And Delores
certainly wouldn’t stop him. Mom would have wanted it. I know she would.”
“I’ve never understood... about your mom.”
“What about her?”
“Well if she was so worried about you all, why did she…”
“Leave us? What if she didn’t, Laine?
“What do you mean?”
“Well… I have no proof.”
“Proof of what?”
“And it’s been five years. I have no way of explaining it to anyone. It’s just a feeling.
The way she went off? She wouldn’t have gone off like that. I know she wouldn’t. I think…”
Trinny pauses, “Cleve thinks so too, I’m sure.”
Laine wants to say thinks what? but looking at Trinny her tense, sombre face, the bruise
on it like the shadow of some darker knowledge, thinks better of it.
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Cora
Cora Robinson, out supervising the school yard, sees Georgie Coulter passing the school in her
Ford truck. She’s been to the San to check on her sister-in-law no doubt. Georgie was a wellknown character in Bowness and her story was well chewed over by the townspeople. Her
brother, Mr. Coulter, had signed up in 1940. Too old to go overseas, he was assigned to
Quartermaster’s stores in Camp Borden. In spite of his farming experience he’d found the camp
life too rough, it was a heart thing the doctors hadn’t found, and he keeled over one day. Shortly
after his death Georgie had come out from England to help Jocelyn with the farm and the kids
and had never gone home. The kids were all raised now and graduated out of college, and it
was just the two women mucking about raising mink and rabbits and chickens. There was
something severe and manly about both of them and Cora found them a little frightening.
Rumours about them constantly circulated the village in guarded voices. To tell the truth, Cora
couldn’t imagine wanting to be with a woman. But she walked up their driveway one day last
fall to see if they could sell her some eggs and found the both of them doubled over with
laughter about something and immediately she felt a pang of envy. She and Jack used to laugh
like that over nothing at all, and always felt pumped afterwards, overflowing with energy and
good humour. She often sees Georgie and Joss on their porch lounging in wicker chairs, reading
and smoking and tossing back a Tom Collins or a beer, and she wishes she could join them.
Even after five years her husband Jack’s death still takes its toll. And now, with her best friend
Faye worsening at the San, the loneliness is more than she can bear sometimes.
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Myrna
Myrna dropped by the junior school after her shift to set up the visit with Faye’s children.
Calming Georgia Coulter’s worries and then her quick talk with Jilly has made her a little late
and she barely has time to shower and change before lunch at Vince’s. She pulls into her
driveway, surprised to see Russ’s black Chevy there and the front door wide open. Russ rarely
comes home in the daytime. Pulling off her coat and discarding her shoes at the door she heads
right for the stairs, anxious to make a quick change and get to Vince’s by one. But Russ pops
his head out of the dining room looking, she thought, a touch guilty.
“So, what’s up?” she asks, not really wanting to know, more interested in getting into
the shower.
“Forgot something,” he mutters, somewhat flushed, and immediately takes the
offensive. “I suppose you’re going to fritter away the afternoon.”
“Well, I have put in my hours, Russ. Just because my free time is in the afternoon
doesn’t make it a sin to treat it as free time.”
“You know what I mean.”
And she does. Do something about her dad’s house and car and bank account, is what
he means. Settle up the old codger’s affairs.
“It’s been over three months, Myrna. How long does the mourning process take? You
weren’t all that close.”
“He left a big hole in my life, Russ.” Which is true.
“Well, you’re going to have to do it sooner or later.”
“What’s it to you how long I take, anyway?
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“Nothing.” He hesitates a moment then goes for it. “It’s just I may know someone
who’ll take the car.”
“Oh? Who?”
Backing off now, “Oh, just one of the guys.” He isn’t going to tell her and she’s damned
if she’ll give one of his friends a deal which, no doubt, is what he’s thinking. Playing the big
generous man to his friends.
“Anyway, I can’t do anything this afternoon. I’m meeting the girls.”
“Oh right, I forgot. The Friday hen-session.”
She ignores the barb and introduces one of her own. “And then I’m getting my hair
done.” The backing off starts immediately, as she knew it would.
“Yeah, well, what can I say.”
“You wanted to know what I’m doing today. Well, that’s what I’m doing. Tina was
able to squeeze me in.” It amuses her to see the withdrawal from combat, how obvious it is and
how obvious it is that she’s manipulating the situation.
“I was trying to get an evening appointment.”
“Oh yeah?” Overboard on the disinterest.
“But she just couldn’t do it. She had something on. So unlike her, too. Tina never gives
up a chance to make a buck.”
“She’s a hard working woman.”
“She was really adamant about being tied up.” Enjoying his discomfort, she pushes it,
“The thought of Tina all tied up would get a few hearts pumping, don’t you think.”
“Yeah well, I wouldn’t know about that.”
As if.
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Russ ducks back into the dining room. She knows if she followed him what she’d see on
the walnut side board. But she doesn’t press it. She has him on the retreat. Then he’s hurrying
past her down the hall. The screen door slams and she sees him pacing down the drive to his car
and vanish quickly into the driver’s seat, but not before she spots the gleam of red under his
arm.
She heads upstairs, glad that the question of her inheritance had once more been
deflected. When Russ wants his way he usually gets it. This was one of the few occasions
where he hadn’t been able to close the deal. She knows it confuses him because she rarely
balks. She has been dragging her feet on settling her inheritance. But she’s not even close to
dealing with her father’s things and it’s not just the process of mourning. It’s that his house has
become a kind of refuge for her. A place where she can think her thoughts and give into gloom
without interruption.
And of course it’s a source of the smokes. She never actually names it to herself, just
calls it “the smokes”. She finishes stripping and moves into the bathroom. Stepping into the tub,
pulling the plastic curtain around her, she showers quickly, enjoying the hot stream of water
and the lathering soap. Russ is really something, isn’t he? She has to laugh. And the Chateau
Gai red, the wine he’d wooed her with, and years later hasn’t moved beyond. Too
unimaginative, that’s Russ, but she’s sure Tina isn’t any more interested in the more
gentlemanly aspects of romance than she had been. Rough, hard, a little dangerous, Russ is able
to be that with Tina. He couldn’t be that with her anymore, that’s for sure.
What he can be though is bloody annoying, pushy, always onto her about the estate.
Can’t let it go.
“Just need to sort out a few things,” she’d say.
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“The number of times you’ve been there you could have sorted half the country.”
But she’s the only child. There is no other pressure on her to act and for once in her life
she’s going to do it in her own time. And she’s not worried about Russ’s pushiness. She always
wards him off in the same way, exploiting what she knows about him and Tina. He always
backs off.
She doesn’t want to let go of her dad just yet. Bow legged old man, unstoppable, a life
force, he was his own deliberate and impossible self. She goes to his place several times a week
and ponders the meaning of her life and the worth of it, adrift in a continuous swirl of smoke,
conjuring up all those old songs. Has anybody seen my girl. If you knew Suzie. Alexander’s
Ragtime Band. Those vaudeville voices, her mum and dad, still calling to her out of the dark.
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Jaycee
Jaycee is seriously miserable. Her defiant feelings after Miss Mortimer’s attack have given way
to a dull, bruising ache in her stomach. It’s probably hunger as much as anything. Apart from
the two cookies earlier in the day she’s had nothing to eat. But it’s fear too, the fear that has
been shadowing her ever since she woke up.
At the far end of the playground she can see Nurse Quinn talking to Jilly Crawford.
Miss Mortimer doesn’t like Jilly, but everyone else does. Jilly is fresh and pretty and has good
clothes, not new and flashy like Cynthia’s, but somehow, Jilly always seems well turned out.
Even after falling down this morning she looks okay. Flora Jean is well cared for as well, even
without her Mom, who’s at the San. Jaycee wishes her mother was at the San, then at least
she’d know where she was. Wishes Jilly was her sister and would take care of her like that.
Then she feels guilty for even thinking that. Trinny takes care of them all. So does Cleve. Cleve
keeps her dad from hitting her. He takes special care of her. But what will she do when they go?
There will be no one between her and the Barker, and that terrifies her. Sometimes when he’s
drunk he looks not even human, voice slurred and beery and a threatening glint in his eye, as
though everyone’s to blame for everything that’s wrong in his world. Who will take care of her
tomorrow when he finds out Cleve and Trinny are gone?
She knows Trinny is doing the right thing. If she and Cleve get away they’ll be able to
work and save money and make a home to bring the rest of them to. And she can’t go with
them because someone has to stay behind with the little guys. Richie and Benny are both older
than she is by a year or two but somehow they seem like the youngest, the most needy. She
forces herself to put aside her fears and fills her mind with her assignment, the first and sure
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sign that she’s able to do something good by herself. Clinging to the wire fence with her eyes
closed she summons up her inner recitation.
Trinny Grisham says the third thing you need when you plan to do something is money.
You cant just take off and expect to get away with it if you dont have the bucks. Trinny has
already tried twice to run away with us but had to come back home when everyone got hungry
and tired. If she’d only had money to feed everyone and pay for a place for us all to stay it
might have worked out. But she dident. So now she wont even consider doing anything unless
she has 500 dollars. That’s what she said, and Cleve says, are you nuts? Where are you gonna
get 500 dollars? We dont have 10 cents between us and every time we earn something the
Barker takes it away. And he’s right.
But there was some money and I knew where it was. At first they were mad at me for
evesdropping because I wasent supposed to know anything about the plan but they got over it
real fast when I told them where Delores kept her stash.
Cleve said it was too risky – steal it on the night – but Trinny said anything cood
happen. What if Delores left before they did? If the money wasent in place they coodent do it.
So I showed them Deloreses secret stash and then Trinny took it and hid it away
somewhere. And she hid it real good because even I dont know where. Delores hit the roof
when she found her money was gone and smacked everyone around but since we dident know
where it was we coodent tell her. And Trinny who did know, would never tell not if they tore her
fingernails out one by one. So Delores dident get anything out of her.
The Barker beat up Delores for having money without telling him and she threatened to
leave. But she dident, because the way she got the money was by stealing it from him and from
the grocery money and she woodent leave till she builds up a stash again.
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“Hey Jaycee.”
A leering, sharp little voice is cutting into Jaycee’s thoughts, getting all mixed up with
Trinny’s plan.
“Did you hear about Chrissie Carmichael?” It’s Roxy Holmes. She can’t stand Roxy.
She’s mean just like her mother and has beady little red eyes. She looks like the ferret that Tom
Bridler brought in on pet day.
“Chrissie?” Chrissie is in Jaycee’s class. She’s not really her friend, but she’s okay,
even if she is a bit spooky.
“Yeah, her latest prediction.”
What prediction? Jaycee was feeling a little out of it. No lunch and still deep in the
image of Trinny’s fingernails being pulled.
“She saw another name in the knitting.” Roxy’s little weasley face is pushed up close
and Jaycee feels like giving it a good smack.
“Mrs. Mortimer says we’re not supposed to talk about Chrissie. Anyone who does has
to write lines.” She feels a little curious, though. Chrissie is famous for seeing Mr. Barlow in
her Gran’s knitting just before he dropped dead.
“Yeah, I know. But she saw another name.”
“So? Who?”
“Your sister Trinny.”
“No she didn’t, you freak!”
“Trinny Grisham is what she said. Connie Atchinson was there and she heard her, she
looked at Trinny in that creepy way and said her name clear as a bell.”
“That’s not true! You’re making it up. If you say it again I’ll smack your face.”
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“Trinny’s going to die,” says Roxy with great relish.
She lunges at Roxy and pulls at her hair. Roxy gives her a nasty scratch in return. And
then a thump on the ear.
“She’s going to die and you can’t stop her!”
Jaycee stands at the wire fence in shock. Everyone in the playground is looking at her.
They all know, they have all heard about it, she can tell. They all think Trinny is going to die.
It’s in the way they’re whispering and sniggering, and no one even cares. They’re all excited,
glad about it in fact. She hates them all.
Trinny is going to die. She can’t take it in. All this time she’s been really careful not to
mind too much about Trinny and Cleve leaving her, but if Trinny dies Cleve will never come
back even though he’s her special protector, she knows he won’t. She’ll never see him again.
No, Trinny can’t die, she has a plan, and part of the plan is to come back for Jaycee and
the boys. She just can’t die.
Jaycee’s head is full of more things than she can bear. Trinny dying, Cleve gone
forever. The plan and who will finish it and how will she ever survive the Barker’s anger. And
now Chrissie. In her heart she believes Chrissie may be right. She’s just too small and not smart
enough to make up such a thing. Tears come and Jaycee gives in to them unwillingly. She
doesn’t want those creeps to see her cry. At the same time she wants someone to notice, to take
away her pain. To mother her. She knows if it was Jilly crying here someone would take her
into the school and make her feel better, just like this morning when the dog knocked her over,
but no one will ever come to Jaycee and nothing could make her feel better anyway.
And then suddenly Mrs Robinson is there, just the same as with Jilly, bringing her into
the school and washing her face just as if she was the same as everyone and asking if she’d had
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her lunch yet and making her a big peanut butter and jelly safndwich, and pouring her a big
glass of milk as well. And she tells Jaycee that Roxy was talking nonsense and how could she
have heard such a thing? Chrissie isn’t even in school today.
And Jaycee remembers she isn’t and stops crying and eats her sandwich. She wonders if
Mrs. Robinson would like to read her assignment. Before she can ask, Mrs. Robinson hurries
off but not before telling Jaycee to rest there in the nurse’s room till the bell. Sitting there,
enjoying the cool uncluttered feeling of the room, Jaycee eats slowly, savouring each bite, and
soothes herself with thinking about the assignment, and how good it is, even if Mrs. Mortimer
didn’t get it.
Trinny Grisham says the forth rule of carrying out a plan is timing it right.
She and Cleve talked a lot about timing. Cleve wanted to do it right away but Trinny
said they had to wait for exactly the right moment. Cleve dident want to wait any longer than he
had to and said he wood just take off with the fair group when they came to town. Trinny hates
it when Cleve talks about joining the serkus or the fair. She says he can do a lot better than
working on the midway and wood just be wasting his life. Not only that, our mom wood have
hated him being a cerkus worker. Thats what dad had done for gods sake and does he want to
be like the Barker? And then Cleve gets silent and says of course not. He wants mom to be
proud of him and when he says that he always looks at me and looks like hes going to cry. I
think thats because he dusent think mom is coming back and that makes me want to cry.
Anyway, Trinny says, the next time the fair people come will probably be the stampede
and her and Cleve will be gone long before that.
So they talk and talk about when is the best time, maybe after school ends so Trinny can
finish her year. But it’s Cleve who comes up with the best idea. Lets leave on the Barkers
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birthday he says. Heel be drunker than a porkupine and wont even notice there gone for three
days at least. Trinny grabs him and hugs him because he’s exactly right.
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Chess
In the photograph Mitch is writing a letter. He seems unaware in the moment, yet, to Chess, he
almost surely is posing for the shot, the way he’s stretched casually on the bunk, lit by some
unfathomable source of light, being the romantic thoughtful figure, captured in a fleeting
moment two days before he died. A sleeveless vest, finely muscled arms caught forever, pure
romance and an essence never to be found again.
Thoughtful, contemplative, the way a war poet would look, Chess thinks. The photo is
across the room on his parents’ piano. He really doesn’t need to see it up close – it’s
permanently burned into his retinas. This is where his notion of his brother ends – not, thank
God, on the mangled mess he was after the shell hit two days later. The neatly cornered sheets
on the bed, the trimmed hair short but just a shade not too short, the army-issue trousers neatly
pressed, sock feet crossed, why should he always think of him in sock feet, not a boot in sight,
and that light drenching him – was there a window by his bed? The light pulls him in, inviting
him to possess the room, the bunk and his brother’s languid form. He will never know more
about him than this.
Chess looks out the front window. Chrissie is looking up through the branches of the
cottonwood on his parents’ lawn. Is she thinking about tree-climbing? She seems looser, more
confident, or is it just his imagination? For one thing she chattered excitedly all through lunch
even when her mouth was full. The visit with his parents has been a great success. He’d timed it
to coincide with his father’s lunch break from work. They’re both enjoying the impromptu visit.
Their initial worry at him turning up with their granddaughter in the middle of a school day has
evaporated. He told them the reason for the day of hooky and typically they thought it was good
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that he was spending time with her, but there was no real cause to worry. Kids did strange
things. They should know.
That was Chess’s take on it too and he’s relieved at the comment. Chrissie just needs to
be drawn out of herself. “I see this weird thing she’s doing as something like those imaginary
friends some kids have.”
His mother agreed. “And you’re handling it the right way. The haircut was a great idea.
And feeding the ducks. Just spending a little time with her.”
“Yeah,” Chess responds. “She needs to be more of a scamp. You remember how we all
were.”
“Remember!” His father grimaces. “I really don’t know how we survived the four of
you. You don't want her to be that crazy. Can’t see Alma putting up with it either.”
“Alma’s nuttier than you think. She needs a little drawing out, too.”
His mother refills his teacup and he stirs two sugars into it with a good dollop of milk.
He’s feeling the best he has in weeks. Like himself. The old self. “We don’t see enough of each
other.”
“Well, whose fault is that?” says his dad.
“I know. I’m going to change that.”
“We like Alma just fine, you know.”
“I know, Dad. It’s not her fault we’re not seeing more of you. It’s well… it’s just that I
think it’s going to be awkward, you know, Alma’s a little stiff and you’re a little wild, and then
I discourage us coming here. And it’s not really that awkward.”
“You always did take the path of least resistance,” His dad mutters. His mother leaps in,
not wanting to take that particular tack.
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“Why don’t you all come for Sunday dinner. Pearl and Dan and the kids will be there.”
“It’s a date.”
He follows his mother into the kitchen and takes up a dish towel as she rinses the dishes.
“I’ve been wondering how to fill the rest of the day with her.”
“You’re doing fine. Just let it happen.”
“I thought we might go to the zoo. Or…”
“No. The Zoo is too much of an event, too formal, if you know what I mean. Just spend
time with her and relax. It will happen.”
“I guess you’re right.” And he knew she was. So far it had rolled along exactly as he’d
hoped with no special formal intrusions.
“So let’s talk about Alma.” Maisie Carmichael was definitely not of his father’s camp
regarding their daughter-in-law. She didn’t like Alma “just fine”. “What’s she going to say
about the haircut? You know how adamant she is about not changing it.”
“Well, Mom. I’m kind of counting on her liking it.”
“She does look adorable, no question. Well, let’s just hope Alma goes along with it.”
Sooner or later he always bumps up against his mother’s negativity about Alma. Not much fun,
was Alma. She had much preferred the girls Mitch brought home. Pretty. Sparkling. Flirty. He
could never have explained Alma’s dear sensuality, her intelligence, her total confidence in
him. That’s what a marriage was about, wasn’t it? How far and how deeply you went with each
other and not the showy kind of romance that was publicly interesting.
This is why they don’t come over as much as he’d like. Protecting Alma. Alma, his
mom would say, can protect herself. Both of them would say, “Alma needs to learn to mix it a
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bit.” And he supposes she does. He knows Alma has a sense of fun. It’s just a bit dormant. And
if you believe that, he could hear Mitch saying. Let me tell you the one about....
But his dad is right. No matter what Alma’s fun-loving propensities were or were not,
he has been taking the line of least resistance. When in fact it would be better for them all if
there was a little more frisson in their lives because that’s what he’s been avoiding: frisson. Not
major differences. Keeping Chrissie from her cousins and family. Not giving Alma a chance to
adjust to them all, or them to her.
“Is she going to be okay with Sunday?” His mother is obviously reading his mind, in the
way of all moms.
“Of course.”
“Shouldn’t you check with Alma first?”
“No, she’s always saying we should see more of each other. What can we bring?”
“Just yourselves.”
“I’ll bring some eclairs.”
“That’s your solution to everything, isn’t it.”
“True,” he agrees. “But apart from death and taxes and cold blooded murder there isn’t
much that a dozen chocolate eclairs won’t fix.” His mother laughs and they finish up the dishes,
easy with each other and the world. It occurs to him that maybe his mother is not all that
different from Alma. A little up tight, fixed on the formal and correct way of doing things. His
father, with his easy going ways and chipper remarks, keeps her off balance enough to make the
difference. The established order remains but the mood is lightened. He marvels that he never
actually noticed this before, that his parents’ marriage might not be all that different from his
own.
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This recognition is the best thing that’s happened so far and may indeed be what caps
the day. He’s never really analyzed his marriage and would have snorted at the suggestion he
should do so but he’s always felt a little too much that life just happens to him and he doesn’t
really take control of it. When he and Mitch enlisted in 1939, Chess immediately went into
training with a tank corps but never got to the continent. Instead he went to England and was
immersed in much more training there, while Mitch, in an infantry patrol, was sent to the front
right away. The tank training was endless. Chess spent his war in Aldershot. And Mitch... .
Alma had come up to Toronto in ’41 to spend time with him before he went overseas
and when he came home on leave in ’43 there was Chrissie bouncing about in the crib, blowing
and babbling enthusiastically. When he picked her up he knew there would never be anything
to top this in his life. It even made up a bit for Mitch, but nothing could really make up for
Mitch. Somehow his parents and sisters had been able to move on. Why couldn’t he? He still
wakes up in a sweat most nights, a tearing sensation in his gut, like his liver’s been torn out. He
still, after all these years, feels trapped in his sorrow, unable to conceive of a future for himself.
He’s doing everyone damage, his marriage, Chrissie, he can see that. He has to refocus and tuck
Mitch away in a little compartment he can examine from time to time. He has to deal with his
grief more controllably.
When he enlisted, Alma got a job to keep the house going. She kept it after Chrissie was
born and then when he came back they’d moved to Bowness, to a little shack on the river that
they’d fixed up to their satisfaction. Violet, who had been living with Alma to take care of the
baby, stayed on with them. He knew from Alma that Violet had taken care of Chrissie okay
during the days but come the nights she’d been out and about, living it up. Violet liked a drink
and liked men too and denied herself neither of them.
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Chess wanders outside, half expecting to find Chrissie at the top of the cottonwood.
However, she and his dad are poking about in the garage. Chrissie is holding a big basketball
hoop in her hands.
“Hey! Our old hoop!” Really his sister Pearl’s hoop. She’d been a basketball fanatic in
high school and his dad had got it so she could practise at home.
“It fell down this winter and I haven’t had a chance to put it up. Chrissie wants to take it
home.”
“Really? But won’t the kids miss it?”
“Well, Chrissie is one of the kids, isn’t she? And the first one to show any interest in it.
It’s been up there all this time and no one’s ever actually played with it. Might as well get some
use out of it.”
“Can we, Dad?”
“I don’t see why not.”
“Maybe we’ve got another Pearl on our hands. That’s who we got the hoop for, if you
remember.”
“Auntie Pearl, you mean? Did she play basketball?”
“Pearl was a champ in high school. Yeah, put it up in your yard. Chrissie may as well
get a head start.”
Chess puts the hoop in the trunk of his car. His dad, tagging along, seems anxious to
broach something. Along the lines of “When are you going to do something with your life?”
Chess imagines. “Do you see anything of Harry Sanford these days?” Ah yes. Harry Sanford.
“Not much reason to. I wonder sometimes how he’s doing?”
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“He’s doing very well. His wife works in our office and she’s full of stories about him.
He’s got a geology service going, rents himself out to the oil companies to consult on drilling
sites. According to her, he’s got more work than he can handle.”
“Harry always was a go-getter.”
“You should give him a ring. You were good friends at one time.”
“Yes we were. I liked him a lot.” There had been a time during his last years of college
and right up until the war when he, Harry and Mitch were inseparable.
“You should give him a ring. See what he’s up to.”
“Well, I might, some time. “
“I mean right now. You have the day off.
“Just out of the blue? I don’t know....”
“Really. What’s to lose?”
His dad looks at him expectantly in that way he has. Another reason he avoids coming
round sometimes. You have this perfectly good degree, the look says, and it’s going to waste.
His dad is definitely one of those who believes, “Those who can’t, teach.”
“Who’s Harry Sandford?” Chrissie wants to know.
“He’s a wildcatter,” Chess tells her.
“A wildcatter?” Chess can see the next question forming in her mind.
“He’s looking for someone like your dad to work with him,” says his dad.
“I’d love to see a wildcatter.”
“You can” says her grandfather. “He’s only a phone call away.”
“Let’s see him, Dad!”
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“I know when I’m licked.” Let the day go where it takes you, right? And it might be
amusing for Chrissie. All the same, he felt a definite clutch in the gut when he picked up the
phone. Maybe he wouldn’t answer. But Harry picked up the phone on the second ring.
“Hi, Harry. It’s Chess Carmichael.”
“Well there’s a voice from the past!” From the ease and warmth of Harry’s voice the
past might have been a day or two ago. “You know I‘ve been thinking about you a lot these
days.”
“Dad says you’ve got a wildcatting service.”
“I do indeed and it’s all-over-the-place crazy busy. I could use a good man in the field.”
“Well I must say I haven’t really….” He hated the inertia in his own voice. The
withdrawal. “I have a pretty stable job.”
“I’m talking big money, Chess. I’ve tripled my income since I went into this. When can
you come and see me? I would really like to lay it all out for you. I have some really persuasive
arguments.”
“Well I’m off work today.”
“Fabulous. I’m right downtown. Take you fifteen minutes to get here from y our
parents’ place.” Without asking how Harry knows he’s at his parents’ place, Chess copies down
the address and Harry’s instructions. Putting the paper in his pocket he feels an undeniable rush
of excitement. He is definitely interested and not a little guilty looking into something without
running it by Alma. But there wasn’t a chance he was going to take the job. Working in the
field? Not possible. All the same, he couldn’t crush that little niggle of – what was it? Hope?
When you got right down to it, that’s what it was. Hope.
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Violet
Violet likes Eaton’s. She always feels classy prowling through it. All those things you could
pretend were yours or that you at least were worthy of them. And you could buy something
cheap like a package of pins or a lipstick and all the excitement of being a consumer would still
be there. Even Lady Muck could only use one lipstick at a time, couldn’t she? You could spend
all the time you wanted choosing it and then buy it, pretending you could buy the lot if you
wanted but this was just one little thing you’d run out of. Violet doesn’t spend a lot, she
researches well, chooses for quality if she can and, if not, for something that looks so good on
you don’t worry about the finishing of the seams. Alma got that from her, making the most of
your resources, but with Alma it’s for food and the house. She never looks all that good. It’s her
unfortunate shape, for one thing, pudgy where it isn’t needed, not fat exactly, just badly
distributed. Just like Howie. But then she had to remind herself that Howie wasn’t Alma’s real
father.
Her story about her first husband was that she’d met him in 1920. That it was a
whirlwind ill-fated romance. That he was a rodeo rider killed four months into the marriage.
She didn’t even have a picture of him, just one of a bronco. In fact Arnold Watson had never
even been next to a horse, let alone bouncing around on top of one. She’d met him at a funeral
– a long lean and religious man with well-tailored clothes and good manners. Saintly and sober
and boring, was how Violet saw him. The funeral had been for a man who Violet had dated a
couple of times and the party afterwards thrown by his friends was more of a wake than a
reception. The booze had flowed and Arnold had overindulged. Probably the one time in his life
he’d had more than communion wine. Violet, impressed by his suit and manners, had taken
advantage. He looked like a catch to her, a solid man, with a good income. Arnold got real
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nasty when he found out she was pregnant, and claimed it wasn’t his. But she’d shamed him
into marrying her, all the same. She thought he had money, but in fact he was penniless. He was
hit by a bus that winter. They figured with his parka drawn up around his ears against the wind,
he hadn’t heard it coming. After Arnold died his mother turned up at his funeral, a rich socialite
from Mount Royal. It was clear she had no intention of passing anything on to his bereaved
wife. Violet, who’d scarcely begun to show, hadn’t even bothered telling her she was pregnant.
She thought about it, sure, but saw that while it might have led to money there would have been
a lot of domineering to put up with. And absolutely no gallivanting. That was when she’d
turned to Howie, a gentle, cheerful man. One who would never amount to much, Violet
thought, but a good provider, a good father. And really not all that bad a husband, even though
she did tend to badmouth him, just a little on the dull side.
At Eaton’s she heads for the floor where they have the knitting and sewing supplies.
Sorting through the knitting books to see if there’s a pattern that draws her, she tries to make a
decision on the next thing she’ll knit. Definitely not baby clothes. It would be just too weird if
Chrissie saw something in a layette. Even Vi balks at that. She decides she’ll just keep it
simple, maybe a scarf this time. But the wool, she can go crazy with that, can’t she?
She searches through the display of yarn. There are some really attractive colours, but
she has the feeling the more poisonous the colour the more likely one of those evil names will
appear to Chrissie. No, not evil. She bites back the word with a certain amount of guilt. Was it
really her fault and not Chrissie’s, as Alma suggested? Was the thing coming out of her? “You
need to get a life, Vi,” she mutters to herself.
“Pardon?” She looks up to see the sales clerk right at her shoulder.
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“Oh just talking to myself again. I don’t get out much.” The sales lady smiles, rather
primly though, and not with a great deal of warmth.
“Is there anything you were looking for in particular?”
“Just looking for wool. Knitting slippers for the grandkids. They like the bright
colours.” She picks out a virulent yellow. If this doesn’t do the trick ... . She suppresses the
thought, again alarmed that she is so deliberately aiming for such an negative result with her
knitting. But she reminds herself that whoever Chrissie might see in the knitting was going to
die anyway, weren’t they? It would simply be an announcement of what was already going to
happen.
She hands the yellow wool over to the sales woman. It was definitely a colour to evoke
doomed names. Then, looking at the wool lying on the counter, wondering what name Chrissie
will see in it, an ominous idea takes hold of her, that she might be too afraid to knit something
with it. It gives her a creepy feeling just looking at it.
For one hesitating moment she thinks of the Grisham girl. Sallow and thin with not
much of a life. Helped out with the old Barlow guy, didn’t she. The saleslady is rolling up the
wool in brown paper. Watching her package it, the thought comes to Vi that she could do this
job. The sales clerk is way older than she is. She could do the job with one arm tied behind her
back. Dead simple. She wonders how hard it would be to get taken on.
“Do you know if there are any jobs going here?” she asks.
“Oh I’m sure I don’t know.”
Immediately Vi is sorry she asked. The look on the woman’s face clearly pronounces
her not good enough.
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“You would have to check with the Personnel Department,” she adds, clearly of the
opinion that Vi would be thrown out immediately upon entrance to such an exalted place.
“And where would that be?”
It costs the woman a lot but eventually the response comes out. “Fifth floor.”
“Thanks.” She picks up her parcel and tucks it into her bag, and almost bumps into a
second sales woman, a friendly brown-haired woman, neat and chipper, much more her style.
“They’re looking for someone in Lingerie,” the woman tells her. “Just go to Personnel
and ask.
“Really? Thanks. I’ll check into it.”
Lingerie! Right up her alley. When the elevator comes, seized by impulse she asks to go
up. The attendant, a skinny self-important young man, sniffs his contempt. “That’s Personnel.”
“So?”
When she steps out there is just a blank wall facing the elevator but down the hall is a
door, windowed with frosted glass, and “Personnel” engraved on it. Twenty minutes later she’s
back in the hall with the forms filled out and an interview booked for the next afternoon. She
feels heady and ten years younger. Too early for a drink, but not too late for lunch. But perhaps
she should head for home, try to squeeze in an appointment with Tina for tomorrow morning.
Might as well look her best for the interview.
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Chess
Leaving his parents’ place in Inglewood, with Chrissie beside him on the front seat, Chess
heads across the Elbow River toward the city centre. Harry has offices in an old building near
the tracks on 9th Avenue.
In spite of Harry’s enthusiasm over the phone, Chess is reluctant to touch base with him.
Harry and he were close friends in college but had inevitably drifted apart. For Chess, Harry is
representative of that post-college cheerfulness he doesn’t think he could ever go back to, the
days of Mitch and optimism and unlimited possibilities.
There was one particular day, from what he has always thought of as the “happy time”
of his life, that still remains prominent in his thoughts. Newly married, Chess had taken off with
Harry and Mitch for the weekend. The three of them were in their own minds the Ultimate
Geologists. Their hero was Clarence King, a leading 19th century American surveyor. Their
inspiration was the romance of surveying and mining and mapping and predicting what lay
under the topography. They’d disagreed on their destination that day. He had argued for Big
Valley. Felt there was something there. He was the sophisticated one back then, the
knowledgeable one. Harry and Mitch were after diamonds, or gold. He said no, it’ll be oil. The
great inland seas that had flooded Alberta seven times – there had to be oil. Look at Turner
Valley and the strike near Edmonton.
But Mitch and Harry wanted gold. They wanted to go south, find the Lost Lemon Mine,
the mythical Eldorado in the Crowsnest Pass. Oil is gold he’d said, black gold. They’d laughed
at him, at the cliché. But he was full of stories about the wildcatting in Texas. Big Valley had
oil, he was sure of it. He could tell by the slope of the land. Who’s going to fund your rigs, they
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asked, and all your dry holes? There’d be a way, he’d assured them, and in his rush of
enthusiasm he’d been sure there would be.
After the war, no longer the bold optimist, he’d taken up teaching rather than field work.
It was safer. The pay was low but regular. It kept food on the table and paid the mortgage and
the car loan. The car was a bit of a wreck, but Alma was happy with her home and took
pleasure in her plates and flatware and sheets and tablecloths. Violet rolled her eyes but it was
Alma’s happiness he was after. And Chrissie’s.
He’d explained that day where he would drill. Three of four possibilities. But even if it
took a hundred wells, it had to be there. The folds and strata were the unknown. That’s what got
in the way of a good strike. Turner Valley, for example, produced a steady output but you
couldn’t access what was really under there.
“Then why would Big Valley, assuming you found oil, be any different?” Harry wanted
to know.
It might not be, he’d admitted, to be perfectly honest. But it was worth taking a chance,
wasn’t it? Turner Valley, in spite of everything, was still profitable.
Chrissie, daydreaming beside him, is suddenly alert again. “Daddy, are we really going
to see a wild cat?”
“Not a wildcat, a Wildcatter. Someone who drills for oil where no one expects to find
it.”
“Then how do you know it’ll be there?”
“You don’t. In some ways it’s a lucky guess, but usually you have an instinct for it.
Everything you know comes together and you have a gut feeling that says drill here.”
“Do you ever have that gut feeling?”
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“I used to. I’m guessing that’s why Harry wants to talk to me. I used to have all these
big ideas where oil could be found.”
“And do you still?
“I don’t know. I haven’t thought about it for a long time.”
“I bet you still do.” Her confidence in him is a little unsettling. He hopes she won’t be
let down.
“It’s a risky business,” he says.
“Nothing ventured nothing gained.” The words slip out easily, full of certainty.
“What? Where did you get that expression?”
“That’s what Grandpa said to Nana just before we left.”
“Really.”
“Nana said maybe you were being pushed into taking on too much. And Grandpa said,
‘Nothing ventured, nothing gained.’”
“And you know what that means, do you?”
She wrinkles her brow as if willing herself to produce a meaning. “It means if you don’t
have adventures, you won’t get anywhere.”
“Hmm. Well, I suppose that’s one way of putting it.”
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Lou
Lou, clearing up her tea things, finds herself tumbling again into thoughts of how it is with
Jimmy. It had been okay to begin with, before she became something to be worried about. The
worry expressed itself in the early days as a need to keep her safe. He wouldn’t let her go out at
night alone. He got a dog and trained it to attack anyone who came near her, until it made the
mistake of attacking him and he’d had it put down.
The real turnabout in their marriage happened just after they bought the house, when he
got a job on the rigs. Until then he was merely possessive, but leaving her alone, his jealousy
became tangible. He would go off leaving her ten dollars for the month, making her promise
not to leave the house. That of course was impossible, she couldn’t go a whole month without
leaving the house. He eventually gave up the oil fields even though it was good money.
She thought when she got pregnant that things might get better. And for a while he was
thrilled. But then he started to worry. How could he be sure the baby was really his? He’d been
relieved when she miscarried. And relieved again when the bloom wore off and she became
thin and weak, and joyless. She wasn’t as attractive then. After the miscarriage, all sex stopped.
It was the only way he could be sure whether he was the father or not of her next child. Of
course there was no next child.
On her part Lou didn’t really know what was going on in his head. First he was
deliriously happy and then critical all the time. She was too sluttish, he said and tore up a lot of
her clothes, anything that confirmed his ideas about her. Now she just has the one dress. And if
she asks for another he gets suspicious. “What’s wrong?” he taunts. “Is your boyfriend not
happy with the way you look?”
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He has a hundred ways of keeping her under control – depriving her of money is only
one of his techniques. The slaps are not her biggest worry. It’s the way he blocks her in
mentally so that the one weapon she could use against him, independent action, is frustrated.
She even feels that unconsciously he’s starving her so that she won’t have the energy to leave
or fight.
Her parents are dead. Her grandmother is still alive, still in the Beltline. When she tried
to escape to her Gram’s once he’d come and taken her back with him. No violence then, just
some kind of will exerted that she couldn’t fight. Her friends don’t understand it. She doesn’t
either, really. She looks in vain for the man she married.
Lou looks out her back window. The slight flurry of rain hasn’t amounted to anything.
She feels there might still be rain, though, the wind is still up and dark clouds are moving
overhead, rapid and threatening. She hopes it will blow over before she goes out.
Across the alley she can see Mrs. Porter struggling with wet sheets, trying to get them
safely pinned on the line. The wind is lifting and filling them and puffing them up for all the
world like sails. A galleon in full sail, in a Bowness back yard. Mrs. Porter in a grey printed
housedress and curlers and bedroom slippers makes an unlikely sailor and Lou finds herself
laughing. A Gilbert and Sullivan moment. Feeling cheered she works up an enthusiasm for
lunch. Her friends will cover her. Maybe she’ll find an out.
But not too much later, gathering together her clothes for the lunch, she is in despair
again. The heel of one of her high heels is loose. The shoe will never make it as far as Vince’s
in that condition.
She envies women like Alice Porter who have significant rituals in their day. Washing.
Cleaning. A baking day where the pies and cookies are made for the week.
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She herself lives a submerged life, sometimes seems to be looking down on herself, a
drowning woman suspended in water, hair afloat like seaweed. Her life is ashen, despondent,
colourless. And silent. What can she do to fill that silence? She feels heavy and tired all the
time now. The thought of going out fills her with nausea and fright. And gets worse as time
passes. She is always fearful.
She looks out at her neighbour’s yard again. She knows Alice Porter is spring cleaning.
Yesterday all the windows in her house were open and there was lots of banging. Mattresses
upended. All the closets emptied. And several washes during the day. And two big boxes on the
back porch filled with clothing and discarded objects. Lou wonders about those things, who
they are destined for she wonders? She has talked a few times with Alice over the back fence.
Alice’s sons were always climbing over Lou’s fence to get their ball. Alice came over to
apologize and Lou told her no need, she loved having children about. Mrs. Porter was relieved
but no friendship happened. Lou would like to apprentice to Mrs. Porter, learn her rituals of
cleaning and cooking. Of happiness. She would like to spring clean like Mrs. Porter, ream out
the dirt and dust and shabbiness. Carpets banged, mattresses turned. She knows that when Mr.
Porter comes home he will be persuaded into various handyman tasks to complement Alice’s
efforts. She couldn’t even imagine commandeering Jimmy like that, to have that
companionship of co-bossing. No one would ever put Alice and George Porter on the great
romantic couples list but there was an order and fitting-together of their natures that to Lou
seemed worthy of a Gable and a Leigh.
The wind picks up again and white clouds scud across the sky. Suddenly,
unaccountably, she feels cheerful again. She goes to the cellar, roots around in the tools and
finds a hammer and a big flat topped nail, two inches at least. Propping the shoe on top of the
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heel she hammers in the nail; three solid blows do it. The shoe seems stable enough when she
tries it on. Yes, it will do. She’ll just be extra careful walking to the Diner and if anyone offers
her a lift, by God she’ll take it.
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Cleve
Cleve’s job for the afternoon is to clear out the weeds and dead plants from the vegetable
gardens and prepare them for the spring planting. The twenty-fourth of May. If you plant before
then you run the risk of frost. Cleve likes gardening, being outside, helping things grow. In fact
he’s almost sorry he won’t be there to seed the vegetable beds. Working at the San is okay. The
work is easy, fun really, and nobody bugs him, if you don’t count the Barker. And they feed
you too. Eddie laid on a really big lunch today, spaghetti and fresh bread and apple pie with ice
cream. The Barker had eaten so much he was probably sleeping it off in the garden shed.
Eddie had brought up the subject of working in the kitchen again. Put it right to his dad,
the idea of Cleve apprenticing with him.
“What would he be paid?” Of course that would be the Barker’s first question.
“It would be an apprenticeship,” Eddie told him. "I’d have to run it by the board. But
he’d get something, then when he started to pick up some skills the money would go up, but
he’d probably earn $10 a week for the first few months. He’d get his meals too.”
“And leftovers?” the Barker eyed the last piece of pie in the pan. “Would he be able to
bring those home?”
“Not too many leftovers in a well-run kitchen.”
“Of course. Well, It’s a thought. Definitely worth a consideration. I don’t know, though.
We’ve got a nice little thing going here for the time being.”
Eddie pushed the pan toward his dad and handed him the pie server. “Well, this job isn’t
going to last forever, is it, once Falconer gets back, and then what’s to keep the boy here? First
thing you know he’ll be running off to BC.”
Cleve almost choked on his food.
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“BC?” said the Barker. “What the hell are you talking about?”
“He knows I want to work with the carnivals, Dad, like you.”
His dad cleared the pan onto his own plate. “Phtt! There’s better things to do with your
life.”
“Exactly!” Eddie said.
Fortunately Eddie was called to deal with some crisis at the other end of the kitchen and
Cleve had been able to enjoy the rest of his meal without fear of the Barker getting wise to his
plans. It would have been his own fault, though, if he had. If he hadn’t almost spilled the beans
this morning. Almost given the whole show away. He was the one who mentioned BC. He can’t
believe he was actually going to tell Myrna about Osoyoos. Osoyoos has been the plan from the
beginning. Even though they’ve been laying down the idea that they might go to Ontario –
Leamington or somewhere – for the canning. Or the tobacco farms. It was Jean Paterson, one of
the women who worked at Vince’s, who told Trinny about Osoyoos, about the orchards and the
seasonal labour they hired. They would hire anyone as long as they could work. Trinny figured
that she and Cleve could lose themselves easily among the fruit pickers, Jean said there were
hundreds of them. There were places you could stay, too, that were very cheap. Jean has
worked there, stayed in those very places. Jean told her about this ages ago and Trinny hasn’t
talked to her about it since, so Jean will probably never put it together. In fact Trinny even said
to Jean she was more interested in Ontario. That she could make more money and so on. But
she was careful afterwards to copy down everything that Jean told her. The names of a couple
of the farms. The wages they paid. Places to stay. And she found Osoyoos in the atlas at school
and copied down the route they would take.
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The plan is daring but Trinny figures they can pull it off. She is tall and wiry and can
look older if she tries, seventeen maybe eighteen. And Cleve is big for his age. They have it all
worked out for when they get there. The story will be that their mum died and their dad found
someone else, who didn’t want them hanging around. Dad gave them the car and their mum’s
stuff and said good riddance.
Cleve works carefully on the beds in case his father turns up suddenly. He doesn’t
expect he will, that he’s already far into the drink. His father is not a regular gardener but Mr.
Falconer broke his leg and is laid up and so the Barker is filling in, with Cleve as his main
labourer. By the time Mr. Falconer is better the hospital people will all be thoroughly sick of
the Barker. Cleve doesn’t care. He just wants the job to last till today. After tonight the Barker
will no longer figure in his life or Trinny’s. He and Trinny will be long on their way. When his
dad starts asking questions he’ll find out that Trinny was talking about canning factories in
Ontario, Niagara Falls or Leamington, and he was talking Carnies and other kinds of labour.
The authorities, moved by the Barker’s sorrowful account, would be watching all the train
yards. Boxcars. How else could they go with no money? Couldn’t afford the bus or a train as a
passenger. It would have to be the boxcars.
Who would ever imagine that they’d taken off in a car. In a fairly decent one at that.
And that there was more than enough money to get them to southern BC. And the Barker won’t
have a clue.
Osoyoos is the plan. Just Trinny and Cleve. They've been planning the getaway for a
long time – hidden food and supplies in the trunk of Mr. Barlow's car. They’ve waited for
months for the Barker’s birthday, all the time in terror that the car would be sold, or the house
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would be sold and the car along with it. But Mrs. Quinn doesn’t seem in any hurry to let any of
her father's property go. Just spends long hours there smoking and gazing out of the window.
There’d been a big glitch about a month ago, when he and Trinny were taking driving
lessons from Arty Burke. Arty was playing the big man. Saying he and Trinny should go
camping some time. Banff, said Trinny, stringing him along. Sure, Banff, said Arty, but they’d
have to wait till July, wouldn’t they? The roads were impassable most of May and June. What
about BC? Trinny asked. Anyone who went to BC, he told them, usually went through the
States. To be sure of the roads. Arty’s information had triggered a whole new set of plans.
Maps for the states. Changing some of Delores’s pile into US dollars. Cleve said that maybe
they should plan a later date of departure so they didn’t have to go to the US. But Trinny was
against it. She feared that, come July, Cleve would be off with the first fair group that came
through town. To find the route on the map they’d pumped Arty. He’d been everywhere with
his dad, a trucker for Imperial Oil. He knew all the roads. On his say-so they chose a route
through the States, all marked out on the map and, in case he cottoned on, the routes to a couple
of other places. Hoping that in retrospect their plans wouldn’t become obvious.
Cleve works steadily, clearing the weeds and dead vegetable roots from the beds and
digging them over thoroughly. He tries to absorb himself in the work, to keep his mind clear, to
suppress his excitement over the coming escape, and his fears for his little sister. Inevitably the
picture of that night thrusts itself into his mind. His mother pushing Jaycee at him. Then his
father cursing and punching, his mother pulled away into the dark. He hadn’t actually seen
them leave the room, there was lots of cursing, dragging sounds, knocking into things “Get
ahold of yourself, Mary!” his father’s voice. Had he remembered that? Had he really heard
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that? And a moment or two later, “Get up, you stupid cunt.” And after a silence, “Fucking
hell!”
Trinny, he knew, had heard the fight but had not actually seen anything. Had not seen
their mother’s face, that final moment that Cleve had experienced. That curdled fear. A
darkness of the heart.
The next day their mother was gone. “She just hightailed it out of here, eh?” the Barker
said. He himself was the worse for wear but with an uncharacteristic soberness, a withdrawal
almost. Their mother had had enough and had got out, he told them. Left them all in the lurch.
Good riddance too. Women were a dime a dozen and he’d find one even cheaper than that.
A day or two later Delores had come into their lives and their mother never came back.
The Barker read them a letter occasionally that she’d sent them. The letters were short and
never had any news. More like a post card. Wish you were here. Miss you. Love you lots.
Cleve finishes a bed and moves over to the next one. He can’t wait till this day is over,
till it’s midnight and they’ll be speeding out of town in Mr. Barlow’s Mercury.
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Chummy
Chummy is getting tired of playing blocks with Billy Spencer. Every day they build a tower
together to see how high they can get it to rise without it tumbling over. Today it’s fifteen rows
high. Billy rules in this play because he’s eight and Chummy’s only six. But Chummy has
ideas. And he knows he just has to keep persisting with his ideas and the next day Billy will do
as he suggested.
“Maybe we should have put more blocks at the bottom to make it steadier,” he says.
“Too late for that now,” says Billy fatalistically.
Chummy doesn’t have words like buttress and gravity in his head, or leverage, but he
has a way of seeing what can make a difference to the height of their tower. Billy, however, is
the one who gets to place most of the blocks, especially as the tower nears its potential height.
Chummy knows that tomorrow Billy will say, “Let’s put more blocks at the bottom.
That will make it steadier.” But that won’t help now. Chummy figures they might get up to
sixteen or even seventeen rows, but not much more.
He never gets to do blocks all by himself. Just the once when Billy had a bad cold and
was kept in bed for the day. Chummy had a whole hour with the blocks before some of the
older boys came over and toppled his tower. He had reached twenty-five rows. He couldn’t
remember what he’d done particularly, just free flow with ideas, space, and structure. But he
hadn’t had a chance to review what he’d done or take mental notes for future structures before
Truck and Curly had knocked down his creation.
Over in the corner he can see the big boys are conferring in that conspiracy way they
have. All important and secretive. Chummy likes secrecy stuff and playing spies and Pioneers
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and Indians. They all say he’s too little but he has lots of ideas about it. Like Billy, they don’t
listen to them. At least Billy implements his ideas the next time around.
Chummy knows they are right now planning the fry-up. The fry-up takes place any
afternoon or night they can sneak off to the big woods across from the San. They have a frying
pan hidden out there and a fire-pit with an iron grill that has been serving the same purpose for
longer than any of them can remember. They always tidy up the fire-pit, bring up water from
the river to make sure the fire is out,, and then place the pan under the grill with a little bit of
tarp on top and leaves on top of that so no one will ever spot it. They have routines because
spies must have good routines if they are to succeed. Chummy admires this.
Chummy lately has been going along on the fry-up capers. When they spot him they
send him back. But if Cleve Grisham is there he will say, Chummy stays, and no one ever
argues with Cleve. Cleve is bigger and stronger than anyone and is their natural leader.
Everyone wishes Cleve could live at the home with them and do other things with them than
just fry potatoes. But that will never happen because Cleve’s parents don’t need help taking
care of him and Cleve isn’t an orphan. You have to be an orphan or be dropped off by your
parents. Cleve has often said he wishes his parents would drop him off at the home. That
always makes Chummy feel better about being there.
It’s raining outside and this has Curly worried. The afternoon is definitely out. So if
things work out it will be tonight. Chummy is all prepared. It will be the first time he has gone
at night but he has made careful plans.
Billy, finally sure, places the block. He’s concentrating and taking great care but
Chummy can see his hand wobble and knows it’s connected to a mind wobble. Chummy knows
that the mind has to be as steady as the hand. And Billy never gets that.
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The brick is placed but almost immediately provokes a shudder that brings the tower
clattering down.
“Five rows left standing!” crows Billy, as if that’s something to be proud about.
Billy, satisfied and with something to boast about, leaves Chummy to clear up the
blocks and put them away. Chummy doesn’t mind doing this. It’s what you do when you’re the
youngest one. But he sometimes wishes that Billy would get something, not life threatening but
a little worse than a cold, that would give Chummy a whole week or so to practise his towerbuilding ideas. Chickenpox would be good.
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Myrna
Lunch with the girls. It always amazes Myrna what a pick-me-up it is. Queenie, Lou, Kay, and
Myrna, the four of them, with Vince in attendance. All they usually have is salad and soup and
the occasional pastry, but Vince is just as attentive as if they were having a seven course
banquet. It’s probably Vince who makes it work. He gives them a cozy, relaxed place to air
their news and plans and worries. Takes them seriously. His hovering portly figure is part of the
event. He’s the god of the meeting, their presiding spirit. Myrna thinks he’s a little bit in love
with them. More than a bit with Lou. Vince loves women, she long ago decided. Just loves
them. And he loves activity in his diner, the more celebratory the better. You wouldn’t
celebrate a marriage here or an anniversary, but for the celebration of friendship there couldn’t
be a better place.
Today they’re ravenous and actually ask for menus. “Big juicy hamburgers with the
works,” all round, and Lou isn’t permitted to object. They’ll cover for her.
Seeing the slight fear and worry on Lou’s face, Myrna opens a menu in front of her. “It
must be your birthday or something.”
“Not really,” says Lou.
Queenie picks up the thread, “There must be something to celebrate, Lou.” Lou’s hair is
a miracle today, falling in a soft golden cloud about her face. Suddenly her angst is gone, she is
cheerful and excited-looking. “We can celebrate that my shoe made it all the way to Vince’s.”
Enlivened by Lou’s sudden change of mood, they all raise their coffee mugs to Lou’s
shoe.
They have been friends forever, or it feels that way. They all went to high school
together, Queen Elizabeth school in Calgary, class of ’34, and after 16 years they haven’t lost
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touch, their friendship surviving war, marriage, and lives marching in different directions. They
are always able to recapture that teenage exuberance. Myrna guesses that she and Lou may be
the most needy but the other two need it as well, that optimism, that feeling that everything is
still possible.
Kay’s education stopped after high school. Myrna, Lou and Queenie went on to nursing
school. Lou dropped out. Myrna graduated top of her class. Queenie got a B. She could easily
have made an A but by the last semester was so far advanced with Frank and marriage plans
and rest-of-her-life plans that it was a wonder she finished at all. Auntie Marge and Uncle
Donald urged her to forget the whole nursing thing and focus on her life. It was Frank who
encouraged her to finish. Even if she never used it she should complete something she put so
much effort into. Good old Frank. At the time Myrna was cynical about young Doctor Nelson
but he’s turned out to be a winner in every way. Affable, handsome, an outstanding doctor who
so far hasn’t lost his early idealism.
As for her, her parents never accepted Russ, and she could hardly blame them. She had
trouble accepting him herself after the first six months. Angus and Millie were cold, super
polite, whenever they were together with Myrna and Russ. Never crazy jolly, the way they were
with Queenie and Frank. And slightly obsequious too, she wryly noted, especially her mother,
totally in awe of Frank and the grandchildren as well. But the killer was when Myrna herself
had had enough of Russ and his often rough ways. Then her parents did a complete turnabout,
reproaching her with an unwavering you’ve-made-your-bed attitude. They would rather that
Myrna suffer the misery of her present circumstances than take on the face-losing situation that
divorce would bring. Her mother would sooner have said my daughter the whore than my
daughter the divorcee.
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But her parents would never have seen this attitude as unloving or unreasonable. Myrna
looks round at her friends, her best friends. Even now in these enlightened post war times,
divorce is a word they have difficulty wrapping their minds around. Divorce is not one of the
possible options in life. Unwed pregnancy and divorce are the two deadly sins of womanhood,
wedlock being the sacred state. Queenie of course doesn’t even have to think about it. Kay, as
well, has her life and her man in serious control. But Lou. If Lou doesn’t get out soon she could
die. She’s frailer every time they meet. No money, the same dress week after week. Does she
even have another one? Myrna wonders. She’s undernourished, it’s plain. Lou has to take care
of herself, take control of her life, get a job, find food, clothing, shelter, none of which Jim
Prescott seems to be providing. The only way Lou can possibly bring about change in these
things would be through divorce. Maybe she and Lou should start a club. A severance club.
Get-rid-of-the-old-man club – take your pick: divorce or murder. She knows that she herself has
come to the conclusion that leaving Russ is the only option. Sometimes she wonders if it might
affect her job. Maybe she needs to talk to Frank, get his advice, and while she’s at it, consult
him on Lou. In her own case it could be a separation. She has the means to support herself. She
could just move into her dad’s house and let the chips fall where they may. And this is perhaps
what’s underlying her reluctance to sell her dad’s place – it’s ready-made for the job. With Lou
there’s more urgency, something has to be done.
They all chatter on. Perhaps they have tuned into Myrna’s thoughts, or perhaps it’s that
Lou is so obviously failing, but the subject is Lou, how she should get a job. She’s smart and
good looking. She needs to take care of herself.
“What’s this about a job?” Vince has brought their burgers.
“Lou is looking for one.”
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“Oh, now… .” says Lou.
“Am I the last to hear about this?”
“You have something, Vince?”
“Well sure. I need someone to replace young Jerome in the mornings. He’s not going to
be here much longer once high school is done. Going off to the University in Edmonton.”
“There you go, Lou. The perfect thing.”
“I don’t know. I’d have to ask Jimmy.”
“Why? What’s it to Jimmy?” says Myrna.
“Yeah,” Kay chimes in, “Why should he care if you get a job?”
“All the same, I should ask him.”
“Well, ask him soon. You really need to take care of yourself.”
Lou undoubtedly knows they’re right but it’s obvious the idea terrifies her. Myrna can
see the impossibility of her taking the first step.
“You’d have to wear the uniform, though,” says Vince. “You okay with that?”
“Hey, it’s a great uniform,” says Kay. “Kinda shows off your wherewithal.” Vince
raises his hands humorously and backs off.
“Your what??”
“Kay, you really are a scream!”
“What are you guys laughing about?” Jean Paterson has come over to their table with
more coffee.
“We were discussing the cafe uniform.”
“Hey, what's wrong with it?”
“Not a darned thing!”
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“Yeah. I think it kinda makes me look good.”
“Yeah. We were just saying”
“What it does for your wherewithal. Very fetching.”
“That Vince knows a thing or two,” says Jean.
“It was Vince who got them?”
“About wherewithal and all that. Keep it down, you don’t want to embarrass the poor
guy.”
Obviously not that embarrassed, Vince comes over with a huge piece of pie, which he
set down before Lou.
“I forgot to mention it. You get a free lunch or breakfast if you work here. Desert
included. This should help you make up your mind. Best pie in the province.”
“Thanks, Vince. I’ll ask Jimmy tonight.”
“You can make up your own mind, can’t you?” says Vince.
“Of course she can, Vince,” Myrna assures him, “and she will. She’ll take it.”
“The job is yours then, Lou,” says Vince.
“Thanks Vince. All the same though, I still have to ask Jimmy.”
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Vince
Their meal finished, the women get ready to leave, but not before Vince has a word with
Myrna. She’s pretty quick on the uptake, that one. Just a nudge and a gesture and next thing
she’s there at the cash register ordering a few rolls of lifesavers to take away with her.
He can talk to Myrna. No pretentions, no airs. She just says it like it is.
“Anything I can do to help her?” he asks. And immediately she’s with him.
“Yes,” she says. “ Keep offering her that job. That would be the best thing that could
happen to her, Vince.”
Right away, Vince feels he has a mission. He’ll play it safe and he’ll play it slow.
“You keep offering it,” says Myrna, “ and I’ll push from my end. Get her dislodged
from that big rut she’s in.”
Myrna hurries back to the others but Vince knows the subjects isn’t over by any means.
He’ll talk to her again. The afternoon sun pours in, falling on Lou's head, glinting and golden. It
seems to seek her out, a special benison. He sees Jean collecting for the check and makes his
way to their table to say goodbye.
After the women leave, Vince goes back to his counter. He feels in need of a smoke.
Can’t believe he was so daring with Lou. For the first time he sees clearly that she’s trapped.
Tries to think what her husband is like. Jimmy Prescott doesn’t come in here much, he’s more
of a tavern man. But Vince has heard stories of his temper. Definitely Lou needs to be rescued
from his grip but Vince will have to play this carefully so that it’s not too obvious. The rescue
of Lou could be a long term thing but if there's anything he has it’s time and patience. He rubs a
cloth over the grey arborite counters. He feels good about the place; it’s a refuge, a palace, his
particular domain. Catching his reflection in the mirror behind the counter he laughs at himself.
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Yeah, Vince, a regular prince charming you are. But he suppresses the idea that he’s too old for
such nonsense.
He urgently feels a need to tidy up. He evens up all the cereal boxes. Cleans the soda
machine, fills all the salt shakers and checks the ketchup bottles. Jean looks puzzled. Those
things are usually her job. He makes a fresh pot of coffee and a big double western sandwich
and, sitting down by the window, eats it hungrily. A cloud passes over the sun and his mood
drops, the diner feels lonely and empty, the sandwich and the moment dry in his mouth. Still,
though, he won’t give up. Myrna practically laid down the law didn’t she? Keep persisting.
A couple of farmers come in – regulars who like their afternoon coffee and Danish.
Suddenly the place is cheerful again. The red chequered curtains. The polished cash register.
The calendar over the coffee grinder seems to glow with fresh meaning, whatever meaning
there could be in a cow from the Tregillus Dairy, but for Vince it signifies radiance of a higher
order.
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Kimi
Kimi has two important ways of finding out things. The aunties and Mrs. Lazare. Mrs. Lazare
comes to the San every afternoon to give lessons to the children who are well enough to take
part. They have readers and exercise books and pencils just like a real school. They all like Mrs.
Lazare. She has five children of her own and she tells funny stories about them. They’re
rambunctious, Mrs. Lazare says. That’s the word she uses to describe them. Kimi has decided
that she’s going to be rambunctious one day. Rowdy and rollicking, is what it means Mrs.
Lazare says. Rowdy and rollicking. Yes. As soon as she finds the river and gets out of here. A
little part of her would like to be rowdy and rollicking before she leaves just to show that ward
nurse. But that would be plain crazy.
Mrs. Lazare arrives after lunch with a big box of coloured paper that someone has given
her and a whole bunch of tiny scissors. There are also bottles of mucilage and a box of buttons
and scraps of wool. Every so often Mrs. Lazare drops the regular lessons and lets them make
things. Today it’s flowers. They each have a square of white card on which they are to glue
flowers made from cut out paper and things from the scrap box. There is a buzz of excitement
in the room and even the children who don’t normally get lessons are pulled into the fun,
helped to create their “gardens” by Arlene and Heather. No one is excluded. Amber, always the
most creative with art projects, makes purple sage bushes and spikey green cactus with yellow
and pink blossoms. Kimi, opting for yellow and orange paper and big brown buttons to make
the centres of her daisies, works slowly and carefully, delighted with how her brown-eyedSusans are taking shape. She is so absorbed with making her garden, and with the sharing
afterwards, she almost forgets about the river. When she finally remembers to ask Mrs. Lazare
it’s nearly too late but the teacher is happy to tell her that, yes, there is a river, and when Kimi
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presses her to know exactly where it is she draws a little map to show how she could get to it
from her bed. Mrs. Lazare, she knows, is using the moment to give her a little geography
lesson, pressing on her North and South and how a river would look on a map, drawn in as
parallel lines on one side of the building and the train tracks as narrower parallel lines with
hatches across them on the other side. Kimi knows that the train runs beside the wall her head is
against. She can hear it through the high windows overhead, and knows she will be able to
figure out where the river is from that. She tucks Mrs. Lazare’s map under her pillow to study
during rest time. Before she leaves Mrs. Lazare gathers up all the pictures and puts them in a
big folder. When she comes next time they are going to use them for lessons in math and
science and maybe even write stories about them. They might in fact even put them up on the
walls where everyone can see them.
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Laine
In spite of the sun Laine is freezing cold. The river, aquamarine in the sunlight, is running high
and fast. Not wanting to return to school, she and Trinny have been walking aimlessly. They’ve
been around the park twice and now they’re at a bit of a loss as to what to do next. They can see
the white buildings of the San from where they’re standing. She tries to think of who she knows
there. Nurse Quinn, of course. And Jilly’s mum, who everyone says is dying. “Cleve is over
there somewhere,” says Trinny, and they try to spot him. Instead they catch sight of the Barker
poking about a shed near the river. Laine pulls Trinny away from the river bank and back into
the trees. The last thing they want is to be spotted by him. The whole plan could be ruined. The
wind is picking up and they have to get moving. Their books are getting heavy and they’re
hungry again.
It’s Trinny’s idea to go to Vince’s. Her treat. The Diner is a good place to go. They can
talk all they want. Laine just hopes Jerome won’t be there by some horrible chance. But she
knows Jerome has gone off with Lennie to Nordegg to repair a drill or a pump or something.
They were scheduled to leave at eleven and it’s well into the afternoon.
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Chess
Harry Sanford’s office is a hole in the wall in an old warehouse overlooking the railway tracks.
Chess tries to hide his disappointment but he doesn’t fool Harry. “The resources are going into
equipment. The fancy office comes later. We’re hardly ever here anyway.”
Harry himself is still the same bright-eyed slick-tongued manipulator he’s always been.
He seemed to read that thought too. “Haven’t changed, if that’s what you’re thinking. If I
hadn’t taken geology I’d be selling used cars like my uncle Wesley. In fact, he keeps a job open
for me in case I go under. But I won’t go under, Chess. There’s so much money to be made in
this town you can practically scoop it up from the gutters.”
As always, Harry does most of the talking, laying out the business, the plan of action
and how well Chess would fit into all this. With his particular skills – no, his genius – he could
name his own price in the industry. Harry wouldn’t even be asking him but he knows that
Chess is never going to take any initiative to work in the field. Chess knows that he’s being
manipulated but all the same can’t suppress a bubble of excitement. He looks down on the
tracks as Harry talks. An engine is switching lines and backing up to a row of boxcars.
While the two of them discuss things Chrissie has been poking about the office, taking
in the battered filing cabinets, shelves overflowing with maps and geological charts. There’s a
map spread out on the table. “Is this a map?” asks Chrissie.” It’s not like maps in geography
class.”
Harry stops his stream of chatter and moves over to the table.
“It’s a topographical map. It shows the height of things, so you get a three dimensional
idea of the landscape. Look, I’ll give you a demonstration.” He takes a piece of paper and lays
it out in front of her. This is the floor, okay?”
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She nods.
“And now pretend you’re plastered against the ceiling looking down. Are you up
there?”
Chrissie looks up at the ceiling and nods again. “Yep.”
“Here’s the table.” He drew a square. “This is what it would look like from up there.
Right?”
“Yeah.”
He hands her a measuring tape he’s taken from the top of the filing cabinet. “Here,
measure the height of the table.” She does so with deliberate concentration.
“Thirty-six inches.”
“Okay, we write “36 inches” on the square to show how far up the table is from the
floor.” He writes in the measurement at the edge of the square. “Now measure this.” He puts a
cardboard box on top of the table. Then he draws another square on top of the table square.
“I get it!” Chrissie is excited. “This is the table and that’s the box. If I was looking down
from the ceiling it would look like that.”
“Exactly. You want to put in the height?” She measures the height of the box, takes the
pencil from his hand and writes in “12 inches.”
“So now,” he says, going to the topographical map, “this map is looking down on the
land like you’re a bird. And these lines show where the rises are and the height they are above
sea level.
“How do you know how high they are?”
“You measure them. Your dad can show you how.”
“How to measure a mountain?”
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“You still have your survey stuff?” Harry asks.
“In a box somewhere.”
“There you go,” Harry says to Chrissie. “I can’t give you the complete survey course in
five minutes but your dad knows all this stuff. He can show you how.”
“Can girls be wildcatters, Uncle Harry?”
“I don’t see why not.” He turns to Chess. “We’re almost too late, you know. It’s been
three years since Leduc. But there’s still plenty of need for guys like us. Like you.”
“I don’t know, Harry.”
“Well, we could really use you. One of our men just quit. It’s hard to keep anyone good.
The big guys just lure them away.”
“I have a good job.”
“You have a steady job, not a good one. Really, Chess, what are you getting at the
college? You’re a Sessional, right? They’re paying you peanuts.”
“But they are paying me. Alma and I get by.”
“Getting by! You're still a young guy. This is when you should be venturing everything.
Plenty of time to teach and ‘get by’.” He paces the room a bit, testing the waters. “Is Alma the
obstacle?”
“No. No. It's me. I just don't have it in me, Harry.”
“It's Mitch, isn't it. You know what he'd say, if he was here. Get off your butt, you
stupid son of a bitch!”
“Hey, hey!”
“Sorry. I forgot she was there.”
“Yeah, well Mitch was a born hotdogger.”
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“What's a hotdogger?” Chrissie asks.
“Someone who swears in front of children,” says Chess.
Chrissie looks at him soberly. “Are you putting me on?”
“You were the best of us back then, Chess. Remember Garry Svenson back in school?”
“Yeah. Why?”
“He was brilliant at hockey, right? He always knew where the puck was going to be
before the stick even touched it.”
“Yeah. I remember that.”
“Well that’s you in topography. You put a map in front of you and you know where to
stick the pin.”
“It’s a little more complicated than that.”
“You know what I’m saying.” And he does. “We really need you, Chess. The other two
guys and I are pretty good but we need your insight to pull it together.” Harry’s softsoaping
feels good, and for a moment Chess has a flash of his old enthusiasm. To be in the field,
actually putting the maps to use, not just explaining them to a bunch of kids. It’s the life he
wanted, that he still wants. But it’s a pipe dream. A teenager’s fantasy. He can’t even consider
it.
“ Look, Chess, I’m not kidding around here. You’re wasted in teaching. Mitch may
have been the hotdogger but you were the one who knew where to stab the map. All those
ideas, those hunches you had back before the war. They’ve all come true.”
“I’m not sure they were all my own hunches. I kept my ear to the ground, picked up a
lot of info.”
“We all had our ear to the same ground, Chess. You were the one who put it together.”
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“I don’t know Harry. It’s an inviting offer and I’m flattered but those days are behind
me.” He looks over at Chrissie, who is poring over the topographical map. “We should go,
kiddo. We don’t want to get home too late.” He heads for the door. But he’s amazed at his
sudden dip in mood. At how much his expectations had risen in this plain, no frills office. At
the conviction that in leaving it he will be leaving behind his last chance at excitement and
possibility.
“Chess.”
“Yeah?” He looks back at his friend. Harry has his used car salesman clinch-the-deal
look.
“Say yes.”
He hesitates looks down at Chrissie.
“Say yes, Dad. Why be a boring old teacher when you could be a wildcatter. Mom
would say yes too.”
Well he didn’t know about that, but she could only kill him once.
“Okay. Count me in.”
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Myrna
After lunch Myrna drives Lou home; they’d assessed the shoe and realized it wouldn’t get her
that far. “You have to take that job, Lou.” She talks seriously, in the way she’d advise a patient.
“I’ll ask Jimmy.”
“What’s the point in asking Jimmy? He’ll just say no. You have to break free at some
point, Lou. You’re wasting away literally. You’re all skin and bones.” Myrna secretly thinks
Lou’s high colouring might be something less than good health. “You have to have some
money of your own. You need clothes, and food, you really need food. Jimmy’s starving you to
death.”
Lou is silent.
“Really, Lou. I’m going to keep at you. A job at Vince’s would be a great way to get
free. It might not support you totally but it would give you some bargaining power with
Jimmy.”
“I don’t even know if I can do the job.”
“Of course you can. Anyone can waitress. And you, the customers would love you. And
Vince, he’s not going to let you fail. He’s head over heels.”
“Don’t even think that. Jimmy would kill him.”
Jimmy. Jimmy. Jimmy. Always bloody Jimmy. She drives down through the train
underpass and right onto Lou’s street, stopping at the small stucco bungalow near her dad’s
place. Lou scrambles out, standing a little unevenly on the broken shoe.
“I have the morning free tomorrow. We’ll talk. Go to Vince’s, maybe. Try it out.”
“I’ll ask Jimmy.”
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Myrna watches her friend hobble up the sidewalk and sighs. She doubts she’ll even get
Lou out of the house tomorrow. Why is it you can see what other people should do so clearly,
but to get them to see it… Then again, how many people feel that way about her?
She looks at her watch. Time to pick up Faye’s kids.
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Violet
Violet’s streetcar home is later than she’d planned. In the end she’d gone back up to the Eaton’s
cafeteria and treated herself to lunch. It was 39 cents well spent. They always put on a good
spread there. She had a hot roast beef sandwich puddled over with thick gravy, mashed potatoes
and canned peas. She’s always loved canned peas. Alma goes on and on about freshly shucked
peas like they’re a revelation from heaven but Vi likes the mushy comfy taste of the canned
variety. In fact the real ones always look too bright, poisonous even, they’re so green.
She spent the whole time there enjoying the aura of the cafeteria, the feeling that
commerce was flowing all around her. She could do that job. No sweat. The secrets and
mysteries of lingerie, she focused on that rather than the wool. For some reason she was
beginning to be spooked by the wool. The colour of it, even safely hidden by the brown paper,
was putting her off her food. She ended up shoving the parcel way down in her bag so she
couldn’t even see the brown paper.
The thought of the job, on the other hand, didn’t bother her appetite at all. She compared
herself to the woman who had served her at the wool counter, face like a prune and all the
powers of persuasion of a ruminating cow. Vi couldn’t see her selling lingerie. No one would
come near the counter. But Vi now, she could already picture herself in the role, standing there
behind the counter, all innocence, but conveying the idea somehow to her customers that she
was wearing the best herself. She would make women want to own things just by the way she
pulled them out of the trays and drawers. She could see herself displaying the boxes of silk
stockings, the modish new nylons, the lacy unmentionables that all woman had to have if they
were real women. It would be a mixture of discretion and suggestion. Mystery and rectitude.
She knew exactly what she would do. An expert, that’s what she was. The allure of lingerie and
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the transforming power that selling it would have on her life occupies her for a large part of the
way home, and she wonders why she hadn’t thought about doing this years sooner.
At Parkdale a woman gets on the crowded tram and squeezes herself in beside Vi, and
Vi has no choice but to put her shopping bag on her lap. And now the package of wool is too
close for comfort. Not only that, the unfinished red potholder is clearly visible beside it, nasty
and threatening, definitely disturbing her thoughts. She doesn’t know what’s getting into her.
And why now? It’s never troubled her before, what Chrissie does.
She remembers the first time it happened, about twelve weeks ago now. She was
knitting that scarf, a neat little thing she’d found a pattern for – scarf, hat and gloves – hurrying
to get it done before winter was over. Chrissie had come over and leaned on her knee the way
she did. She is a sweet kid, even though a little placid. Yes, she’d looked at the knitting, always
interested Chrissie is, you have to say that about her, always alert and positive, a good kid
really. She looked at the kitting, blue with a yellow thread going through it here and there, and
said, “Mr. Barlow.”
“What about Mr. Barlow?” She’d dropped a thread so she wasn’t paying particular
attention.
“His name is there in your knitting,” said Chrissie with no particular emotion that Vi
could see but she noticed her granddaughter’s hand was clutching at her stomach, and she’d
turned a little pale.
“It’s not nice, though.”
“What’s she talking about?”
Alma shrugged, looked mystified. “She doesn’t even know Angus Barlow.”
“Yes I do,” said Chrissie. “He’s in the choir.”
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“What’s he doing in the knitting?” Vi asked her.
“I don’t know.” Chrissie said. “But it’s not nice.”
“How can Mr. Barlow be in the knitting, Chrissie? That’s just silly.” Alma, not one for
putting up with nonsense, was a little annoyed.
“Not him, Mom, his name”
“Spell it out.”
“It’s not letters. It’s just his name. It’s kind of smiling at me. And it’s not nice.”
“She’s sickening for something.” Alma went upstairs to get the thermometer and took
Chrissie with her.
After supper Chrissie was alone with her in the kitchen, in her P-jays having some hot
chocolate. Vi showed her the knitting. “Is it still there?”
She nodded solemnly.
“Better not say anything,” Vi advised her. “You don’t want to go upsetting your
mother.”
And then the next day, Angus Barlow, propped up on an old lawn chair at the side of his
garage, gathering in the February chinook sunshine, had just toppled over. Myrna had stopped
in after work and found him there. He’d gone about as peacefully as you could go.
They hadn’t made the connection that time, but a month later Chrissie had picked up a
tea cozy Vi was knitting, the kind with thick cables that tied at the top in the shape of a winter
tuque, and said that Elva Anderson’s name was in the knitting.
Alma snapped and said not to be ridiculous and Chrissie had gone off to play with her
doll. And the next day in a freak Spring storm Elva was struck dead by a lightning bolt.
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Alma had gone a little snaky about that. She made the connection all right. Grabbed up
the tea cozy and thrust it at Chrissie. “It’s still there,” Chrissie had said. “It’s like it’s smiling at
me but it’s a mean kind of smiling, the way a bully would.”
“I don’t see anything,” said Vi.
“That’s because it’s not there,” Alma snapped.
“Yes it is.” Chrissie would not back down.
Alma had thrown the knitting in the garbage. Violet retrieved it later and finished it off.
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Jilly
Jilly is feeling way too excited. Flora Jean and Robert too. All three of them bouncing around.
Out of control. Mrs. Quinn stopped by the schoolyard at lunchtime and said she’d pick them up
after school and take them to see their mom at the San. She wanted to pick them up at the
school but Jilly said no, they had to get cleaned up, that their mom would worry if she saw them
all untidy.
“We can’t go like this,” she told Mrs. Quinn. Her skirt was torn and by the end of the
school day her brother and sister would be untidy and dirty. “She’ll worry if she sees us like
this. We have to fix ourselves up.”
“Yes, you’re right,” Mrs. Quinn said. “I’ll pick you up at home.” They lived over the
hardware store not far from the school so it was the same difference.
Mrs. Quinn will be coming to the house at any minute. Jilly is doing her best to get
everyone ready but they’re just too wild. They look better than they did, though.
Jilly looks at her brother. She made him brush his hair three times and ended up doing it
herself. She scrubbed his face and behind his ears and checked his knees. Flora Jean she’d
already gone over, brushed out her hair and re-braided it with big ribbons at the ends. Her own
hair, a short cut, she’d combed and fluffed out. They all look pretty good, she decides. They are
all wearing their Sunday school clothes, which are still in decent shape from Sunday. She has
polished their shoes with the cleaning rag. The only thing that bothers her are her knees. She
has taken the bandages off and washed them carefully. Maybe her mother wouldn’t notice the
scrapes. Flora Jean, inspired, said, “Why don’t you put makeup on them?”
She rushes to the dresser and, finding her mother’s old compact, hurriedly powders over
the scrapes. A horn blares outside, that has to be Mrs. Quinn. She herds them all downstairs
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onto the sidewalk. Myrna is there holding open the door of her car, smiling. She has a package
of lifesavers for each of them and has cleared out the back seat for Robert and Flora Jean. Jilly
gets into the front seat, feeling better now. They all look as good as she could make them. Her
mother will be happy. She knows that for sure.
“You look wonderful,” says Myrna, “all three of you. Your mom will think so too.”
“She needs to think we’re okay” Jilly says seriously. “She has to think that.”
Myrna looks a little worried. “You are okay, aren’t you?”
“Of course,” says Jilly. “We’re fine.” Her tone is deliberate and stern, defying Myrna to
think otherwise. “Ward takes good care of us.”
Myrna drives through the town and over to the bridge that leads to the north side of the
river. Riding in a car is a treat. They almost never do, not even when Ward is home. The sun
has come out and the streets and houses and gardens seem to shine and gleam. Jilly spots the
dog sniffing around at the end of an alley inspecting a garbage can. Although he caused her
major grief this morning, Jilly finds it hard to be angry with him. He’s just a puppy after all,
hungry, wanting food. She knows what that feels like. And how could you be angry with
anyone when you’re going to see your mom. They’re on the bridge now and she sees the river
below, blue green in the sunshine, almost turquoise. Like her mother’s Aquamarine hand lotion.
And she can glimpse the white San buildings through the trees, each one like a mansion in her
eyes. She wonders which one her mom is in.
“What are those palaces?” asks Flora Jean.
“That’s the San,” says Nurse Quinn. “Where your mother is.”
“She’s in the biggest one, I bet. Like a queen.”
“Queen mommy,” says Robert.
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And then they’re winding along a road that leads to the gardens and trees that surround
the white buildings. They pass several gardeners at work. Cleve Grisham, to Jilly’s surprise, is
one of them.
Finally the car stops and Nurse Quinn leads them along a path that goes between the
buildings onto a large lawn. Looking up at the window on the second floor she lines them up in
front of a flower bed filled with red and yellow tulips and little blue flowers sprinkled among
them.
“Just wait there. Your mom will be looking out from that porch up there. So you
mustn’t move or she might not see you. Okay?”
“Yes, Nurse Quinn.”
“I’ll go up and tell her you’re here.”
Nurse Quinn hurries back along the path and vanishes round the side of the building,
leaving them there all alone. They stand there, holding themselves back from running about,
anxious to see their mother. It seems to Jilly like they’re waiting forever and she wonders if her
mother is okay enough to come to the window. She hasn’t seen her mother since Easter when
she was allowed to come home for the day to visit them. Her mother had been so thin and
shrunken she’d looked like a different person. And when they hugged her she’d cried out in
pain. And then she’d cried because she couldn’t hug them back. Jilly looks at her brother and
sister. They’re so unusually quiet and she wonders what they’re thinking.
“She’ll come soon,” says Robert. “We just have to keep looking up at the window.”
“She is in the biggest palace,” says Flora Jean. “Just like a queen.”
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Myrna
Fortunately Nurse Brown isn’t anywhere to be seen when Myrna enters Faye’s ward. Myrna,
knowing that Brownie’s sweet tooth was a weapon that could be used against her, negotiated
with Eddie to ensure that a large chocolate cake would be in the tea room, along with a plate of
the cinnamon buns he made earlier that day.
As she’s preparing Faye to come to the window she hopes the children are staying put
where she left them, waiting at the flower bed till she signals them. She has promised them all
an ice-cream when the visit is over. A present from their mum, she said. A quick look out the
window confirmed what she’d hoped. She hurries back to Faye’s bed and pushes it to the porch.
“Come on, you. I have a big treat for you.”
Faye is obviously tired. She lies back on her pillow unable to summon up any kind of
strength. She seems to have forgotten Myrna’s promise that morning. “I don’t know, Nurse
Quinn. I’m not up for much right now.”
“You’re up for this.” She pulled Faye's bed out and pushed it towards the veranda.
“We’re going outside? Matron said I wasn’t strong enough.”
“Just lie back now.”
She pushes the bed out on the porch and over to the screened window. There they are by
the flower bed, just as she’d left them, all scrubbed clean and fresh and jumping up and down
as they catch sight of Myrna. She eases Faye to a sitting position so she can look out the
window.
“Just what the doctor ordered.”
“Oh my God!” Faye pulls herself to a standing position with suddenly renewed energy.
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“Oh my!” She waves wildly at the children. “Jilly, Robert. And Flora Jean, look how
she’s grown. Don’t they look wonderful? The stars of the morning, that’s what they are. Like
the stars of the morning.”
The children wave back and call out to her. “Look at them there. Shining in their
beauty.” Myrna looks down at them and has to agree with Faye, they really do shine. Jilly,
Flora Jean and Robert, scrubbed and mended and fresh-faced. Robert has snapped off a huge
red tulip from the flower bed and holds it up to Faye. Myrna is almost as overcome as Faye,
tears not far from the surface.
“What is going on here!” Nurse Brown has materialized behind them. She glowers at
Myrna and pulls Faye from the window. “Look at the state she’s in!”
“No, Nurse, really. I’m fine. Just let me see them a bit longer.” Faye struggles, desperate
to stay at the window. But Nurse Brown is not to be persuaded. Pulling Faye roughly back on
the bed she wheels her back to the ward and places the bed back against the wall.
“Did you see how clean they were and so healthy looking! So bonny! I knew Ward
would take good care of them. Bless his heart.” She is anxious for Myrna’s agreement but
Nurse Brown is not about to let the conversation continue.
“You’re not on duty, Nurse Quinn. Please leave at once. And get those children off the
lawn. Send them home before they disturb the entire ward.”
Faye leans back on her pillows exhausted but smiling. “I knew they’d be all right.
Shining. They were shining.”
“I had a premonition something was up. I didn’t even finish my tea. Didn’t eat a bite.”
The crumbs of chocolate on cake on the Supervisor’s ample breast declare otherwise, Myrna
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notices, but suppresses her smile. Behind her Faye is still murmuring. “I knew he would take
good care of them. Such good care.”
Myrna leaving the ward, feels more than a little guilty that she’s subjected Faye to
unnecessary stress, and has probably set her back considerably. But she knows she’s reassured
her. That Faye can now relax about the children.
She heads into the garden to take the children for the promised ice cream but when she
reaches the lawn they’ve vanished, chased off by the Barker. She sees Jilly in the distance
hurrying them along the road to the bridge. The Barker standing by the flower bed holding
Robert’s flower in his hand looks after them with satisfaction.
“Little brats. You have to watch them every minute.”
“Oh shut up, you horrible man!” Myrna snatches the flower from him and stalks off. He
watches her go in disbelief. Immediately she regrets her words. He would probably take it out
on Cleve.
She gets into her car determined to find the children and make sure they are okay. As
makes her way to the bridge the words and tune of the old hymn skirt the edge of her memory:
“Like the stars of the morning, his bright crown adorning, they shall shine in their beauty…”
Yes they had shone, all scrubbed and tidied up by Jilly. Knobby knees and crooked socks but
healthy and bursting with energy. Faye was reassured; that was the whole point of the exercise.
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Cleve
Cleve, busy pulling weeds and debris out of the vegetable plot, sees his father in the distance
chasing off the Crawford kids. He has no idea what’s going on but anything out of the ordinary
unsettles him today. Then he sees his father having some kind of run-in with Nurse Quinn and
that definitely alarms him. As the day progresses Cleve’s fear is mounting that it will all go
wrong. For one thing the Barker is not as drunk as he’d hoped. The many nips he was taking in
the garden shed aren’t having the desired effect. He doesn’t want his father to be agitated. The
Barker stands in puzzlement after Nurse Quinn moves off and for a moment Cleve is afraid he’s
going to come back and start in on him, but instead he moves off in the direction of his truck.
He hopes the Barker will get in it and leave him to his gardening. He doesn’t know if he can
deal with much more anxiety right now. The more fearful Cleve becomes, the more he worries
about leaving Jaycee, about breaking his promise to his mother. It’s been a fixture of his life,
that promise, a thing he defines himself by. He digs harder, anxious to blot out that image of his
mother’s face as she shoved Jaycee at him. The way her eyes rounded as he took the crying
baby and pushed her against the wall behind him. His mother’s face turned back, Jaycee quiet
all of a sudden, everything so quiet. And his mother not there anymore. Trinny’s sharp Mom?
The Barker’s snarl, Quiet. Keep it down.
I thought I heard her ….
She’s asleep, we’re all trying to sleep. Shut your yap for god’s sake.
And the silence heavier this time, the darkness darker. His dad stumbling about
coughing a little, muttering a curse or two, and some dragging sounds, but from his mother not
another peep.
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His thoughts are interrupted by his father, who hasn’t left after all. “Daydreaming again.
I want this finished by the end of the afternoon, you hear?”
“Yes, Dad.”
“We don’t want anyone saying the Grishams can’t do good work now, do we? You
make sure you don’t miss anything.”
“Yes, Dad.”
Pushing the spade deep into the vegetable bed, Cleve watched his father’s retreating
back. He was off to the tavern to get an early start on his birthday celebrations. Well, that’s
what Cleve hoped. What he dearly hoped. The more he got in him before tonight the better for
them all. Beyond his father he sees Nurse Quinn getting into her little red coupe and he feels a
pang of guilt. With most grownups you just had to put up a dumb front and they quickly forgot
you. But Nurse Quinn was different. She was nice and she was going to be his victim.
Happy to have something to distract his thoughts, Cleve works solidly at the digging.
The vegetable beds are extensive. The Sanatorium prides itself in being self-sufficient and
much of the food for the staff and patients is grown on the grounds.
His nerves on edge, he plods on, aware of every sound, every movement. The young
women crossing from the Children’s wards to the cafeteria. Cheerful laughing. Speaking a
foreign language. It’s definitely not English. He’s heard there are Polish aides working there.
That they come over as refugees and work for a year because help is hard to get, and then they
get to be citizens. This is the first he’s seen so many of them. They’re pretty and lively, the
sunshine bouncing off them. There are patients walking about as well, soaking up the sun. Their
familiar cough, he’s heard that often enough. It scares the shit out of him. Gobbets of blood is
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what he thinks of when he hears it. Sometimes he’s too scared to look into his own
handkerchief.
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Vince
Vince is serving up tea and toast to Georgia Coulter. One of the elite of Bowness. Lives in one
of the original Hextall houses. She’s been worried about her sister-in-law at the San but is
calmer now that the operation has gone well.
“She’ll be out of there in no time,” Vince assures her. “She’s a real fighter.”
“Yes. Thank God for that. Nothing keeps Joss down for long.”
Vince likes the Coulter women. Mannish in their trousers and boots. Dealing with their
world head-on, giving it a good slap now and then to make it behave. They’re affectionate with
each other, a little too affectionate, some like to observe, but they’re good people and helpful to
their neighbours. And at the church socials their baking is by far the best. He often thinks he’d
like to hire them to do his baking, a thought on the periphery that he never puts into action.
“We thought she got it from the animals, you know.” Georgia tells him. He’d heard that
a vet was called in by the Coulters shortly after Jocelyn was diagnosed, and all their animals
were tested. Some thought their behavior a little excessive. Nothing alarming was found but the
vet, bitten by one of the mink, had muttered about unnatural women with unnatural ideas.
Vince likes their breezy no-nonsense style and their energy, lots of that for sure. Lots of
children in town wandered over to the Coulter place to pet the rabbits and ponies. Jocelyn
Coulter’s own grandchildren turned up in the summer, and it was a merry place.
As he’s refilling Georgia’s teapot, Trinny and Laine come into the diner. Laine, slender
and blonde, promises to be a real beauty but it’s Trinny who steals the scene with her sullen
looks and blazing red curls. “Striking, isn’t she,” Georgia Coulter says, “The Grisham girl.”
Vince agrees. “Her mother’s looks, but a knife edge from her father.”
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Vince doesn’t like the look of that bruise on the side of Trinny’s face, at the temple. She
looks weary and seems to move with difficulty, staggers a little and stumbles against the table.
Something’s not right with her.
“It’s no wonder the mother left.”
Vince remembers her mother. A beauty too, but worn down, definitely worn down. He
has his own ideas about her disappearance but absolutely no evidence to back the idea up. That
weasely father of hers, everyone knows he beats his children yet no one ever does anything
about it. Why was that? Someone should give him a taste of his own medicine.
The girls are not anxious to sit at the window. Vince, guessing that they’re playing
hooky, seats them at the back, in a bit of an alcove that he usually keeps free to do his
paperwork.
Laine and Trinny are happy to be tucked away out of view. Vince brings them hot
chocolate and big wedges of lemon meringue pie and won’t take anything from them.
“Jerome’s sister warrants free pie,” he says enthusiastically.
“You won’t tell him though, that you saw us. I don’t want him knowing that we skipped
classes.”
“Never. My lips are sealed.” Vince grinned in a conspiratorial way. “Father confessor
Jerome will never hear it from me.”
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Laine
Laine settles down to her pie. It’s good, not as high or as flakey as Linda’s, but really tasty. It’s
obvious that Trinny has no complaints. For the first time that day she looks relaxed and
carefree. They lean towards each other and over the next hour talk and dream and plan how
Laine will meet up with the Grishams once they are settled in Osoyoos. Laine can almost
believe it really will happen.
They don’t refer again to Trinny’s intimations about the Barker, and Laine can’t bring
herself to tell Trinny about Lenny and last Saturday. She feels ill just thinking about it. His
hands all over her and no way of escaping him. Her mother was off shopping and had taken the
boys with her. The way she felt. God! And he wouldn’t be stopped, just grinned at her protests
and went right on with it. Fortunately Noble Johnston had come to the door about a job Lenny
was doing for him and she’d gone for a long, long walk until she was sure her mother was back.
And then caught hell because she hadn’t done the dishes. She wasn’t going to be that lucky next
time.
They are happy for an hour, then a group of older people come in for their daily coffee.
They’ve obviously heard about Chrissie’s prediction because there are a lot of furtive glances in
their direction and muffled comments, and the alcove doesn’t seem so hidden any more.
“Time to go,” says Trinny. Connie’s grapevine has a long reach.
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Myrna
Sitting under the soothing massage of Tina’s fingers working the shampoo into her hair, Myrna
drifts into a reverie that’s only minimally less deep than the one she expects later on that day,
because she has more or less decided to spend the evening at her dad’s house. Her dad’s house,
where she grew up. Her aunt and uncle had an identical house next door. The two families had
settled out here before Bowness was actually built. They were typical two-story houses of the
thirties, about twenty feet wide, on twenty-five-foot lots, a shared driveway leading to two
garages in back. The house was always kept up, its rooms painted every four or five years.
Right to the end, nothing was allowed to deteriorate. He’d got his girls to do the painting those
last years.
Many a Bowness teenager had learned to do housework in the employ of Angus Barlow.
And they learned to decorate. The décor never varied. Her mother had always gone for blue,
Wedgwood blue, and the wallpaper and carpet never varied from that hue. Millie Barlow, dead
now for four years, could have walked in and found nothing really changed. The gleaming
white doorframes and windows, the polished china cabinet and table, the sofa and chairs with
snow white antimacassars. It was all so soothing, so different from her own cheerless place.
Somehow after Toddy nothing seemed worth keeping up. Beige and mushroom browns that had
seemed so peppy and modern years ago, now were grungy and desolating.
Tina rinses out the shampoo and, sweeping her hand under Myrna’s head for support,
puts a small hand towel around her hair to catch the drips and get the moisture out. Then she
leads Myrna to the cutting chair and settles her before the mirror. As the scissors snip away, it’s
just a trim today, Myrna surveys Tina’s salon as reflected in the large wall mirror. The three
dryers, turquoise and white, the beige naugahyde cutting chairs. The cheerful turquoise walls
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and the gleaming sink. The picture window with green thriving plants, everything thrives under
Tina’s adept fingers, and the white venetian blinds. Tina handles most of the work herself.
Occasionally she brings in Dorothy Pinkham to give extra haircuts and manicures. Today, only
Tina is in the shop. There are fresh flowers at the reception table and there also is Russ’s vin du
jour sitting in full view by the chrome cash register.
Tina has done a good job in setting up the shop. Everyone in town imagines they’re in a
real salon. That’s what they call it, Tina’s Beauty Salon, though it simply says “Tina’s” over the
door. The best equipment and lots of classy magazines strewn about for people to read. Vogue
and Life and Saturday Night. Twice a week Cameron Latticer comes in to give haircuts to any
of the local men in town who want something more suave than Ricky’s barbershop can provide.
Tina and her business are a going concern.
Tina is talking about her tenant Ned Williams. According to her the man is on his
uppers. He owes two months’ rent and she feels he’s going to skip out without paying. He never
has a cent, drinks his paycheck away. Myrna feels sorry for him. He’ll undoubtedly get the toss.
Tina’s already been up to his rooms to see what there is of value in his belongings. He has
nothing up there but a collection of empties and a few books. No signs of life in the place, not
even a porno magazine. Scarcely a man at all, in Tina’s eyes. Myrna tries to remember him but
can’t place him. He’s one of the forlorn men who appeared after the war. So many people,
dislocated mentally by the war, no longer knew how to fit in to the community. Where was
community anyway? Church clubs? Parties at immigrant clubs? Children’s sports? The people
who were committed to community, she envied them and wanted to be like that but in the end
she always shrank away from it, wondering why she had to be that way. Even Frank took his
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turn at flooding the hockey rink and coaching the kids. He and Queenie took part in all those
kinds of things and people loved them for it.
Curlers next. Big ones to put a little body in, to take advantage of the natural waves in
her hair. Myrna had good hair. Tina she knew liked working on it and always did a fabulous
job. She often felt it was more than professional pride, though. Tina is screwing her husband.
Tina overcompensates by doing a fantastic job on Myrna’s hair so that Myrna has the bestlooking hairdo in town. It would be comic but Myrna isn’t in the comic mode these days, in fact
she’s particularly uncheerful right now. She knows Tina is mistaking her glumness for
knowledge. She has nothing against Tina. Even likes her in some ways. If it wasn’t Tina it
would be someone else. There always is someone.
Settling her under the dryer with a copy of Life, Tina moves onto the next customer,
Hank Grisham’s woman, Delores, a pasty blonde with pretensions of glamour. Full-bodied,
slack, Delores is already three sheets to the wind if the way she lurches over to the wash basin
is any indication.
“It’s Hank’s birthday. Make me look like a birthday present, Tina.”
Myrna looks a minute at Delores, imagines her living in that dump of a place with her
big red fingernails, and blowsy dresses, and soon backs off that line of thought, putting her
mind back instead to her dad’s place and her dad’s unusual legacies. Those that didn’t figure in
the will.
Angus Barlow had been an eccentric in every aspect of his life. But he’d also been a
man of action. Not impressed by fate or illness or setbacks, he moved ahead, coping, finding
means. Where there’s a will there’s a way was his underlying prime concept. He’d been made
chief supervisor at the packing plant where he worked with no more than a grade six education.
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He’d saved providently, paid off the mortgage on his house, bought a good car and put his
daughter through nursing school. He also had built a sizeable nest egg. He and Millie could
have travelled, certainly they meant to, and would have lived very well on his pension and
savings. For his illnesses, mainly of the rheumatic variety, he found his own remedies. When
Myrna went through the house after his death she found several gallon tubs of honey on a
basement shelf, and hanging from an overhead water pipe about twenty bunches of dried plants,
an herb of some kind, she thought, but not any she was familiar with, not thyme or rosemary or
dill, none of those. It wasn’t till she came across a little silver case in his bedroom drawer that
contained a half dozen thin little cigarettes that were clearly rolled from the unidentifiable plant
that she understood.
She tried one and from the relaxing and euphoric effects confirmed immediately what it
was. She found “the smokes” were just as effective for dulling heartache as for the pains of
arthritis.
The dryer has stopped and she’s aware of Tina pulling her out and settling her in the
chair again. Unwilling to pull away from her dream world she lets Tina chatter on, enjoying the
relaxed semi-conscious state. Until a certain jarring thread of Tina’s patter reaches her.
She could use a car like that, Tina’s saying. Just the thing for getting about. Her own
clunker is pretty well dead and Russ let it drop that Myrna might be willing. For a good price.
Let it drop. Now when would that be, Tina? Myrna thinks, but Tina pushes on, really into it
now, about the car being a bit dated now but probably in good shape not being driven for
several months what was it, six at least? There had to be some things that needed work – the
battery, for instance. But heck, she could think about it, couldn’t she? Myrna pretends to still be
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in her dream fog. She doesn’t answer Tina. Tina finishes, pats her hair and says, “What do you
think?”
Not sure if Tina’s referring to her hair or the car Myrna mutters, “It’s great.” She
lurches out of the chair feeling not unlike Delores Grisham. Couldn’t seem to get her
coordination, only it isn’t liquor, but rage. The car. Russ had actually promised her the car!
Disposing of her father’s possessions as he saw fit.
They are at the cash register now and it opens with a big cheerful “clang”. And there
again is Russell’s bottle. She feels like braining Tina with it.
“You will give me first dibs,” Tina says appealingly, big eyes and all. “On the car.”
Tina laughs and then is called away by Delores before Myrna can answer.
The damned car! She leaves in a daze of fury. Why she’s so angry she doesn’t know.
She’s known about Russ and Tina for ages. Has accepted it, is even glad of it. But it’s the sheer
outrageous gall of the man. Promising his wife’s car to his mistress. Well she could tell them
one thing for sure. She’ll drive it off the Hextall Bridge before that ever happens.
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Cleve
His work finally finished, Cleve heads off from the San gardens, a big bag of Eddie’s cinnamon
buns under his arm. He’s going to miss Eddie’s kindness and wishes he’d been able to say a
proper goodbye.
Very few people walk to the San from town. They take the taxi from the drug store or
they catch a lift if they don’t have a car. The same thing in reverse at the end of the day. Cleve
at one time had a bike but his dad sold it to someone. However he has his own efficient routes
through town.
Some fifteen minutes after he left the grounds he slips up the drive that runs along the
side of the Barlow house. The package is there in the milk box, just as they left it last night. He
slips it under his jacket and replaces it with the cinnamon buns. They’ll come in handy on the
drive, he’ll pick them up later just before they leave. Then he moves along to the garage. He
can’t resist looking in the garage window. The old Mercury is there, dark, mysterious, packed
with their future. He and Trinny put the final touches to their packing last night. More food
items. Trinny can never resist putting in a few more cans and jars from the Barlow pantry. He
had to physically restrain her from putting in one of the four gallon pails of honey. What if it
spilled, he asked her, and she had to give in. He’s glad that it’s time at last. The planning and
packing are now over and for better or worse they’ll be out of here before midnight. He and
Trinny in the big car, old and worn but reliable. He will be driving, king of the road, in charge
at last of his life. Trinny has the keys, of course, not quite able to trust him, and he doesn’t
know if he can be trusted. If he had the keys now he would definitely be tempted just to take
off. But he’d never leave Trinny. Never. But he’s leaving Jaycee, isn’t he? That’s much worse.
He imagines the Barker tomorrow, pushing her about, Delores looking on coldly or just
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creeping out, not wanting to get in the way of the Barker and his target. How can he leave her?
Jaycee is pretty cool, she’s smart, observant, with a knack for keeping out of trouble. But
there’s no way you can keep out of the Barker’s trouble, not without help. No matter how
observant or clever you are.
Conscious that he’s been lost in daydreams, he comes back to the real world and looks
about to make sure he hasn’t been spotted. But there’s no one in the kitchen window looking
out, nor would there be. Myrna is never here during the day and after midnight she’ll be back
on her shift. They should have no trouble getting the car out of the garage without being seen.
Not by her and hopefully not by anyone else. But he could be seen now if someone’s at home
on the street. He leaves, not by the driveway but into the alley, just to make sure. The package
is stuffed tightly into his jacket. He has to be careful with it. If his dad surprises him with it
before time it could throw everything out.
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Violet
She can see them all in there when she gets off the streetcar, Teddy and Della, Merle, and
Wally and Bonnie, all huddled together, backs slumped over, arms circling protectively around
their coffee and Danishes as if it was their last meal and someone was trying to steal it from
them. For a moment she hesitates to join them, not wanting to be sucked into their way of
thinking, their elderly it’s all over now so what’s the point attitude. Jesus, she thinks, not one of
them is even sixty. She looks down and sees the red potholder in her bag. It looks shabby and
mean, and she feels ashamed. To think she was actually going to use it to bring attention to
herself. She was actually going to tell tales on her granddaughter. She shoves it down under the
brown paper parcel that holds the new wool.
When she enters the café, the smell of coffee and pastries washes over her and in spite
of lunch she’s hungry again. Vince, at the cash register, waves to her. He’s a nice man but a
touch in love with his own food. Wouldn’t hurt him to drop twenty pounds, Vi thinks. Wally,
the first of the group to notice her, waves her over. They all look up and she can tell that they’re
eager to see her. For a moment she feels flattered, but getting to the table she understands what
the eagerness is really about.
“Sit down, sit and tell us everything!” Somehow they’ve heard. But who would have
told? Not Chess or Alma, and Chrissie herself never talks about it.
“Tell you what?”
“Chrissie’s latest prediction. We hear she nailed Trinny Grisham.”
“Now where did you hear that?” Vi said.
“You didn’t know?” says Merle, astonished. “It’s all over town. That Connie
Atchinson? She saw her in Chess’s car and she said Trinny Grisham’s name clear as a bell.”
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“Chrissie says a lot of names. So do you, when it comes down to it. You just said
Connie Atchinson. Does that mean she’s going to pop off?”
“Well no. But Chrissie’s a special case.”
“Connie said she looked right at Trinny Grisham and said her name.”
“Well it would have been funny if she said another name, wouldn’t it?”
Vince comes over with the coffee pot and fills them all up. “What’s all the fuss about?”
“Vi’s granddaughter has predicted that Trinny Grisham’s going to die,” Merle told him.
“You guys need to get a life.”
Vi feels a rush of gratitude to Vince and decides that the extra twenty pounds sit well on
him.
“What do you say, Vi?” he asks.
“I say it’s utter nonsense,” she answers. “Chrissie has no special powers that I know of.”
She orders a toasted Danish and a large hot chocolate from Vince and sits back in her chair. She
doesn’t feel all that good. The thought of the red potholder in her bag is working strange things
on her insides.
“If she hasn’t any special powers, what about that tea cozy you sold me for 10 bucks?”
Della wants to know.
“If you don’t like the tea cozy you can have your money back,” says Vi.
She definitely feels ill. And she’s fearful for Trinny and Chrissie, and of Alma when she
finds out. She thinks back on her avid exploitation of Chrissie’s other predictions and can’t
even understand herself. She definitely needs something to do. If the Eaton’s thing doesn’t
work out she’ll get something else. Plenty of work out there. No more sitting around with these
has-beens. Suddenly remembering, she gets up.
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“Where are you going?”
“Just popping into Tina’s for a minute to make an appointment. I have a job interview.”
“Job interview!” Suddenly the tack has changed, they all want to know about the job.
She rushes off, feeling good about that at least. When she comes back they’ll be all over her
wanting to know all the details and she can keep them entertained for a good hour with all her
views on lingerie and salesmanship and who knows what. The tide has turned. And that stupid
yellow wool, it’s going back tomorrow and she’s never doing another stitch of knitting for as
long as she lives. A reprieve.
She gets into Tina’s just as she’s closing. She hastily books an appointment with Tina
for first thing in the morning. That would give her plenty of time to get to her interview.
There’s a display of Spray Net canisters arranged on the counter and Vi decides to buy one. For
some reason she feels compelled to tell about her job prospects. Tina smirks at her in that
superior way she has. “Eaton’s is taking on senior citizens now, are they?”
“I’m not a senior yet,” she snaps and takes her change and she’s sorry now she bought
the hair spray. Spray Net was all the rage, though. She’s not that sorry. She’ll need it to keep
her hair in place for work.
Outside, the wind has come up and whips her coat around her legs. She shoves the hair
spray and her change into her bag and accidentally dislodges the red ball of wool.
It falls into a muddy puddle in the gutter. When Vi bends to retrieve it the knitting is
knocked loose as well. She picks it up hoping to salvage it but it is completely soaked in mud
and water. It would be easier to knit it again than clean it. Angry, she pulls the ruined potholder
off the needles. It unravels as she pulls and in a temper she helps it along, pulling out row after
row of muddy red wool. Eager now to see the end of it she rips it down to the last stitch.
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Tossing the wool into the gutter she feels lightheaded and unexpectedly relieved, better than she
has in some time.
As she stands there, she’s aware of someone stumbling in front of her. It’s that old
layabout Hank Grisham, stepping out of the alley. He must have fallen down because there’s
mud down one side of his jacket and pant leg. She can smell his beery breath. He’s much too
close.
“Wha zat about?” He can hardly get the words through his lips. Drunk as a pickerel.
She feels a pang of fear – first for herself, then for Trinny. Grisham is a nasty customer.
The way he treats his children. And that poor wife of his, Mary, look how she faded and faded
over the years, the life slowly sucked out of her. No wonder she left.
He leans against the wall, unstable, stinking with booze. Down the alley she sees that
Delores woman tottering along on her high heels, hair piled on top of her head and coat pulled
tightly about her. A tough cookie if there ever was one. She wouldn’t be taking the kind of
abuse that Mary endured. But then Mary would have taken it for the children’s sake. Vi
suddenly wonders if Mary had left at all. Well she wouldn’t, would she? She would never have
left with the children still there. Vi has heard the rumours about Mary but this is the first time
she’s put it together for herself.
“You keep your hands off her, you hear?”
“Whaddya talkin’ about?”
“She’s a good girl and she deserves better than…”
“Than what? Whaddya on about, you old cunt?”
“If anything happens to her. Well, all I can say is you won’t get away with it a second
time.”
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“A second time? What’s that little bitch been saying to you?” Stumbling forward he
reaches for her. She moves out of his reach.
“We won’t let it go, the way we did with Mary.”
“That girl’s a liar, you know. Always has been.” Suddenly the Barker doesn’t seem so
drunk any more. But Vi doesn’t back down.
“You just watch it Hank Grisham. We’re all on to you.” The Barker, his reddened face
looking like it might burst with rage, made a lunge for her. But he wasn’t quick enough. She
side-stepped him easily and he went right past her, tripping on the curb and falling into the
gutter. He rolled about trying to regain his feet. Not waiting to see if he was successful Vi went
down the street and into Vince’s Diner.
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Laine
Although Trinny has described it to her, Laine can’t believe the bleakness of the Grisham place.
The kitchen/living area is walled by open two by fours. No gyp-rock or panelling. There are no
finished rooms at all, just a blanketed place at the back that Trinny says is the Barker and
Delores’s bedroom. There is an old electric stove in the kitchen, the only amenity. A chipped
chrome table and chairs with the stuffing leaking out, an ancient icebox with no ice. The
kitchen sink is fed by a hand pump.
She has the feeling of holding her breath the whole time she’s there, breathing through
her teeth, not wanting to take in the stench that hangs in the air. There is no comfort, no care
taken. She feels a new respect for her parents and the comfortable pleasant and airy home they
provide, even if it does has its own nasty side.
Laine gets to work on the cake, thankful that she and Trinny had their afternoon
together. There’s no time now for friendly discussion. While she’s putting the cake together
Trinny is busy packing a bag for Jaycee and the boys. She herself is preoccupied with the
recipe, suddenly not so sure that she wrote it down correctly. The batter seems a little too runny
when she fills the cake pans. And the stove is a trial. The oven has no thermometer and she just
has to guess at the temperature. She puts the pans in and hopes for the best. As she’s washing
up the mixing bowl and spoons, Cleve comes home. He looks out of breath and his face is red
from exertion. Trinny takes the brown parcel he’s carrying and draws him to one side, out of
earshot of Jaycee and the boys. She is obviously telling him of the change of plans.
“Are you crazy?” Laine hears him say. “It’s never going to work!”
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“We can’t leave them, Cleve. You know what he’ll do.” It’s clear to Laine that Cleve
wants to argue with his sister, but Trinny won’t have it. She puts the bag she just packed in
Cleve’s hand and shoves him towards the door.
Laine is sorry to see Cleve go off again. She was hoping to say goodbye and now she’ll
probably be gone before he gets back.
She finishes the washing up and helps Trinny with the party preparations. A crepe paper
tablecloth with red and white stripes for the table. Party hats and cornets in every place. Grape
Freshie in plastic glasses.
The cake comes out lopsided, but baked through without burning. Icing hides a lot of
sins in a cake and Laine doesn’t stint, uses up the whole bag of icing sugar and the rest of the
butter Trinny bought and spreads it over the cake, huge dollops of it, and between the layers.
Chocolate cake and white icing. In the middle she puts the big blue and gold sugar sign. Happy
Birthday, it says. The cake is the most elegant thing in the room and the children are transfixed
by its beauty. Jaycee take command of it and warns the boys off, promising to pound them if
they come within ten feet of it. She goes off to hide it till it’s needed.
Now the cake is made, Laine is anxious to go. She doesn’t want to be there when the
Barker turns up. “Don’t worry about him,” Trinny says. “He and Delores’ll be at the tavern by
now. They won’t be back for hours.” But only a few minutes later the Barker comes in with
Delores and it’s clear he’s in a bad mood. And it’s clear that Trinny is the cause of it.
“What have you been saying about me, you little slut?”
“Nothing!”
“Nothing? I’ve just been talking to that old bitch Violet whatshername. Spouting lies
about your mother.”
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“What lies?”
“Don’t you know? She said she got them from you.”
“I’ve never spoken to that woman. And besides, what would I tell her about Mom?”
“Probably that she was trash just like you.”
“Don’t you talk about my mother that way.”
“Or?” He slaps her hard across the face. Follows it up with a real punch that sends her
into the two-by-fours. Laine, paralyzed with shock, knows she should do something. She
reaches out and grabs his arm. “Stop it!”
“Who the hell are you?”
“That Violet you’re talking about. Trinny didn’t tell her anything,” she says “It’s
Chrissie.”
“Chrissie?”
“Violet’s granddaughter. She made another prediction.”
“The Carmichael kid?”
“She says Trinny is going to die.”
“She got that right!” Trinny, still dazed by the Barker’s punch, is halfway to the floor.
The Barker kicks her viciously in the side. Laine is sure she’s about to witness a murder.
“She said Trinny was going to die and you’re the one making it happen.”
He turns towards her. She’s diverted the violence from Trinny but it’s coming at her
now. Too close, much too close. The beer on his breath. The bloodshot eyes. “You’re that
Flanders brat, aren’t you. You get the fuck out of here, before I start in on you.” He grabs Laine
by the throat and shoves her towards the door. His face is right up against her and she feel like
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she’s going to vomit. Then, without warning, the lights go out, and mercifully the Barker lets
go of her.
“What the crap?”
A glow comes from the kitchen doorway and Jaycee comes in holding the cake. It
seems like there’s a hundred candles on it, all burning fiercely. In a quavering voice Jaycee
sings “Happy Birthday”. The boys join in, laughing and pushing each other about. Even
Delores pulls herself out of her drunken slump and joins the singing. The primal song. The
irresistible anthem of happiness.
“Jesus Christ! So this is what all the mystery’s about. Why didn’t you say so? You
sneaky little buggers.”
“It’s supposed to be a surprise,” says Jaycee. “That’s why we didn’t say.”
“Well it’s a surprise, all right. I’m not that crazy about surprises.” But he digs a couple
of fingers in the cake and scoops up a huge dollop to his mouth. “Mmm… good icing.”
This is a signal to the boys to go wild. There is a general tucking into cake with Jaycee,
not too successfully, trying to dole out proper portions to everyone. Delores takes over the knife
and serves up good-sized pieces for the Barker and herself.
Laine goes over and helps Trinny to her feet. She stands unsteadily. There is a weary
look to her.
“You’re hurt.”
“I’m fine. Really.” She pushes Laine to the screen door. “You’d better go now, while
he’s forgotten about you.”
“Only if you’re all right.”
“I am. I promise.” Trinny hugs her and pushes her onto the porch. “I’ll write you.”
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“You better.” Behind Trinny, in the weak light of the kitchen, she sees the disorder and
grime, the Barker and Delores stumbling about with their cake and fresh bottles of beer, Richie
and Ben fighting over the icing on the cake plate. She doesn’t have a good feeling about things.
There’s a long way to go before Trinny and Cleve actually pull off the plan.
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Jilly
Jilly is making toast and margarine for their supper. Today with that dumb dog she almost lost
it. But Mrs. Robinson was so kind. She knows about Mom, she’s a friend of hers. She knows
how hard it is. Sometimes she brings clothes to help out, a few bits of food. It was a good day
after all, seeing her mother like that. Her mom looked pretty good, waving and smiling down at
them like that. Maybe she wasn’t as ill as they thought. She spread the margarine carefully,
anxious to make it last for all the slices but go right to the edges of the bread as well.
That’s what she was doing the day her father came home, making toast to keep
everyone occupied, keeping them quiet. Except then they’d had cinnamon and sugar to put on
the toast so it was delicious and a pretty good memory right up to the point that Flora Jean
looked out the window.
They were living in the same place, here above the hardware store. Her mother and
Ward were in the bedroom. Jilly was keeping everyone quiet so they could rest. But she knew
they weren’t really resting. That was just what she told Robert and Flora Jean. She didn’t know
what exactly they were doing, just that there was something wrong about it. Flora Jean was at
the window waiting for the toast. Robert was playing with his tinker toys, making irritating car
noises. And the toast seemed to be taking forever. Flora Jean was suddenly attentive.
“It’s Dad!” she said.
“What? What are you talking about?”
“Dad is crossing the street. He’s coming to our door.”
Dad! Jilly’s heart felt like it dropped into her stomach. A cold frozen minute and then
the flood of fear, hot shame, out of control emotion. And then she was pounding on the door.
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“Mom, Mom! It’s Dad. Dad’s home.” Her mother rushing out in her slip tousled and
flushed, Ward sleepy-eyed behind her pulling up his pants. Footsteps on the stairs and the door
opening. Another forever-frozen moment. Dad looking around, taking it all in. “I get it,” he
said. “Get what?” said Flora Jean. He pulled the door closed behind him and that was the last
they saw of him.
A fight would have been better. A good punch to Uncle Ward’s jaw, a shouting match,
words hurled, but just that look, the recognition and the fadeout. Turned around. Gone. Uncle
Ward didn’t leave them. He was okay. But he wasn’t their dad. He was a responsible man, but
harried, a traveller, so he wasn’t around as much as needed. Then Mom getting sick, so mostly
there was no one around. Ward has been away, since two Fridays ago, leaving a couple of
loaves of bread and some peanut butter and five dollars. He sold hotel supplies and he was gone
for two weeks at a time. How the kids made do he never seemed to wonder. With the five
dollars this time Jilly bought powdered milk, a big bag of flour and some baking powder.
That’s what they lived on for the last two weeks. Pancakes. She saves the peanut butter for
school so it looks like they’re normal. Peanut butter sandwiches like everyone else.
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Chummy
Mrs. B is cross. Chummy knows he has tested her and feels sorry. Mrs. B doesn’t deserve to be
tested. But his mission took a lot longer than he thought. It was Milly and Joanie fussing about
in the dining room. He hadn’t expected them to spend so much time in there after supper. But
besides the regular clearing away they were checking over the napkins. It seemed that some of
them needed mending and they had to pull out all the worn ones. It took them ages and ages
and Chummy had to wait in the hall, hoping no one would find him there. It was way past
story-time before he could complete his mission and hide what he had retrieved from the dining
room in the pocket of his jacket hanging in the cloak room.
“I was on a manoeuvre,” he tells Mrs. B.
“Oh were you?” she says, breaking into a smile in spite of herself. He knows she wants
to keep frowning but she never does for long. “Well you’d better go on shorter manoeuvres in
future if you want a bedtime story.”
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Cleve
Working his way down the back alleys to the Barlow house, Cleve feels sick and frightened.
They’re doomed. He knows it. When Trinny hit him with the news he couldn’t believe it.
Changing the plans at this point! Saying it wasn’t just her and Cleve anymore. They were
taking everyone.
“Are you crazy?” he said to her. “It’s never going to work!”
But Trinny wins because she has the winning card. The silence before their mother left.
She was witness to that silence. “You know what he’ll do,” she says, not specifically saying
what. They never say it. Never have said it. But it’s there between them.
And now here he is, creeping up back lanes with a bag of things for Jaycee and the
boys. He wants to know why they can’t take it later when they leave but Trinny again has her
way. She wants everything in place. So nothing will go wrong. But everything will go wrong.
Cleve can see it clearly.
It’s a dangerous time to be sneaking up alleyways. People getting ready for supper.
Dogs barking at him. Someone could look out, come out, at any minute. But he reaches Mr.
Barlow’s without being spotted. Since Trinny has the keys, he can’t put the bag in the car so he
puts it behind the garage, tucks it in behind the garbage pail. They’ll put it in the car when they
leave tonight.
Heading back home, he thinks of the boys off in the woods frying potatoes. They’ll be
there any time now. They wouldn’t have gone this afternoon because of the rain. Would they
talk about wild adventures and horror comics and murder? Something they said about murder
pops into his memory. It was Curly Beaufort who said it. “Murderers,” he said. “Once they’ve
done it, you know, they have to do it again. There’s a taste for blood.”
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He gets back to the house close to seven o’clock. The old man got home before he did
and has done a number on his sister. Trinny is bleeding from a cut over her eye and she
stumbles when she walks. Jaycee is plain terrified, pale with fright. The birthday cake is pretty
well gone. As expected, his father is three sheets to the wind. And Delores is not much better.
Trinny is heating up chicken noodle soup and Jaycee has set out bread and potato chips. Cleve
doesn’t feel much like a party and he can tell Trinny’s not really into it either but the boys are
so revved up and wild it seems like a party anyways. Try driving that to Osoyoos, Trinny, he
wants to say.
Trinny has done her best to make things look festive but the place is a dump. The sofa
half rotted away with use and spilled drinks. The linoleum the Barker took out of an abandoned
building, not quite reaching the walls, curling up at the edges. A bare bulb hangs from the
ceiling. The contrast between this place and Mr. Barlow’s, where everything is painted and
finished and bright. This place he can see will only get worse. His father and Delores don’t
even seem to notice how bleak it is. Most of the time they’re too far gone to notice anything. It
must have been hell for his mother all those years with the Barker. She would have known that
things were not going to get any better.
“We forgot the big candles,” says Jaycee, bringing out two white candles stuck in beer
bottles. Trinny lights them and turns the lights out so the effect of the candles would be better
but Cleve is spooked. The faces reflected in the candlelight bring other faces to mind. Trinny’s
face, pale and ghostly, so much like his mom’s. They sing “Happy Birthday” again but the song
doesn’t sound happy to him. He’s glad when the lights are back on.
And then the presents. Trinny has somehow produced a twelve pack of Crown and
Anchor, the Barker’s favourite – how she bought that he has no idea. And then they bring out
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the bottle of Canadian Club. His father is stunned. Even through his bleary drunkenness he
wants to know how they got it. Cleve has a story about working for Eddie after hours peeling
potatoes. The Barker buys it. “So that’s why he wants you in the kitchen. Sneaky little bugger,
aren’t you. All of you. Sneaky little buggers. I don’t like you earning money I don’t know
about. But good cause, right? All in a good cause.” He seems to have totally forgotten that he
beat up Trinny.
Cleve tries to ask her about it.
“Not now. Let’s just get on with this.” She is brisk and business-like, bossing everyone
about but there is an unnatural heaviness to her actions, as if she’s moving underwater.
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Violet
Leaving Vince’s, Violet gets back home to find Alma all alone pacing about the kitchen, the
strain of the day evident on her face. Alma never could hide her feelings. Chess and Chrissie
are both absent and it’s nearly six o’clock. “I don’t know where they can be.”
“They’re together, are they?”
“Well of course they are. Oh God, Mumma! Do you think they might not be?” The
implications of that are too much for Alma, already worried out of her mind. She starts to cry.
“Well of course they’re together.” Violet speaks with a confidence she doesn’t have.
Why did she ever start that damned knitting? “Where else could they be? Maybe Chess took her
to the park or something.”
“The park? But it’s been raining on and off all day. All the swings would be wet.”
Vi has no ideas. Fortunately she’s not tested for too long. The sound of the car pulling
up in the driveway brings them both rushing to the side door. And there are the two truants
looking very pleased with themselves getting out of the car. Violet can see no damage to either
of them, but Chrissie…. “What on earth has he done to her hair!”
They come in slowly, not so pleased with themselves now. Alma grabs Chrissie up in a
smothering hug and starts to cry.
“Don’t worry, Mom, it’ll grow back in,” Chrissie says. “Hair’s good that way.” She puts
her arms around her mother. “It can be just the way it was.”
“No. You look lovely. I love it.
“You do?
“Yes. It looks perfect on you. I wish we’d done it ages ago.”
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Chrissie, encouraged, launches into a blow by blow of their adventures. The haircut, the
geese who nearly killed her. Lunch at Nana and Grandpas. “We’re all going there on Sunday.”
“Chrissie, just hold on will you.” Chess looks pretty anxious to Violet.
“And Dad’s going to be a wildcatter!”
“Chrissie!” Chess turns miserably to Alma. “ I really hoped to talk to you first about
this.”
“No, it’s fine, Chess. Really. It’s wonderful to see her so... bonny!” She smiles at him
and there’s Chess at her side and they’re both hugging and kissing. Vi shakes her head. The
world’s most romantic couple. She decides to make herself useful in the kitchen. Alma has a
stew heating up. And there’s salad half made.
“I was so worried. All day, I just…”
“I know, me too. I wanted to call you but there just wasn’t an opportunity. I should have
checked with you before taking off with her. ”
“No, no. Look at her. She’s blooming. Hooky was just the ticket.”
“Hmm. Well maybe you and I should play hooky some time.”
“Dad! You and Mom?”
“Why not?” It wasn’t Violet’s idea of a hot date. But go figure.
“I picked up eclairs for supper,” Alma says, like she picked up champagne or
something.
“So did I!” They’re obviously thrilled to pieces with themselves. Violet sets out bowls
out, and cutlery. Someone has to get the dinner on the table.
“You know what the Queen said,” Chess smiles.
Great! Prepare yourself for another one of their romantic truisms, Vi.
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“You can never be too rich or too thin or have too many eclairs.”
“The Queen said that?” Chrissie asks.
“To me, personally,” says Chess solemnly.
They sit down to the stew and mashed potatoes. Vi hasn’t enjoyed supper so much in a
long time. She’s in a good humour too. Sometimes all you needed was a good kick in the pants.
And it was even better when no one knew you’d had it.
After the stew, Alma pours tea and Chess breaks open a box of eclairs and puts them on
a plate. Alma smiles.
“Eclairs are your answer to everything,” she teases.
“Not everything,” says Chess. And Violet actually feels a little thrill for Alma, because
he means it.
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Chummy
Ten thirty. Chummy hears the clock in the downstairs hall chime the half hour and carefully
gets out of bed. He pulls his pants and heavy blue sweater over his P-jays. Curly and the others
probably went to bed in their day clothes but Chummy couldn’t do that because Mrs. B always
tucks him in extra specially. Pulling his pillows into a roll he tucks the blankets round them to
make a body shape. Then he puts his teddy bear at the top just under the covers, face down.
Careful not to make any noise, he crosses the dorm to the door. Looking back he sees that the
teddy bear strategy works. The fake body looks just like him, he’s sure of it. It probably
wouldn’t fool Mrs. B for long but he knows that once she is settled in her arm chair with her
knitting and the radio going she will not stir unless called for.
Gaining the hallway he creeps downstairs to the cloakroom and puts on his rubber boots
and raincoat. He has brought his toothpaste mug from his night table to hold his helping of fried
potatoes and he tucks it carefully in his pocket.
The side door as always is unlocked and he sneaks out, careful to close the storm door
behind him without clashing it. The vegetable garden is creepy in the dark. The old scarecrow
looks more than alive and the withered corn stalks from last year are unnervingly suggestive of
demonic things. The dark bushes by the chicken house are a little scary too but he tells himself
that this is the adventure part and he has to be extra clever. Earlier that day he tied a little bit of
string to the bush that is close to the path and soon finds it. His eyes now accustomed to the
dark, he is able to pick out the trail ahead of him and before long he hears the muffled laughter
and excitement of the boys.
Sometimes they fry up in the afternoon, sometimes at night. Each time has its own
dangers. But Curly says they have to keep changing the routine. The pit is always in the same
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place and the cleaning ritual always the same but the schedule is at different times so it will be
harder to catch them. Chummy thinks this is brilliant.
He comes to the clearing where a fire has already been started in the pit. A quick survey
of the faces around the fire tell him that Cleve isn’t there and he feels acute disappointment. It’s
not just that they won’t let him stay without Cleve but he’s become accustomed to seeing the
older boy. Cleve likes him too and Chummy thinks of him as his special sort of brother. And
now the potatoes don’t seem as tempting.
“What are you doing here, squirt.” Curly Beaufort is looking at him, sullenly.
Chummy feels optimistic, though, with the spoils of his afternoon mission hidden safely
in his raincoat pocket.
“I suppose you think you’re going to get some,” Curly says.
“Cleve always lets me.” He takes out his mug.
“Look at that,” Truck jeers, “He’s even brought his mug, the dope.”
“I wonder why Cleve’s not here.”
“Dunno. He left the spuds though.”
“Yeah, Cleve’s okay.”
“He didn’t leave the salt, did he?”
“No.” Cleve always had salt. This is one of the times they’ve forgotten it. This is what
Chummy has been counting on. He reaches in his pocket again and holds up the little glass
object he stole from the dining room.
“Chummy. You little jerk! Mrs. B is going to kill you.”
Curly grabs his mug and fills it with thick slices of crusty fried potato.
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“Here you go.” Sprinkles the fries liberally with the salt. “Next time bring vinegar too,
okay?”
“Okay.” Chummy crouches down with the others. He hadn’t thought to bring a fork but
that’s okay. It only burns his fingers a little bit.
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Cleve
They left the house at 11:30. They wanted to arrive at Barlow’s around midnight when there
was no chance that Mrs. Quinn would be there. Her shift started at 12:00. By the time they left,
the Barker and Delores were in the hoped-for stupor. For a long time it seemed that they would
never get there. They went through the bottle of rye, becoming more and more argumentative
and violent. The Barker’s conviction that his family was trying to put one over on him
increased as the liquor went down. They all stayed well out of his way so that it was Delores
who took the brunt of his blows and gave a few in return. They would both be pretty bruised
come morning. Cleve, curled up in his bed, listened fearfully to the rumpus in the kitchen.
“Cagey little snots. They’re up to something.”
“Why don’t you relax, Hank. They were giving you a surprise party. That’s all it was.”
“Nah. They’re planning something. I’ve been hearing things.”
“What things?”
“That Violet cunt. I think Trinny’s been running off at the mouth to her.”
“About what?
“None of your goddamned business!
“Keep your fucking hands off me, you bastard.”
It went on like that for some time. Trinny’s twelve-pack, plus the twelve-pack the
Barker and Delores had brought home with them, even the twenty-sixer of rye – instead of
blurring his senses, all the booze seemed to do was stimulate his suspicions. Listening to him,
totally trapped by the situation, Cleve starts to see he should have been in on the planning.
Never again will he allow himself to be so totally pushed around. But he’s glad they’re taking
Jaycee, and that he doesn’t have to feel bad about letting his mom down.
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Suddenly around eleven the noise level in the kitchen dropped and Cleve heard his dad
and Delores stumble down the hall to their bed where they collapsed and groaned for a while
and then subsided into heavy snoring.
Outside it feels like rain but so far it’s holding off. There are distant flashes in the sky
but it’s very dark. Jaycee is carrying a kerosene lantern she found in the Barker’s shed. The
light it casts is feeble, scarcely any use at all. That stupid dog has turned up again and the boys
are uncontrollable. Trinny is constantly shushing them. Cleve feels it’s all wrong. Someone is
sure to spot them.
“Where are we going?” asks Benny.
“Ontario,” is the answer, which means Trinny feels there is a chance it will fail, Cleve
thinks, and how can it not? Will the five of them even fit in the car with all the stuff in it?
And getting a place in Osoyoos will be so much harder. The trouble with Trinny she
thinks she’s a super hero who can do anything. They should have stuck with the plan.
They try their best to keep the boys in line, but there’s no containing them, whooping
about like dogs let loose, running into gardens, trampling flowerbeds. More than one curtain is
drawn aside. Next thing they’d be calling the police. By the time they reach the Bowness
Bridge they’re all exhausted and falling apart. For the first time in his life Cleve takes charge.
They can’t go on this way, he tells Trinny. The boys are out of control. They’ll never get to the
Barlow house without drawing serious attention to themselves. The best thing is for them all to
wait here at the bridge while he gets the car.
“But what if it rains?” Trinny says. There was a faint rumbling in the distance that
seemed to give credibility to her fears. But Cleve held his ground.
“Then you can go under the bridge, right?”
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“I guess.” Trinny gives in but it’s clear she’s not happy about it. “Just be quick, all
right? We have to get out of here.” Jaycee holds the lamp up as she gives him the keys. Trinny
is pale and worn looking. She doesn’t look as though she can go on much longer and he’s
scared. If she can’t go on, how can any of them?
“Hurry up, and take that darned dog with you.”
Cleve picks up the wriggling dog and sets off for the Barlow place.
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Myrna
Myrna parks her car on the street, not in the driveway as usual. She has a carload of stuff and it
seems more practical to unload everything into the front porch where she can move it to various
places in the house at her leisure rather than piling it in a heap in the kitchen.
She has a little trouble with the screen door to the porch. It hasn’t been opened for
months and swollen from the spring rain sits too snugly in its frame. But it sticks only for a
moment and there she is, groceries slipping from her arms, standing in the familiar room, the
faded wicker chairs, the glass table, the bookshelf with old magazines neatly arranged, all
giving her an overwhelming sense of coming home. The front porch started its days as a
veranda. Then some time in its fifth year of existence her dad weather-proofed it and glassed it
in. Facing south, it was a suncatcher of a room and for Myrna her place of choice for homework
or reading. Always too hot or too cold but bright and cheerful, with its big windows it
connected to the street and the world in a way that the rest of the house didn’t. She puts the
groceries near the front door. She’ll pile the boxes of clothes and personal belongings at the
side of the room. She won’t bring them all into the main house tonight, just the things she
needs. The rest can stay here indefinitely till she clears closet and drawer space.
She’s told herself that this the practical way to handle things but she knows it’s also a
way of delaying the clearing out of her parents’ closets for her own things. The car unloaded
and the groceries put away, she tokes up. Not the best thing or the wisest thing to do but she’s
made a start, hasn’t she? The rest will follow. Even so, she has to suppress the niggling feeling
that the boxes of clothes and books will be on the porch for some time.
She’ll definitely get the divorce started, though, Tina had done that much for her, and
besides, no point in telling Lou to get on with her life if she couldn’t get on with her own. A
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divorce. And courses too. She might have to go to Edmonton to take them but master nursing
courses, yes she had to make re-education a part of her plan. There had been a lot of conjecture
in the nurses’ association that nursing was going to have to be more professional, and that there
would be a real future in nursing administration. The old hierarchies would be replaced by
highly trained specialists. Specialization or administration – that would be the way of the
future. The new world is upon her, this post-war world with atom bombs and breaking the
sound barrier and new drugs. Might as well be prepared, ready to move on, to administrate, to
specialize, to carve a full-blown life for herself. She draws deep on the smoke, feels a
momentary surge of power, the reverie not as bleak as usual. But give it time, right? The
sadness always comes.
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Buddy
Buddy, held tight in Cleve’s grip, is being carried down the alley and away from the others.
And he’s not happy about it. The little boys like him but this one, he’s not sure. The thing
Buddy wants more than anything in the world is to go home. Except he doesn’t know where
home is. He’s been wandering for hours, maybe even days. That nice man at the diner, maybe
that was home. But he could never find it again. He is so tired of being shouted at. All day
people yelling at him or shooing him along. No one wants to play with him or feed him or take
him inside. He struggles against the hands holding him and, feeling their grip loosen a bit, he
wriggles free. The big person shouts and tries to recapture him but he slips in behind a garbage
can and the person in his efforts to get him knocks the can over, making a big racket. “You little
skunk,” says his pursuer, but he loses interest in him and hurries off. Lots of interesting odours
are coming from the garbage and Buddy inspects a can that smells of food. But there’s nothing
in it and he cuts his nose on the lid. Whimpering, he moves back down the alley.
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Lou
Lou Prescott heard the garbage pail tip over and looked out through her kitchen window. The
alley was too dark to see anything except she thought she caught a shadow moving along the
fence. But there was nothing there, not in her yard anyway, just her dress and underwear on the
line. The way the clouds are rushing and gathering overhead she should bring the clothes in, in
case it rains, but they still aren’t dry. Her blue dress. Usually she gets three or four Fridays out
of it. But today she spilled coffee on it and mud had splattered up on the skirt from the street. It
looked lonely out there, a frail ghost dress, a remnant from her single days. It represents a
freedom of spirit that she hasn’t felt since. It’s just a simple cotton print, but it fits well around
her figure. She always feels a little happier in it, daring, putting herself out there.
She stands at the window wrapped in one of Jimmy’s old shirts, which is what she
wears six days a week. Even on Saturdays. On Saturdays there’s shopping but Jimmy pays the
grocer and leaves money for the milk man and bread man in exact change – no room for
scrounging. He doesn’t want her to have money in her hands, doesn’t want her getting ideas of
leaving. She read a novel once about a woman married to a man who drank everything they
had. She was able to put a way a nickel here and there and had a stash under the floor for hard
times. But Lou could never do that. Jimmy’s far too observant. It’s hard enough getting that
dime a week and keeping it out of his clutches. Usually impossible, in fact. Looking at her
dress, reminiscing about the day, starting with the quarter under the bed and ending with the
spilled coffee and now Jimmy out for supper and nothing in the house to eat. Not even milk for
her Nescafe. But it hasn’t all been bad, that wonderful lunch and Vince with the pie, so
attentive, she almost felt she could break loose, especially with Myrna pushing her into shape.
She could take charge, maybe not of everything, but her working life she could. Make her own
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money. Jimmy would never let her, though. But what could he do about it? Shivers a little
thinking what Jimmy might do. But she has to and that was it, no argument, said Myrna. But
Lou feels she's taken a step backward today, that she's losing ground in some way, in spite of
the encouragement of her friends. If she can't say yes to Vince then she's not going to take that
first step. And she’s really, desperately afraid she won’t be able to say yes.
The clock over the ice box says 12:00 and she realizes that her day of freedom is over
and the week begins again. Saturday the grocery store – if Jimmy is in a good enough mood.
She hopes he won't come home too drunk. She could always take his wallet and go for
groceries herself. But she knows she never would.
She could squeak through the summer with the dress. Time enough to make a decision
then. The dress, her history, her life in that frail fabric, her archive, reaching a few more weeks
into the future, a few more weeks of possible life, then she doesn't know what. Sometimes it
seems that one threadbare dress is all that stands between her and oblivion. Once the dress is
gone she’ll be a prisoner in her own house. Her life will be over.
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Myrna
Myrna smokes on, in spite of her sadness, dreaming of the coming world and her place in it.
She couldn’t clearly imagine it but there are steps, definite steps she can take. That was it, you
couldn’t know what was ahead but you could prepare and plan anyway. Now that her parents
are gone there’s nothing stopping her.
What most people remembered about her parents was their singing. Those vaudeville
voices, loud, rhythmical, musical, even soaring, but not spiritual. Where the music hall stuff
came from she had no idea. As far back as her great grandfather no one had been close to a
stage. But it was their fantasy, their dream life, rigged out in stagey costumes and doing
numbers together. God, those corny old jokes. The overdone routines. It was all so entertainthe-troops. And the people they knew were delighted to be included in the troops.
She was surprised at how much she missed them, the things she could have learned
from them, a certain kind of providence that not only got them through bad times but allowed
them to feather their nest successfully. Most of all, the way they made their lives happen.
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Kimi
Kimi has her rituals, little actions that keep her on her toes, that keep her feeling she is moving
ahead. Something she does every evening, once the lights are out and the nurses have retreated
to their station, is walk around the room five times. Five times – never more, never less. Less
would be a retreat, Kimi thinks. A sign of weakening. More than five would be too much. She’s
always very tired when she gets back into bed, and it seems to only take minutes before she’s
with the aunties. Sometimes Amber joins her on these walks. The children who are still awake
reach out, anxious to touch them, to feel the contact. This time, however, she waits for Amber
to fall asleep. For everyone to fall asleep. She is not going to follow her routine tonight, and she
wants no witnesses. Tonight she is going to walk right out of the ward and find a place in the
building where she can see the river.
She waits a long time. So long in fact she’s afraid the night will be over before she even
starts. She’s been ready to get out of bed several times but every time something stops her – a
noise from the hall, a light going on somewhere. She knows from Mrs. Lazare’s map that the
railway track runs behind the wall at the head of her bed. If she moves straight forward she will
come to the other side of the building, the side that Mrs. Lazare said the river was on. She
knows this now but she’s not sure she will be able to keep things straight when she moves into
the hall. Although she’s peeked into it many time, she’s never been in the hall. The only room
besides the ward that she’s been in is the bathroom next door with its big tubs and sinks and
toilets. The door to the hall is on her right. When she goes through it she will have to turn left
and that will bring her to the river side of the building.
At last she feels the time is right. Slowly, extra careful not to make a noise, she gets out
of bed and moves to the door. There is not a stir among the other girls. Encouraged, she looks
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round the door into the hall. All the lights are out, except one little light at the nurse’s desk. But
the nurse isn’t there. Kimi moves down the hall, past the desk and finally comes to the door to
the stairs. The stairwell rises up over her and she can see that there are windows at the landings.
If the river is indeed out there she should be able to see it from those windows. She climbs to
the first landing, but there are so many tree branches whirling about in the wind and rain she
can’t see much at all. She knew from the lightning flashes in the ward windows that there was a
storm, but not that it was so violent. She keeps climbing, looking out at the second and the third
landings, but it’s so dark and there’s so much rain. She tries her best to see through the
branches but it’s no use. She should go back before someone sees her but she can’t give in, not
if there’s a chance the river is there. She will have to wait till the storm is over. She sits down
on the top step trying not to yield to her fears. It’s not actually being found that worries her, the
night nurses are generally kind. But they will have to report her disobedience and the ward
nurse will be outraged if she’s found here. But the aunties have told her what to do. And their
disappointment would be worse than the outrage of a nurse.
As she sits through the storm, she thinks of the aunties to comfort herself. Aloomse and
Sooleawa, so gentle, with hands that move through the air as they speak like they are telling
stories. She calls it all up – the swirling tents, the ceremonies with ermine skin, the smoke and
sacred bundles. She will know everything they know one day, they tell her. They’re counting
on it. Kimi knows that everything the aunties do is a comfort and a wonder but that she is a
comfort to them as well. She doesn’t really understand this value that the aunties put on her.
She knows she’s important to them, that she has to carry on something for them – but what
she’s not too sure. She thinks of the time, that special time, when they named her. They sat her
down in their teepee and Aloomse lit a small fire. Sooleawa said some beautiful things, almost
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like prayers, then she smudged braided sweetgrass and scooped the smoke over her, bestowing
the name and the fresh blessing of herbs. “Kimi is your new name,” they told her. “Kimi means
“secret”. Kimi, her secret name, the name she would use when she got out of this place and
found her way home.
“It’s true they are not going to send you home,” said Sooleawa.
“But that doesn’t mean that you won’t go home.” said Aloomse. “You will find your
own way home.”
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Cleve
When the dog escapes, Cleve considers trying to recapture it, but decides the faster he gets the
car the better.
But getting the car, as it turns out, is not going to be easy. He gets to Barlow’s but,
instead of the dark house he expects, the kitchen light is on at the back of the house. He knows
that Mrs. Quinn often comes to sit at the kitchen window and smoke her little twisty cigarettes.
But he and Trinny have been tracking her schedule. She always works the Friday midnight to
Saturday noon shift. She’s supposed to be working.
He knows that her smoking sessions last a long time and that she never leaves the chair
by the window. How is he going to get the car with her looking out like that? He stands
uncertainly at the side of the garage looking at her smoking, willing her to fall asleep. Then the
rain, the bloody damned rain.
It’s a downpour, not like the squally showers they had throughout the day. What he
should do is go back and reason with Trinny. They have to go back to their original plans. He
knows Trinny is already seeing the problems. It’s not too late, he will say, we could send them
back home and get them later. Later when we’re settled. And they won’t give us up. They can’t.
They haven’t a clue what’s going on. But he knows Trinny’s mind is made up. She won’t leave
them. “He’ll beat them silly,” she’ll say, “you know that. Especially Jaycee.” Jaycee. So
affable. So ready to be left and to pretend she didn’t mind. The Barker would be relentless with
her, and without Cleve and Trinny to defend her she could well be… No, they couldn’t leave
Jaycee. He just has to wait out Mrs. Quinn and wait his chance.
Trinny’s not thinking clearly, he knows that. The boys are a big mistake, out of control
even before they start. Richie, two years older than Jaycee and little better than a six year old.
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His attention span is all over the place. When has he ever done what any of them told him to?
And Benny is retarded. Trinny always says he’s not, he just needs some help. But he’s clearly
slow and they can’t work and leave him on his own. And where can they get a place in Osoyoos
without triggering undue interest from the authorities?
They haven’t even started and already it’s falling apart. Like all the other times.
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Laine
Laine is in the loo behind the house with Jerome’s money spread across her lap. She needs the
comfort of it riffling through her fingers. It’s been such a god-awful day. She tossed and turned
for hours unable to get to sleep and finally sometime after midnight she put on her coat over her
nightgown, slipped into her oxfords and gathered Jerome’s flashlight and money jar from his
room. Linda and the boys were fast asleep but she was still careful on the stairs. She feels
secure in the outhouse. Jerome and her father are away and her mother never uses it at night.
Her father has put a chemical toilet in what is to be the bathroom. Only her mother uses it. The
rest of them go outside.
There are some coins in the jar, Jerome’s tips from the morning at Vince’s. Almost three
dollars. Laine wonders if she’ll ever be able to get a job and make money like Jerome. She
thumbs through the bills a bit more but the money isn’t casting its spell tonight and she puts it
back in the jar. Nothing can make her feel better tonight.
Trinny and Cleve leaving, she won’t get over that for a while. And then there’s her
mother’s growing hostility. When she got back from Trinny’s, Linda flew into a major rage.
And because Laine couldn’t be clear about where she’d been and what she’d been doing, the
rage only heated up. She saw more clearly than she ever had how deep Linda’s antagonism was
and how determined she was to get Laine out of the house. Laine is sure she won’t be able to
finish her year. It’s only a matter of four or five weeks, but way too much for Linda to endure.
She’s becoming more trouble than she’s worth, Linda’s been saying this for some time.
This time there was added punch to it. There’s no room for her with the baby coming. Linda
threatens this all the time but Laine has always believed that Linda finds her too useful and
once the baby’s here she’ll have lots for Laine to do. But, workhorse or not, she realizes that
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Linda means it this time. And she’ll probably bring Lenny around to her way of thinking. Rex
had gone into the shed after school and told on her about the tipped-over oil pan. That sort of
sloppiness, and dangerous sloppiness at that, was something Lenny would not put up with.
She’d offered to clean it up but her mother stopped her. Her father would see just how
irresponsible she was. And maybe he’ll see at last what a slut she is. Laine was shocked at the
word. Up till then Linda’s accusations had been all innuendo.
“You know what I mean, don’t put that innocent look on. Your own father, for God’s
sake. It’s not good for the boys to have you in the house. The sooner you’re out of here with a
job, the better.”
It’s raining and the sound on the roof of the outhouse is soothing. Laine pulls her coat
around her, waiting for the rain to stop, but not really wanting to go back to the house. Up in a
corner of the roof a brown spider with long banded legs is moving about its web. She feels
secure here, closed in by the four walls, the mellow light of the flashlight. She feels sleepy at
last. As soon as the downpour stops she’ll go back in.
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Jaycee
It seems to Jaycee like they’ve been waiting for hours, for ages, Richie and Ben getting more
and more out of control. The rain is the last straw. It was bad enough before the rain, trying to
suppress the boys, worrying all the time that a car would come along the road or over the
bridge. No one was going to pass a bunch of kids at midnight without stopping, and then what?
Now they’re huddling under the bridge but it’s muddy and slippery there, the grass is
too wet to sit down and channels of water are streaming round their feet. Even with the light
from her lantern it’s impossible to get comfortable. It’s just not a good place to be.
“We can’t stay here, Trinny,” Jaycee tells her. “The boys are going to fall in the river
sooner or later. “
“Where else can we go? Cleve expects us to be here. I don’t know what’s keeping
him?” Trinny snaps. “All he has to do is start the car and get over here. A fifteen minute trip,
twenty minutes tops.”
“Maybe the car wouldn’t start.”
“We checked it yesterday. It started right away, no problems”
Trinny is stretched to the breaking point, Jaycee can see that, and for the first time
wonders if her sister is actually going to be able to pull off her plan. She knows that Trinny is
thinking of what Cleve said, and what he said made sense. They couldn’t take the boys. And if
they don’t take the boys they can’t take her. She knows that what Trinny says is true about the
Barker beating her up once they’ve left. But if she doesn’t stay there with the boys then Trinny
will never leave.
Also Trinny looks finished, on the point of collapse, and Jaycee is seriously worried.
“Maybe we should just go home try again another time.”
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“We’re not going back.” Jaycee knows that Trinny will never give in but she can’t avoid
the big question: is Cleve coming back for them? She knows Trinny must be thinking of this.
And she knows Cleve must be thinking of it too. With Richie and Ben with them there’s no
possible chance they will carry out their escape plan. Why not just take off on his own?
“We can’t stay here, Trinny.” Trinny avoids her glance, then lights up.
“I think I know where we can wait. The Flanders have a shed.”
“Isn’t that where Mr. Flanders keeps his tools? It’ll be locked up.”
“I know where the key is. We’ll wait there.”
“But they’re going to notice. You’ll never keep Richie and Ben quiet.”
“I’ll handle Richie and Ben.” Trinny is calm now, sure of herself again. “You’ll wait
here for Cleve and tell him where we are. He can bring the car there.”
“Car?” says Richie. “You have a car?”
“Don’t be ridiculous,” says Trinny. “Where would we get a car. We’re using the
Barker’s truck.”
“No way! He’ll murder us.”
“He’s got to catch us first.”
Richie laughs, “He’ll catch you. He always catches you. But he’ll never catch me.”
“Never catch me too!” shouts Benny.
“Shhh!”
Jaycee is prepared to wait for Cleve but when Trinny climbs out from under the bridge
there’s a funny lurch to her walk. It’s clear she isn’t in good shape and Jaycee feels she should
stay with her. She puts her arm around her and Trinny leans into her with no argument. They
proceed down the road, in the rain, the boys for once quiet and following along as they should.
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Half way to the Flanders place the dog turns up, another sign, Jaycee thinks, that Cleve has
gone on his own. They reach the shed and Trinny leads them round the back where she
retrieves the key. Her hands fumble trying to put it in the lock and Jaycee has to open the door.
“You g’back now, Jaycee, wait for Cleve.” Trinny stumbles over the words and still has
that funny lurch to her walk. Jaycee has to hold her up.
“I’ll just get you settled first.”
They move into the shed. Jaycee places her lamp on the floor and Trinny sinks down in
a pile of shavings and rags at the side of the room. In the lamplight the bruise on her face seems
larger than ever.
“Trinny, you really don’t look good. Let’s just go home, okay?”
Trinny doesn’t answer just closes her eyes and sinks further to the floor. The dog goes
over and sniffs at her. Licks her face. Jaycee picks him up and puts him outside the door.
“No!” yells Richie. “He’s gonna get wet out there.”
She tries to calm him down but Richie runs out after the dog with Ben close behind him.
She can hear them out there calling the dog. She goes back to Trinny. Her sister’s eyes are open
now but she doesn’t get up, just lies there looking at the lamp, her breath making a gurgling
sound that is scary as hell to Jaycee. And now she notices a small stream of blood is seeping out
the side of her sister’s mouth.
“Trinny, we have to go home. You can’t stay here. You’re not well.” Even though her
eyes are open, Trinny doesn’t answer. Jaycee starts to cry. The shouting of the boys gets closer
and the dog rushes into the shed with Richie and Ben in hot pursuit.
The dog scurries round the room and out the door again and, scrambling to get him,
Richie knocks over the lamp. The boys rush out again, totally oblivious of Trinny or Jaycee or
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the overturned lamp or the flame that bursts up and quickly gobbles up the floor. Jaycee grabs
Trinny, trying to pull her body towards the door, but she’s too heavy and the flames are too
close and she is forced outside by their heat.
She stands for a long time looking through the door, mesmerized by the flames. Who
would ever believe fire could move so fast. It’s like a living thing, leaping around the room,
eating up the shavings and oil and dried-out walls. And the body of her sister. Shuddering, she
moves off, behind the house, keeping well in the trees so no one will spot her. With all she has
seen it takes her a while to realize that her school bag has caught some of the flame and is
smouldering at the corner. She pulls it off and throws it on the ground, stamping on it furiously.
Then, confused, still feeling the heat of the fire on her face, she moves away through the trees,
anxious to find her way to the road. To find her brother. She has to find Cleve.
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Laine
It’s the sirens that wake her, or is it a dog? And someone is calling her name, loudly and
frantically. Pulling herself out of a deep sleep she realizes that she’s about to be discovered.
Has Linda missed her? She thrusts the flashlight in her pocket and the jar of money under her
coat. God! She can’t be found with the money. Linda won’t even wait for Lenny to come home
to kick her out.
She opens the door of the outhouse slightly and is shocked to see that the work shed and
a large part of the house are on fire. Suddenly she remembers that she left the oil she left spilled
on the floor. And the oily rags! She is almost paralyzed with horror at what she has done, but
manages to open the door another inch. The fire truck is arriving but people are already fighting
the fire. A bucket brigade has been formed and water from the river is being passed along to the
fire. But that shed is never going to be put out with water, not with all that oil and wood
shavings and straw. And the house. God! The house is going to burn down!
No one notices her. The outhouse is set well back away from the house in a little grove
of aspen. But there are so many people there, someone is sure to spot her if she comes out. She
has to come out, though. Sooner or later someone is going to check the biffy.
What’s she to do? She can’t be found with the money. If they ever catch her with it she
will have to kill herself, because no one would ever believe she didn’t mean to steal it. She
eases herself outside, without detection. They’re all focused on the fire and don’t see her. But
she can see them. Their neighbours, old Mr. and Mrs. Foley. Her brothers, clearly excited by
the blaze. Her mother is there, stiff and grim-faced, clutching her father’s old coat around her
shoulders. Laine sees their neighbour Cora Robinson trying to soothe her, trying to lead her
away from the fire. But Linda won’t be budged.
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As Laine backs away she trips on a canvas bag just lying there by the bushes. She picks
it up and puts the money and flashlight in it. She just needs to think, to plan what to do next, to
plan how she will face everyone and explain her actions. To somehow get the money out of her
hands and into a place where it will be found and not questioned.
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Myrna
Her earlier bout of optimism vanished, Myrna has been smoking for almost an hour now, loving
how it dulls the pain. She can relive Toddy’s death, relive his life, pull him into a dreamy focus
that doesn’t hurt as much as when she’s clear-headed, and her parents’ kitchen seems like a
good place to do this. The thing that made her love her parents most was that fact that they
loved him almost as much as she did. Queenie may have reigned as a daughter, but Toddy was
the star of the grandchildren. Toddy, eight years old, thoughtful, intelligent, lithe and beautiful.
But sudden death. How can a perfectly healthy child be taken like that? One moment cheerful
brilliantly alive, the next feverish and sinking fast and, before they even knew what he had…. It
was a death so fast there was almost nothing to remember about it. He suffered a feverish
moment and then was gone.
It was Frank who got her through it.
“I can’t bear it.”
“You think that. But you’ll get through it.”
“Never. I won’t.”
“You’re strong, Myrna. You’ll get through this.”
“Could you get through it, Frank. If Greta died? Or Frankie?”
“No.” He sat down suddenly, eyes filled with tears. “And Toddy, he was… He… Oh my
God… .” Frank cried for Toddy. Russ never did. Just turned in on himself, closed everything
off. And she herself, well, she got back to some kind of functioning level. They never talked
about it. But then talking about things had never been part of their bond. After the funeral
everything was cold between them. They hadn’t even considered other children, her dad had
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hopes, but after Todd she couldn’t imagine it. No other children, no other grandchildren,
nothing to fill the void.
The rain breaks her reverie. She looks out through the blur of smoke and raindrops and
her heart stops. Standing there in the rain by the garage. Can it be? She rises slightly as if to
rush outside, but realizes what she is in fact seeing is the Grisham boy. It’s Cleve, standing
there shivering and miserable. What does he want? Should she bring him in, dry him off? Is he
hungry? Somehow she knows that isn’t what he wants. He’s waiting for something. Or
someone perhaps. She smokes on, not quite looking at him, not wanting to spook him, just
aware of him out there. Maybe he’s waiting for her to do something. To go away perhaps?
Deciding to test that theory she lets her head droop, and droop, and over the next minute or two
drop right down to the table onto her folded arms. A few moments later she peers up over the
edge of the window sill. Obviously that was what he was waiting for, for her to fall asleep. He
has opened the garage door. Where he got the key is anyone’s guess. Perhaps he forced the
lock. As she watches he picks up a bag by the corner of the garage and puts it in the trunk of the
car. Then he opens the driver’s door and gets in. A minute or so later the car rolls out of the
garage and down the incline of the driveway. The little brat is stealing her car!
She knows she should call the authorities. At least run out there and stop him. She even
has the crazy idea of trying to contact Eddie but she has no idea how. In the end she does
nothing. What would be gained, after all? And perhaps it’s the best thing she can do for him.
Not knowing if she will regret her decision not to act, she has the sensation of setting something
free. And of course the delicious knowledge that Tina is never going to get her greedy little
hands on that car. There is that.
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Cleve
Cleve is wet and desperate. The eaves of the garage had done little to protect him from the rain.
For the longest time Myrna had shown no signs of dropping off. He got wetter and wetter and
less and less sure of himself as he waited. Finally, her head dropped down and out of sight and
he felt she might at last have gone to sleep. It took all his courage to open the garage and get
into the car.
Releasing the brake and the clutch he lets it roll down the drive. She is motionless in the
window and can’t see him, he’s sure. He’s getting away with it. As the car reaches the street he
turns the key and pushes the starter button. The engine chugs a little, mustn’t flood it. Carefully
he tries again, gets it started, backs it out onto the dark street and moves off.
He starts to breathe easy now, and purposefully. The long wait in the rain has made up
his mind for him. Trinny will have to make do for herself and the kids. They weren’t part of the
bargain. He’s had the insight that he’s just as smart as Trinny and can make decisions and
plans. He will take off, go to the states. He’ll go and make money and send for them all. That
will be better. They won’t make 100 miles with the other three on their hands. He heads down
the road determined to take a detour and find some other way out of town.
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Cora
Cora Robinson is making no headway with Linda. “I can’t see Laine running off like that,
Linda. That’s just not the way she is.”
“Oh she’s run off all right.” Linda is having none of it. “This fire is her fault and she
knows it. She spilled a big pan of oil on the floor this morning and left a big pile of oily rags in
there as well. It was a disaster waiting to happen.”
“She’s not one to shirk responsibility though. Or to worry you like this.”
“Really? You must know a different Laine than I do. Look at that! All of Lenny’s work,
all the money we’ve put into this place, just gone!” It is a dispiriting sight, Cora agrees. The
Flanders house had quite a reputation on the road as an example of what hard work and talent
could do. A perfect advertisement of Lenny’s abilities.
Cora can see that the house really is a write off. In spite of the efforts of the fire fighters
the flames are not coming under control. The Bowness fire brigade is popular, a source of
comfort and security to the towns people, good heroes for their kids.
The crowd of people is growing, mostly adults, but there are one or two little hellions
rushing about. At first Cora can’t pin them down but then she sees it’s the two younger
Grisham boys, wrestling and jumping on each other and shrieking with delight at the fire.
“Someone should do something about those brats.”
“Yes, they need to be sent home.” Cora moves away from Linda. The woman is
distraught, and for good reason, but even at the best of times Cora has never felt much empathy
with her. Richie suddenly zooms within reach and she gets a good grip on him. “Whoa there.
What are you doing here, Richie?”
“We’re looking for the dog.”
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“Dog?”
“Yeah. He’s just a little dog but he’s mine.”
“Mine too!” Benny has stopped his cavorting and come over to his brother.
“What’s his name.”
Richie shrugs. “I call him Boy.”
“Well that’s as good a name as any. I expect Boy has gone home and that’s where you
should be.”
“No!” Richie struggles and tries to free himself. “We have to go with Trinny as soon as
she wakes up.”
“Well the best place for Trinny to find you is at home,” says Cora. “And that’s where
I’m taking you right now.”
Richie shakes his head. “We can’t go home! The Barker will beat the shit out of us!”
“Well. We’ll see about that. Come on.” Moving her grip from his shoulder to his hand
she starts off. As she hoped, Benny follows along. They move off the Flanders property and
down the road towards the Grisham place. Richie doesn’t object. She figures both the boys are
tired. It’s after midnight and they looked dead on their feet.
“Our dad’s gonna be mad,” says Richie.
“We’ll we won’t even tell your dad.” The Barker was probably well into his cups.
“We’ll just wake up Trinny.”
“You can’t” says Benny. “She’s gone to Ontario.”
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Laine
With every minute that goes by it becomes more impossible for Laine to reveal herself. Why
did you wait so long, what’s wrong with you? her mother will say. Why did you worry us like
that? Hiding in the outhouse! My God. Who would do such a thing when everyone is calling
your name and frantic with fear. She considers facing the music. Just owning up and dealing
with the repercussions. But she knows that it would be a lifetime of facing the music. Linda and
Jerome would never let her forget what happened. And the money. How can she explain that?
She could throw the money away and let them think it burned in the fire, but that would be such
a sin. All the work Jerome did, all the sacrifice. In some strange way she can see that this is the
moment Jerome and her mother have been pushing her towards – and, ready or not, this is the
time to break loose. And the money, painful as it may be to accept it, is the thing that will make
escape possible. She can’t go back. She would forever be nothing in the world.
She backs away from the conflagration slowly, but no one is looking at her, no one is
even aware of her, focussed as they are on the fire. She scans the crowd, the familiar and
unfamiliar faces. Her mother. Rex. Mr. Carmichael in his helmet and waterproof coat helping
the other firemen aiming the long hose from the fire truck. Richie and Benny being led away by
Mrs. Robinson. What are they doing there? Trinny wouldn’t abandon the boys. But the boys are
so uncontrollable. They’d probably slipped the leash.
Then she sees Jaycee, a solitary sad little figure edging her way round the firewatchers
to the road. Something has definitely gone wrong. Where are Trinny and Cleve? Had they gone
back to the first plan after all and – impossible as it is to imagine – left Jaycee and Richie and
Ben behind? She longs to run and talk to Jaycee. But she can’t get to her without being seen.
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She herself will have to go along the riverbank till she gets far enough from the house
and the river road. And then? She can’t leave town by any of the usual routes. With the fire and
all the excitement she couldn’t count on leaving by either of the bridges. Any car that passed
her would stop and ask what was up. And yet what else can she do? The Hextall Bridge is
definitely out, she would have to pass her house and all the people gathered there. The Bowness
Bridge would be better. It didn’t lead anywhere but to the San, but it led to the tracks too and
the possibility of hopping on a boxcar. The only real danger would be in crossing the bridge.
She might be seen. But she can wait till she feels it’s safe and make a dash for it. That’s what
she’ll do.
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Chess
Chess likes being a fireman, likes being able to contribute this way to the community. Do his
part. He likes the glamour of it. He likes the black leather jackets the fires crew wear when they
have their picture taken or turn up at public events. He even likes the firefighting. Mostly it’s
brush fires, or pots catching fire on stoves, nothing serious. It’s the only time he’s seen as
anything like a romantic figure by the neighbours. And he feels a bit of a fraud about it because
apart from getting up in the middle of the night and racing half-dressed to the fires, it’s a run in
the park. Tonight is different, though. The size of the blaze, the faces of the people, reflecting
not just the curiosity of spectators but real fear. Can the fire be contained? Will it spread to their
houses? Chess is thankful his family and home are far away from the danger.
The fire-fighting volunteers are proud of their efficient system and their record for
speed. They arrived only minutes after the alarm. But, even so, it’s too late to do much more
than contain the fire. The bucket brigade is well under way, and the heavy rain no doubt helped,
but the shed is nowhere near under control. Perhaps if they’d directed their buckets of water to
the house it might have had a chance of being saved. But Chess thinks it’s unlikely. Not as long
as the shed is burning. He and the rest of the team set up the pumps and direct a heavy stream
of river water, training it on the flames that are shooting dramatically into the sky. They won’t
be saving the Flanders house, it’s obvious that the fire is going to run its course, but they can
keep the flames from spreading, stop the sparks from flying to the surrounding trees and bushes
and nearby houses.
Chess looks over at Linda Flanders, standing rigidly in the face of her loss. It’s painful,
Chess thinks, but it’s just property. They’ve been told by the next door neighbour that the father
and older son are off at Nordegg and the three younger boys are with the neighbour’s wife right
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now. She’s keeping them well away from the excitement. And isn’t there a daughter, Chess
asked? The neighbour frowned and shook his head. “Laine, yes. Her mother says she’s run off,
that she was the inadvertent cause of the fire and is probably lying low. That’s Linda’s take on
it, anyways. Laine wasn’t in her room when her mother brought the boys out. But I don’t know.
Laine’s a good kid. I can’t see her worrying everyone like this. It isn’t as though she
deliberately set the fire. Just left a bunch of oily rags lying about.”
They fight on and gradually their work pays off. There’s a lot of acrid smoke and some
smouldering still going on in the blackened joists but the flames are quenched and the danger of
the fire spreading is no longer an issue. But an hour or so into their fight, Barry, one of the
firemen who’d been working on the shed, comes over to Chess.
“It’s way worse than we thought.”
“How do you mean?” Chess asks, from the look on Barry’s face not really wanting to
know the answer.
“Someone is in there. In the shed.”
“You think…?” Chess suppresses a sick feeling, willing away the news.
“Yeah. A mound that could only be a body. The head and …..” He breaks off taking a
deep breath.
“It might be that a tramp got in there.”
“I don’t think so,” says Barry. “The place was kept locked. Only the family knew where
the key was. Had to be family member.”
“And since everyone else is accounted for…” Chess said.
“Yeah. Most likely it’s the daughter. Poor kid.”
“And you’re sure it is a body.”
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“Yeah, the head and limbs are distinct. We’ll have to wait till the site’s cooled down
before we can identify it. But the daughter’s the most likely one.”
Chess continues his work, sick with sorrow. What if? What if? Chrissie? Alma? How
would he ever survive?
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Cleve
Cleve heads to the south end of town. His plan is to skirt the hill to the Golf Club road and
make his way up to the Banff coach trail. From there he’ll proceed through the city to Highway
2 and follow the plan to go south into the States.
But only a few blocks along he realizes he can’t do it, can’t let Trinny down like that.
She deserves better and besides, he promised. And the silence after his dad struck his mother.
What if his dad did that to Trinny, killed her and just hid her somewhere? He makes his way
back and stops the car at the bridge where he left them all. But when he looks under it there’s
no one there. He can tell by the footprints and other markings in the heavy mud that they had
actually spent time there but they must have given up on him. He looks down the river road and
for the first time notices the flames, the sky all lit up, the noise and rushing about of people. His
stomach clenches and he feels sick with fear. What can have happened? What should he do?
Then he sees her, a small ragged figure on the road, Jaycee straggling towards him. When she
sees him she begins to run. Fearfully, he watches her approach, not wanting her ever to reach
him.
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Myrna
The day after Toddy’s funeral, Russ built a fire in the oil can behind the house and, one by one,
fed Toddy’s things into it – the new baseball glove hardly used, the Dodgers sweatshirt, his
sneakers, his clothes, and toys, his old teddy bear – each item held for a second or two and then
consigned to the flames, a funeral rite that had meant much more than the funeral. Myrna
watched him from the upstairs window unable to join him but feeling closer to him than she
ever had, and she understood that Russ felt as badly as she did, mourned as much, and had
found a ritual to demonstrate that mourning. She envied him that he could do this and wanted to
do it with him; how much better it could have been if she’d been able to go down there to the
yard. But she had remained at the window.
Afterwards, things had hardened up between them, the door that might have opened
onto communication and understanding, tightly closed. A relationship that had been built on
physicality and one desperately loved small child had simply come apart at the seams. Russ had
turned to drink, not excessively but continuously, and to other solaces, most of whom Myrna
could put a name to, and Myrna had turned to her own brand of solace.
She has a sudden image of Frank going home to Queenie, cheerful sounds of children in
the back yard, sunlight pouring through the dining room window, the white cloth and supper
already set, Queenie herself beautiful and sunny. She knows she idealizes this picture because
Queenie has her bad days like everyone else. But the children, four of them, are not imagined.
Why couldn’t…? but that was dangerous territory… forbidden.
She and Russ, they could still get along if it wasn’t for her attitude, her moroseness. The
coarse good humour, the throwing-off of constraints that delighted her, now grate. But he
himself no longer goes as far in his daring, would rather drink at home all evening. Is that what
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he does with Tina? She is sure of it. He won’t last with Tina. Tina is too much out for the main
chance. Still too much of the party girl in her and she’s not ready to settle for what she has –
she definitely wants more. Myrna feels sorry for the future Russ. Best to leave him while she
can, before his neediness is a reality.
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Cora
Cora sets mugs of hot chocolate and a plate of cookies before the two boys. The three of them
are still shaken by their encounter with Hank Grisham. The boys are pale and shivering a little,
whether from the cold or shock it’s not clear. A big bruise is ripening on Richie’s cheek and
Cora is sure there are others on his shoulders and arms. Cora herself is exhausted, wants
nothing more than to lie down and give in to her weariness.
After they’d left the fire, she’d taken Richie and Ben to their house. Before she could
knock, the boys pushed ahead of her and ran noisily into the house. She followed them
automatically into the dark kitchen. There was a light beyond somewhere and she could hear
someone knocking about and cursing. Before she could react he came into the kitchen, Hank
Grisham, rolling and lurching. He was almost comical, a stage drunk. But his attitude wasn’t
comical. It was mean and nasty.
“Where’s everybody? Huh?” he growled, grabbing Richie by the arm. “Answer me
when I talk to you, you little bugger. Where’s Cleve and Trinny?”
“Trinny’s asleep,” said Richie, struggling to get free of the Barker’s grip.
“Don’t lie to me! They’re not in their rooms. Where did they go?” He gave the boy a
sharp slap with the back of his hand. And followed it up with blows to the back of his head and
shoulders.
“Stop that!” Cora attempted to get Richie away from him but succeeded only in
collecting a few of the blows herself.
“I want to know where they went.” He shook Richie. “If you don’t answer me right now
I’ll…”
“Ontario!” yelled Benny. “And we’re going too.”
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“Ontario! Is that where they went?” Richie blubbering now, nodded yes.
“Bloody hell! I didn’t see that coming. Well, they won’t get far.” Releasing Richie, the
Barker stormed out of the house, lurching but now driven by rage-fuelled energy. Cora saw him
through the window trying to start his truck, but unsuccessfully. Then he hurled himself out of
the cab and moved erratically toward the river. Half way there he rubbed his head, then turned
and started back to the house.
Cora gathered the boys and hurried them out of the house and down the road back
towards the fire. No child should have to endure that kind of assault and she would see that it
wouldn’t happen again. Now, looking at the two shivering children, she wonders if she’s done
the right thing. Then Benny, suddenly aware of his mug of chocolate, raises it up and takes a
great gulp, smacking his lips. Richie begins drinking from his. She feels heartened. She will
fight for them. See that they’re taken care of one way or another, registering in the meantime
that, scruffy and wild as they are, it’s grand to have kids in the house.
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Laine
Laine makes her way along the river bank to the railway berm and gets through the underpass
with no encounters. Feeling she’s crossed a major hurdle, she moves north through the streets
and alleyways.
Reaching the final alley before the road to the bridge she tries to fix her appearance. She
ties her shoes properly and straightens her hair with her hands. Her nightgown is drooping
beneath the hem of her coat and she tries unsuccessfully to hitch up the skirt so it won’t show.
She considers taking the nightgown off altogether but, dark as it is, she is still reluctant to
undress in the alley. Anyone could come out of their back door and see her. She’ll have to deal
with it later, though how she’s not sure. Then just as she nears the end of the alley she spots a
dress hanging on a clothes line and a bra and panties as well, as though they’ve been put out
there just for her. She creeps into the yard. The dress is soaking wet, as is the underwear, but it
will do just fine. She stuffs the dress and the bra and panties in her bag and then feeling
remorseful at the theft, pins a ten dollar bill to the clothesline. It’s an unimaginable amount of
money to Laine but it should cover the cost of the clothes and makes it not really a theft now,
just an inconvenience.
Coming to the road to the bridge, she hurries along, anxious to cross it before anyone
comes. She is in luck. The road ahead is dark and there are no signs of life from the San or from
the ice factory. Then she hears it, the sound of a train letting off little bursts of steam. It must be
at Keith Siding. She knows that trains often stop there to take on ice and water. She can’t
believe her luck. All she has to do is get into one of the boxcars and by morning she’ll be in a
different place altogether. She starts running, anxious to get to the train before it finishes
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loading, her mind churning up a thousand questions. Should she follow the tracks How can she
avoid being seen by the engineer and crew? Will there in fact be an open boxcar?
Before she can make a clear plan, the engine gives a sharp whistle and she can hear it
moving. It must be leaving the siding. All questions abruptly swept aside, she rushes forward to
the railway crossing. By the time she reaches it the train is already there.
Several open cars slide by her and she realizes she is going to lose her chance. Choking
down her fears she throws her bag onto an open boxcar and makes a jump for the doorway. It’s
way harder than she thought. She tries to get a purchase on the floor and a corner of the door
but there is no strength in her arms. For a while she dangles helplessly, not sure she can hang
on, fearful she won’t be able to board the car. Then the first of the twin bridges looms
dangerously. Fearful that she will be knocked off by a steel girder , she summons a strength
from somewhere that levers her up through the doorway and onto the floor of the boxcar. As
the train gains speed, she lies on the floor of the car, heart pounding, lungs bursting, aware of
the grit and straw and the animal smell. She has a number of scrapes on her legs and arms but
she’s made it. As the train enters the town there is a loud piercing whistle, then another as it
crosses the bridge out of town, and she realizes that she has left Bowness, that her new life has
begun. As the train steams through Montgomery towards Calgary she has a moment’s sorrow.
The other way would have led to BC and the possibility of Osoyoos. But she can’t worry about
that. She has to just worry about her own flight and her own safe path. A sense of finality
sweeps over her, she’s finally left home. When the fire was out would they try to look for her?
Would they realize she stole the money, or would they think it burned up in the fire?
Gathering her thoughts she takes the dress and underwear from the bag and hurriedly
puts them on, using her nightdress to brush the dirt from her legs and arms. Then she puts her
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coat back on top of the damp dress. The dress and the coat, a castoff of her mother’s, are both
too big for her but will give her the illusion of being older. She folds up her nightgown neatly,
then unfolds it and takes the money out of the jar. Putting fifty dollars in small bills in her coat
pocket, deep down, so they won’t fall out, she wraps the rest of the money up in the nightgown
in a tight bundle, leaving one of the arms out. She then pulls the sleeve of the nightgown over
the bundle, so it will stay wrapped. She tucks the bundle in the bag and the jar as well. She
doesn’t know what she needs it for but can’t discard any more of her life right now. She puts
her arm and head through the long strap of the bag, like a paper boy. She feels secure now,
can’t even bear to think of her daring in throwing the bag on the train before she actually got on
it herself. The train could have gone sailing off into the night taking the money and clothes
without her and then where would she have been?
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Jimmy
Jimmy Prescott comes in the back way as he always does on Friday nights. It’s the best chance
of catching her at whatever it is she’s up to. Moving up the shadowy alley, he parks the car
along the fence and stumbles through the back gate and across the yard. No light on at the
window. Typical. She might at least have left the porch light on. Then – what the hell? He can’t
believe his eyes. Pinned right to the clothesline with a wooden peg. Is she washing money now?
A ten dollar bill! He shoves the money into his pocket and then takes it out and studies it again.
Ten dollars. She could practically leave him with this. Who left it there? He smells a
conspiracy. Whoever left it must have had good reason. God, it comes from all directions,
doesn’t it? Just when he thinks things are under control. She’s getting far too uppity. Too
cocky. He definitely needs to tighten the reins. Those lunches she has with those bitches.
Spending his good money and plotting to leave him. That’s going to stop for sure. He stuffs the
money back into his pocket and lets himself in the back door. Nothing to eat in the house as
usual. Greedy bitch has eaten it all.
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Chrissie
Way early in the morning, Chrissie hears her dad coming in. She knows he’s being really quiet
on the stairs but there is a step that cracks like a cap gun when you step on it. He’s a volunteer
fireman and has to answer every fire alarm. Usually it’s a false alarm. In the darkness her
bedroom is shadowy and kind of spooky. And it’s really cold. The window is wide open
because her mother believes in fresh air, and there’s a stiff breeze coming in that whips the
curtains. The air is not all that fresh though, but smoky and sharp. Getting out of bed, Chrissie
pulls on her dressing gown and goes to close the window. When she gets there she finds the
smoky smell is much stronger. Maybe there really was a fire. The windowsill is damp. Chrissie
had been so tired she slept right through the rain. She mops up the droplets on the window with
her sleeve. Her mother would be shocked but Chrissie, in her new haircut, feels quite impudent.
Don’t be so impudent – her mother loves to say that. The times she’s been impudent in her life
would amount to five, maybe. Usually her mother applies it to other people. That Tina is the
most impudent thing! Maybe in getting her hair styled by Tina she got some of her impudence.
It feels good. Cheeky, that’s another thing she shouldn’t be, but she feels amazingly cheeky
right now.
There is a whimpering sound right below her window. Looking down she can see him
cowering on the gravel driveway. It’s Buddy, crying and shivering, and he looks hurt too. Poor
little guy. Before she thinks what she’s doing she hurries downstairs and opens the side door
and goes out in her bare feet to get him.
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Chess
Chess comes out of the shower feeling, depressed and heavy hearted. Alma is up and glued to
the window.
“I didn’t mean to waken you,” he says, but Alma isn’t listening.
“I don’t believe this. Will you look at your daughter!” Chess comes to the window.
Below him Chrissie is in the driveway in her dressing gown, holding a scruffy a little dog.
“Look at her out there in her bare feet. And that dog!” Alma hammers on the window,
trying to get Chrissie’s attention.
“What are you doing?”
“It’s filthy dirty. Who knows where it’s been. Chrissie!”
Chess grabs her hand, keeping it from the window pane. “Alma, wait. Think about this.
We want her to change. Don’t we?”
“That dog is covered in mud. And probably flea-riddled.”
“So what’s it to be? Playing with a dog, or staring at the knitting?”
Alma looks thoughtful. He presses the point.
“Look at her down there, a perfectly normal little kid holding a dog.”
Alma’s still having difficulty. “It’s just it’s not like her to be so disobedient.”
“Jesus, Alma!” She winced. “I’ve just come back from putting out a fire where a young
girl was burned to death.”
“Oh my God, Chess. Who was it?”
“The Flanders girl.”
“Laine? I can’t believe it. I saw her today!”
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“Evidently she spilled some oil in Lenny’s workhouse. They found an overturned
lantern. The place was filled with rags and wood shavings. Once it caught fire there was no
stopping it.”
“Oh Chess. That’s unbearable!”
Down below them, Chrissie is bouncing the dog in her arms as it vigorously licks her
face. Alma looks at her with a mixture of sadness and pleasure.
“We’re so fortunate, Chess.”
“We are.”
“You’re right. Look at her with that little mutt. So confident. She’s really an amazing
child.”
“You should have seen her with Harry today. She was actually discussing geology.”
“Geology?”
“I’m serious. Geology.”
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Chummy
Chummy lies awake long into the night, while the storm that brought their potato feast to an
end beats against the roof. He’s not troubled by the wind or the branches clawing at the
windows. He knows he can survive branch demons and lots of things. He has been thinking,
how to steal the vinegar. That will be his coup. Once he produced the salt the boys had
cheerfully made him one of them. The vinegar would seal the deal. He needs to get a bottle that
they can keep at the fire pit. And more salt too, for that matter, only it mustn’t get damp.
He wishes that Cleve could have seen him tonight pulling out the salt and impressing
everyone. He’s glad that he’s now part of the potato fry-ups but Cleve’s the most important part
of these adventures. Hopes he’s there next time. As he drifts off he thinks about Cleve, how it’s
almost like having a brother.
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Laine
She’s not sure what woke her: a coyote, the moonlight. The cold probably. She’d been awake
until the Calgary stockyards, could hear cattle and smell them too. Worried that they’d check
the cars, she burrowed into the pile of hay in the corner and under an old tarp. It smelled bad
but she was justified. Fifteen minutes later guards came along, shining their flashlights into
every car. She passed their inspection unnoticed. The train was motionless a long time. She
didn’t know if cars were being added or what but there were quite a few grinding lurches. She
worried too that they might either load something into the car or come and close the door. But
in spite of her fears and the cold and the bad smell she fell asleep.
Now she sits in the open door of the car legs hanging over the side. It’s still cold but
refreshing and she takes deep long drafts of the air. The train is moving south-east and she’s
pretty sure from school geography that Medicine Hat will be the next stop. Looking out at the
starlit prairie she feels sad and afraid but is already planning her life. For better or worse,
Trinny has prepared her for action. She will get off in Medicine Hat and buy herself a proper
ticket. She has the money. She’ll get a haircut. Buy some lipstick and powder, maybe some
stockings. Try to make herself look grown up as possible. Probably change her shoes. Get a
really nice breakfast, that’s what she’d do first. Then, a ticket to Ontario. Toronto. Then she’d
get a job. Look for those canning factories. She could do that all summer and in the winter go to
night school. She’d learn typing. With typing you can do anything, that’s what Trinny says.
And she could. She would. She’s sad and scared and hungry but she’s hopeful too. She isn’t an
idiot. She knows quite a bit about life, enough to get by, and about people too, enough to keep
from being frightened or hurt by anyone.
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She thinks of that little Carmichael kid. It’s a lot of baloney what they said about her,
and that’s something to be thankful for. Trinny is alive and well and on her way with Cleve to
Osoyoos and their new life. One of these days Laine means to go to Osoyoos. It’s comforting to
think of them being there, that they might be a part of her future.
The sun comes up, a red rim along the horizon and then shimmering and huge. She
didn’t know the sun could be that big. She looks in the bag she found near the shed, hoping
there might be food and she’s missed it but of course there isn’t, just her nightie with the money
wrapped in it and the mason jar. But there is something she hadn’t noticed, lying flat against the
inside of the bag. A notebook. It’s Jaycee’s exercise book from school. It will be good to keep
notes in for now. Make some lists. There are even a couple of pencils at the bottom of the bag.
She takes out the notebook and a pencil. Here she is just like Trinny, making lists. Lists and
plans. She thinks over Trinny’s plan, how she can copy it. She has the money. She hasn’t all the
things she needs but she will soon get them. Training, she didn’t have much of that, but she
feels in a way that Trinny has trained her. Opportunity? The fire had taken care of that. The
opportunity had come and she had been launched.
She feels, she doesn’t know what she feels, dizzy, pumped up, light headed. No, she
feels grown up. She doesn’t know if she’ll ever go back. She will have to be able to pay Jerome
and even then he probably won’t forgive her. Her mother will never forgive her. Her father will
be puzzled. And the boys? It will be meaningless to them. It will be just her, then. By herself.
The air is fresh and she pulls her coat close. She thinks about the town she’s left behind.
Vince’s, cozy and steamy with the smell of coffee. It would be opening soon. Mr. Williams and
his nicotine stink. Mademoiselle Peters’ ankles. She wonders if the Landry’s basement home
will have its first floor built by summer’s end. And wonders what Cleve is doing. Will he and
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Trinny make it? Will they do well enough to send for Jaycee and the boys? She wishes she was
with them.
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Kimi
Kimi has been weathering out the storm sitting on the stairwell, can see that it’s calm now that
the clouds are clearing fast. At the window she sees the moon is out, a full moon and there,
below her, just like the aunties said there would be, and just as Mrs. Lazare told her, was the
river, winding its way through the dark trees, gleaming and sparkling in the moonlight. A
promise kept. An instruction followed. She is aware of a movement behind her but doesn’t care
now if she’s found. She’s Kimi now. Tomorrow night she will tell the aunties she has found the
river and they will tell her what to do next.
But when she turns it isn’t a nurse. Amber has followed her, must have been just behind
her all along – across the ward, along the hall by the nurse’s station, into the stairwell, and then
waiting out the storm a few steps below her. Amber’s face tells Kimi what she has never
admitted. Amber wants to believe. Amber comes beside her to look out at the moon and it’s
shiny reflection in the river.
“It’s the river,” says Kimi.
“Just like the aunties said,” Amber replies.
Kimi feels a rush of affection and companionship. She will take Amber when she goes.
The aunties will have to say yes.
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Jaycee
When they first left Bowness in the car Jaycee desperately wanted to cry. She didn’t because
she knew it would upset Cleve. But it was hard not to. Telling Cleve that Trinny was dead was
the hardest thing she ever had to do. He almost cried too but she could tell he had too much to
think about if he wanted to stay with Trinny’s plan.
The thing she fears most is that she will forget her sister and lose her. And if she loses
Trinny she also loses her mother. She can’t really remember her mother, just that she went
away and that there is a mystery about her going that only Cleve and Trinny know about.
Jaycee almost understands what the mystery is but she doesn’t want to think about it.
As the car speeds down Highway Two, Jaycee looks out at the moonlit fields thinking
over her day, how it was so different than she ever thought it would be. First there was Mrs.
Mortimer. What a surprise that was. She trusted Mrs. Mortimer to know good work when she
saw it and the teacher hadn’t even looked at Jaycee’s assignment, just made a judgement out of
thin air. Jaycee hadn’t done anything good up to then so Mrs. M. couldn’t imagine that she ever
would. Only Cynthia and Ranald could do good work.
But Jaycee knows that what she’d written was good work and the fact that the teacher
didn’t recognize it doesn’t make any difference. Trinny was right about that. It’s not what other
people think. Jaycee’s assignment is good and it’s not just the length. It’s the way she put actual
ideas down, ideas that were her sister’s but that she, Jaycee, understood and set down for
anyone to read and understand.
She’s sorry she doesn’t have the assignment any more but as soon as she and Cleve get
to Osoyoos she’ll write it down again, and she’s going to write a big long story about Trinny
too. That way everyone will be able to know what Trinny was like. And the boys will be able to
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read it when they’re older so they won’t forget her. She wishes someone had written about her
mother like that. She never really knew her. Just that she walked away one night. Jaycee
imagines how she was from the things that Trinny has told her. And everyone says how much
Trinny looks like her mother. But she knows that her mother was probably much weaker than
Trinny and hadn’t really been able to make things happen and that Trinny’s strength and
determination more likely came from the Barker. She feels cold with these observations. She
pulls the eiderdown they took from Mr. Barlow’s house up around her chin.
She thinks about seeing Laine standing by the burning house. If only Laine could have
come with them. How great it would have been if the three of them could have gone together
She thinks about Laine giving them cookies that morning, making the birthday cake, how she’d
stood up to the Barker even when he grabbed her by the throat. She tries to keep an image of
Laine but she’s already fading. Maybe she’ll write things down about Laine, like she plans with
Trinny, and then she won’t fade from her memory. And the boys too. She thinks of what she’ll
write about Richie, the way he can’t keep still for one minute at a time. The way he sniffs when
he’s cold and the funny clowning face he makes when he and Benny are goofing off. His black,
black hair like the Barker’s, and his frantic bouncing all over the place. As she thinks of these
things, suddenly Richie is alive and kicking around in her brain, like he’s right there with her.
What will happen to him? She wonders. It was awful leaving him and Benny like that. What
will the Barker do to them? They have to do well, she and Cleve. They have to be able to come
back and rescue the boys. How will they ever do it? But that’s just it. She’ll have to be like
Trinny. Trinny would have made it happen and so will she. She’ll get stronger and older and
one day look like a grown up and make it all happen.
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Buddy
The smell of breakfast cooking is irresistible. Buddy wriggles out from Chrissie’s arm and
leaves her sleeping in the rumpled bed. Scampering down the stairs he wanders into the kitchen,
careful to avoid the dark-haired woman at the stove, alert for signs of disapproval or danger.
Instead, a warm inviting voice welcomes him. The woman reaches down and scratches him
behind the ears and to his astonishment a big bowl of bread with warm milk is set before him
with an egg mixed in.
“Why do you want to go feeding that mangy little runt?”
The dark-haired woman gives him another pat. “This is Chrissie’s new pet, Mumma.
Chess says she needs some changes, some new directions.”
“Good thinking,” says Violet. “Keep her out of trouble. Get her mind off that
clairvoyance thing.”
A man comes into the room rubbing his hands and looking at the plate of pancakes on
the stove. “I’ll have some of those. And Vi, I don’t think we need to worry about Chrissie’s
predictions any more. She was totally wrong about Trinny Grisham. It was that poor Flanders
girl who died and Chrissie completely missed it.”
“Chess was there last night at the fire,” says Alma.
“What a horrible thing,” says Vi, thankful she had no part in it.
“Yeah,” says Chess. “That poor family. You don’t ever get over anything like that. They
think she was trying to clean up Lenny’s work shed and knocked over a lantern. She’d been
told to do it earlier in the day and I guess was feeling guilty about it. Place was filled with oil
and wood shavings. Just went up like tinder. Took the whole house with it. Wasn’t much we
could do. It was too far gone by the time we got there.”
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“Poor child.”
“Yeah. I phoned in this morning and they said the body was identified by a bracelet she
was wearing. One of those cheap Woolworth’s things you get your name engraved on. By
rights it should have melted, the fire was so hot, but her arm was underneath her and it missed
the worst of the heat.”
Alma sets a big plate of pancakes on the table and Chess tucks in. “Not knitting,
Violet?” he asks, reaching for the syrup.
“Nah! Knitting’s for old ladies. I’m getting a job.”
“You’re not!”
“I applied at Eaton’s yesterday. They want someone in Lingerie.”
“Well, well, well. That’s fantastic, Vi.”
“Merle Potter figures I’m a shoe-in.”
“Now Mumma. You don’t have to get a job.”
“Yes I do. I’m not an old lady yet. Not as ready for the trash heap as you suppose.”
“Now Mumma.”
“I’m only fifty-six, for Pete’s sake. I’ve plenty of working years left. I need a life, not a
rocking chair.”
“Way to go Vi. A good example for Chrissie.”
“I’ll be one of those whatchacallems for her, yeah a role model.”
“God forbid,” Alma says.
“Wash your mouth out with soap, Alma.” Vi’s look of piety breaks Chess up. “Taking
the Lord’s name in vain. I brought you up better than that.”
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Jaycee
Cleve gasses up in Milk River. The gas station owner says he was lucky to find him open.
Normally he’d still be in his bed but he’s expecting a neighbour with a broken fan belt he’s
promised to fix. What the hell is Cleve doing here at this time of morning and who is he,
anyway? Not from around here, that’s for sure.
“My mom died.” Cleve has already told Jaycee what he will say to people. Ever since
Nanton he’s been working on it.
“Oh. Sorry to hear that son.”
“Yeah. Me and my sister are going to Missoula. My dad’s working there. We’re
meeting up with him.”
The gas station owner is a big-boned man, his coat zipped to his chin against the
morning chill. His hands are raw and red, with black under the nails. He’s kindly and gruff, a
no-nonsense kind of guy. The man takes Cleve’s twenty to pay for the gas, and comes back out
with the change and two bottles of ginger ale and a big bag of chips. “Something for your trip.
You want to get yourself on the Number Fifteen, son. Then when you cross the border go on
down past the Sweet Grass Hills. You can see them from here. Then you follow the….” He lays
it out carefully for Cleve, and Jaycee knows that Cleve, who has studied the map for weeks, has
a good idea of what he’s suggesting.
“Thanks.”
“You take care of yourself, now.”
“Yes sir.”
Cleve eases the car out of the gas station and drives carefully till the man was out of
sight behind them. Jaycee looks at her brother’s solemn face and suddenly gets it..
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“Mom’s dead, isn’t she.”
Cleve, eyes fastened to the road ahead, nods.
“Dad killed her.”
He nods again.
She knows now what that mystery was that Trinny and Cleve had between them.
“Trinny knew too.”
“I don’t know. She never said. But I think so.”
A lot of things settle down in Jaycee’s mind. Trinny was trying to act like their mom.
Even though she knew she was dead she had an idea of their mother, a piece of their mother in
her own head that she used to make plans. And that’s what Jaycee will do. Her little bit of
Trinny will guide her. That’s what heroes were for, not just to admire but to show you how to
do stuff. Comforted, she settles back under her quilt.
They cross the border just before sun-up. No one is at the post, it’s all closed up, not
even a barrier across the road. The sky is clear blue with a ring of promising light around the
rim and the land stretches out forever. The Sweet Grass Hills come into view as the road leads
round them to the south.
THE END

Please return to http://rosescollard.com/fiction/ and comment on the story.
Thank you!
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